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Abstract
The large flood of data flowing from observatories presents significant challenges to
astronomy and cosmology – challenges that will only be magnified by projects currently
under development. Growth in both volume and velocity of astrophysics data is accel-
erating: whereas the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) has produced 60 terabytes of
data in the last decade, the upcoming Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) plans
to register 30 terabytes per night starting in the year 2020. Additionally, the Euclid
Mission will acquire imaging for ∼ 5 × 107 resolvable galaxies. The field of galaxy
evolution faces a particularly challenging future as complete understanding often can-
not be reached without analysis of detailed morphological galaxy features. Historically,
morphological analysis has relied on visual classification by astronomers, accessing the
human brains capacity for advanced pattern recognition. However, this accurate but
inefficient method falters when confronted with many thousands (or millions) of im-
ages. In the SDSS era, efforts to automate morphological classifications of galaxies
(e.g., Conselice et al., 2000; Lotz et al., 2004) are reasonably successful and can distin-
guish between elliptical and disk-dominated galaxies with accuracies of ∼80%. While
this is statistically very useful, a key problem with these methods is that they often
cannot say which 80% of their samples are accurate. Furthermore, when confronted
with the more complex task of identifying key substructure within galaxies, automated
classification algorithms begin to fail.
The Galaxy Zoo project uses a highly innovative approach to solving the scalabil-
ity problem of visual classification. Displaying images of SDSS galaxies to volunteers
via a simple and engaging web interface, www.galaxyzoo.org asks people to classify
images by eye. Within the first year hundreds of thousands of members of the gen-
eral public had classified each of the ∼1 million SDSS galaxies an average of 40 times.
Galaxy Zoo thus solved both the visual classification problem of time efficiency and
improved accuracy by producing a distribution of independent classifications for each
galaxy. While crowd-sourced galaxy classifications have proven their worth, challenges
remain before establishing this method as a critical and standard component of the data
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processing pipelines for the next generation of surveys. In particular, though innova-
tive, crowd-sourcing techniques do not have the capacity to handle the data volume and
rates expected in the next generation of surveys. These algorithms will be delegated
to handle the majority of the classification tasks, freeing citizen scientists to contribute
their efforts on subtler and more complex assignments.
This thesis presents a solution through an integration of visual and automated classi-
fications, preserving the best features of both human and machine. We demonstrate the
effectiveness of such a system through a re-analysis of visual galaxy morphology classi-
fications collected during the Galaxy Zoo 2 (GZ2) project. We reprocess the top-level
question of the GZ2 decision tree with a Bayesian classification aggregation algorithm
dubbed SWAP, originally developed for the Space Warps gravitational lens project.
Through a simple binary classification scheme we increase the classification rate nearly
5-fold classifying 226,124 galaxies in 92 days of GZ2 project time while reproducing
labels derived from GZ2 classification data with 95.7% accuracy.
We next combine this with a Random Forest machine learning algorithm that learns
on a suite of non-parametric morphology indicators widely used for automated mor-
phologies. We develop a decision engine that delegates tasks between human and ma-
chine and demonstrate that the combined system provides a factor of 11.4 increase in
the classification rate, classifying 210,803 galaxies in just 32 days of GZ2 project time
with 93.1% accuracy. As the Random Forest algorithm requires a minimal amount
of computational cost, this result has important implications for galaxy morphology
identification tasks in the era of Euclid and other large-scale surveys.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A galaxy’s morphology is the culmination of its formation, interactions, and evolution
through environmental and internal processes. It is a snapshot into the current state of
a galaxy’s life as well as a window to its past. The insights gleaned through the study
of galaxy morphology have radically changed our view of the universe since the time of
Edwin Hubble.
Astronomers have made use of visual galaxy morphologies to understand the dy-
namical structure of these systems for nearly ninety years (e.g., Hubble, 1936; de Vau-
couleurs, 1959; Sandage, 1961; van den Bergh, 1976; Nair & Abraham, 2010; Baillard
et al., 2011). The division between early-type and late-type (see Section 1.2) systems
corresponds, for example, to a wide range of parameters from mass and luminosity, to
environment, color, and star formation history (e.g., Kormendy, 1977; Dressler, 1980;
Strateva et al., 2001; Blanton et al., 2003a; Kauffmann et al., 2003; Nakamura et al.,
2003; Shen et al., 2003; Peng et al., 2010); while detailed observations of morphological
features such as bars and bulges provide information about the history of their host
systems (e.g., Kormendy & Kennicutt, 2004; Elmegreen et al., 2008; Sheth et al., 2008;
Masters et al., 2011; Simmons et al., 2014). Modern studies of morphology divide sys-
tems into broad classes (e.g., Conselice, 2006; Lintott et al., 2008; Kartaltepe et al.,
2015; Peth et al., 2016), but a wealth of information can be gained from identifying
new and often rare objects, such as low redshift clumpy galaxies (e.g., Elmegreen et al.,
2013), polar-ring galaxies (e.g., Whitmore et al., 1990), and the green peas (Cardamone
et al., 2009).
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2Obtaining these morphologies has traditionally been a time-consuming, though highly
accurate, visual endeavor and only in the past twenty years have automated morpho-
logical assignment been possible. While current state-of-the-art image analysis routines
can deliver rapid high-level morphologies, this efficiency comes at the expense of requir-
ing prohibitively large training sets to achieve human-equivalent classification accuracy.
The next decade will herald the first light of more powerful ground- and spaced-based
telescopes such as the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST), Euclid, and WFIRST.
The surveys planned for these instruments promise to revolutionize the field of astro-
physics providing several orders of magnitude more data than is currently available.
Traditional techniques will not be sufficient for extracting accurate galaxy morphologies
on a pertinent timescale.
This thesis details a solution to the scalability of galaxy morphology designations by
examining classifications obtained as part of the Galaxy Zoo project, a crowd-sourcing
initiative that has obtained morphological classifications from hundreds of thousands
of volunteers for over a million galaxies from several astrophysical surveys. Though
innovative, even crowd-sourcing will be unable to sustain the classification load for future
surveys. Instead, these classifications are combined with supervised machine learning
algorithms that train on a suite of non-parametric morphology indicators widely used for
automated morphologies. This thesis begins with a detailed account of the data utilized
in this work as well as the methodology used to obtain these morphology indicators
(Chapter 2). Chapter 3 demonstrates how crowd-sourcing techniques can be optimized
by applying a Bayesian approach to the aggregation of Galaxy Zoo classifications, while
Chapter 4 explores the combination of these visual classifications with machine learning
algorithms. Also included is a preliminary analysis of a rare sample of “clumpy” galaxies
in the local universe discovered during the analysis of Galaxy Zoo: Hubble classifications
(Chapter 5). This Introduction provides a brief overview of galaxy formation, the
science achieved through the study of morphology, and galaxy classification techniques.
It concludes with an overview of the work to be presented in this thesis, Galaxy Zoo:
Express, a framework that integrates human and machine galaxy classifiers in order
to scale the collection of galaxy morphologies for the next generation of astrophysical
surveys.
31.1 Galaxy formation
Modern cosmology begins with the premise of the cosmological principle – that the uni-
verse is homogeneous and isotropic on large scales. Early observations revealed that the
universe is expanding (Hubble, 1929; Hubble & Humason, 1931) and that it was much
hotter and denser in the past (Penzias & Wilson, 1965; Dicke et al., 1965). The primor-
dial universe is thought to have undergone a very early epoch of exponential expansion
(Guth, 1981) during which quantum fluctuations gave rise to small inhomogeneities that
are detected in observations of the Cosmic Microwave Background (Hinshaw et al., 2013;
Planck Collaboration et al., 2016). These observations combined with those of Type Ia
supernovae (Riess et al., 1998; Perlmutter et al., 1998) give rise to the standard Λ Cold
Dark Matter (ΛCDM) model. In this model, normal matter accounts for only 4% of
the energy density of the universe while cold, collisionless dark matter represents nearly
25%. The remainder is thought to be composed of mysterious dark energy, described
by Einstein’s famous “cosmological constant,” and is currently causing the expansion
of the universe to accelerate.
The initial seeds of inhomogeneity produced during the epoch of inflation are thought
to cause the dark matter component of the early universe to develop small density per-
turbations characterized as over- and underdensities. These perturbations expanded
with the expansion of the universe while the mean, or background, density decreased.
When an overdensity critically exceeds that of the local background it ceases to expand
and becomes gravitationally self-bound (Gunn & Gott, 1972), creating what is referred
to as a dark matter halo in which every galaxy is born. These halos can then continue
to grow through hierarchical clustering, i.e., mergers with other halos. In the current
paradigm, these halos also contain baryonic matter which subsequently cools and con-
denses in the halo’s potential well eventually creating the luminous content of galaxies
(White & Rees, 1978).
In addition to gravity, there are several physical processes that are crucial to the
success of galaxy formation: cosmological accretion, various mechanisms of galaxy feed-
back and quenching, and structural transformation through mergers and environmental
processes. We touch on a few of these mechanisms here and in Section 1.3.
41.1.1 Gas accretion
When an overdense region of gas and dark matter collapses strong shocks form increasing
the temperature of the gas (Binney, 1977; Rees & Ostriker, 1977). How the gas cools
will determine the subsequent evolution of the system which is, in turn, dependent on
the temperature of the gas. Gas hotter than T > 107 cools predominantly through
bremsstrahlung (free-free emission), while gas with 104 < T < 107 cools by ionized
atoms decaying to their ground state or via electron recombination. Gas below these
temperatures can cool via collisional excitation and de-excitation of heavy metals or
molecules. This cooled gas can eventually condense and collapse thus triggering star
formation.
An active area of current research is determining how galaxies accrete this gas from
the interstellar medium. Two flavors are currently popular: “cold” and “hot” accre-
tion modes. In hot-mode accretion, radiative cooling is inefficient and a hot, pressure-
supported gaseous halo forms. This halo will gradually lose its thermal energy eventually
collapsing and settling into a centrifugally supported disk. This mode of accretion is
thought to be more important at lower redshift (Faucher-Gigue`re et al., 2011; van de
Voort et al., 2011). On the other hand, cold-mode accretion is characterized by a gas
cooling time much shorter than the dynamical time allowing cold gas to accrete directly
onto the proto-galaxy in narrow streams and filaments (White & Frenk, 1991; Birnboim
& Dekel, 2003; Keresˇ et al., 2005; Dekel et al., 2009a). This process is thought to dom-
inate at higher redshifts (Katz et al., 2003) though direct detections of this mechanism
are scarce (Steidel et al., 2010; Beck et al., 2016; Fumagalli et al., 2016; Martin et al.,
2015, 2016).
1.1.2 Feedback and quenching
Gas cooling is predicted to be very efficient yet observations show that only 10% of
baryonic matter is contained in stars or cold gas (Fukugita & Peebles, 2004). This
“overcooling problem” implies that other physical processes must be invoked in order
to quench star formation, i.e., inhibit gas from cooling or reheat it after it has cooled.
These measures typically fall into either “preventative” or “ejective” feedback (Gabor
et al., 2010; Keresˇ et al., 2009). Two major candidates include star formation feedback
5in the form of supernovae, and that from accretion and jets of active galactic nuclei
(AGN).
Stellar feedback via supernova driven winds, which heat and expel gas, are often
invoked as the most likely mechanism to suppress star formation in low mass galaxies
(Dekel & Silk, 1986; White & Rees, 1978). This has the added benefit of enriching the
intergalactic medium with metals. In addition, several other processes associated with
massive stars contribute to the inefficiency of star formation including photo-heating,
photo-ionization and winds from massive stars (e.g., review by Hopkins et al., 2012).
Stellar feedback mechanisms are expected to be more efficient at high redshift when
galaxies had star formation rates much higher than that of today.
AGN are typically invoked for massive galaxies as there is strong evidence that all
spheroidal galaxies likely contain a supermassive black hole (Kormendy & Ho, 2013), and
studies have shown that the energy released via supernovae are not enough to sufficiently
stifle star formation in these systems (Springel et al., 2005). These supermassive black
holes accrete gas and can provide strong feedback by way of high-velocity winds which
eject the cold interstellar medium or giant radio jets which prevent or slow the cooling
of the surrounding hot gaseous halo (Fabian, 2012; Heckman & Best, 2014).
In addition to these largely in situ feedback mechanisms, several external processes
can also lead to the suppression of star formation via galaxy-galaxy interactions. These
environmental effects are discussed in more depth in Section 1.3.3.
1.1.3 Mergers
The basic picture of galactic structure is that smooth gas accretion produces disks (the
formation of which is discussed in Section 1.1.4) while mergers destroy them (Toomre,
1977). Mergers are ubiquitous in the hierarchical paradigm of CDM with equal-mass
mergers thought to completely destroy the disk, building dispersion-dominated spheroidal
galaxies by efficiently removing angular momentum (Barnes, 1992; Mihos & Hern-
quist, 1996). Even unequal mergers can thicken disks and build spheroidal compo-
nents (Moster et al., 2010). These two major galactic archetypes (disk- and spheroid-
dominated) are explored in depth later in this chapter.
61.1.4 The importance of gas kinematics
The conventional approach to disk formation posits that accreting gas from the halo
conserves angular momentum, eventually settling into a disk (Fall & Efstathiou, 1980;
Mo et al., 1998). Unfortunately, simulated disks rotate too quickly at a given luminosity
preventing them from lying on the observed Tully-Fisher relation (e.g, review by Brooks,
2010). This “angular momentum catastrophe” is the result of observed galaxies having a
deficit of low angular momentum gas (Bullock et al., 2001; van den Bosch et al., 2001).
Incorporating feedback via stellar winds allows for the redistribution of low angular
momentum gas and keeps galaxies more gas-rich thus making the disk more resilient to
mergers (Governato et al., 2009; Robertson et al., 2006; Brook et al., 2012).
The discovery of clumpy disks at z ∼ 2 (Elmegreen & Elmegreen, 2005) presented
additional challenges to disk formation models as these systems are found to be puffier
and with a rotational velocity and gas dispersion inconsistent with local disk galaxies
(Fo¨rster Schreiber et al., 2009). These clumps contain a substantial fraction of the
disk star formation (Guo et al., 2012), a significant portion of the total stellar mass
(Wuyts et al., 2012), and are generating outflows (Genzel et al., 2011). Understanding
the origins of these properties and the evolution of such systems up to present day is
ongoing and is addressed in greater detail in Chapter 5.
1.2 Standard morphology designations
The oldest and arguably simplest system for categorizing galaxy morphology dates back
to the 1930s and Edwin Hubble’s famous “tuning fork” (Hubble, 1926, 1936). Based
on a small sample, Hubble classified galaxies into two major groups, elliptical and spi-
ral. Visually, elliptical galaxies possess a smooth light distribution, while spirals are
characterized by a well-defined disk structure often with spiral arms. Hubble assigned a
number to elliptical galaxies denoting the degree of their ellipticity, where 0 corresponds
to a nearly perfectly round galaxy and 7 being highly elongated. Spirals were given ad-
ditional designation in the form of letters ‘a’ through ‘c’, characterizing the compactness
of their spiral arms. For example, “Sa” galaxies are tightly wound, whereas “Sc” spirals
are looser. The spiral category was then further subdivided by galaxies that exhibited
7Figure 1.1 The Hubble “tuning fork” with example images for each galaxy type created
from gri-composite SDSS imaging. Credit: Karen L. Masters and the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS) Collaboration.
8a central bar. There are also indications that the bulges inherent to many spiral galax-
ies share a close connection to elliptical galaxies, thus the transitional “S0” category:
galaxies with disks that are dominated by the bulge component.
It became common to call galaxies on the left side of the diagram “early-types,” and
those on the right “late-types”. Contrary to this author’s belief, Hubble never intended
these designations to imply galactic evolution. Instead, this terminology was borrowed
from stars, where massive O and B stars were referred to as “early-type,” while older
stars were known as “late-type”(Buta, 2011). It has subsequently become clear that,
much to the contrary, ellipticals are dominated by late-type stars, while disk galaxies
are typically composed of young, early-type stars. Unfortunately, the misnomer has
stuck.
This method of galaxy classification was based on a small sample of which only a
few percent did not conform to the basic designations originally posited by Hubble.
These leftover galaxies were dubbed “irregulars” or “peculiars”. It wasn’t until much
later that it was discovered this galaxy type was far more prevalent than Hubble orig-
inally thought, especially in the more distant universe. Since this early attempt at
classification, several other systems have been put forward but most share the same
basic categories (e.g., de Vaucouleurs, 1959; Conselice, 2006). Indeed, even this sim-
plistic approach has yielded nearly a hundred years of science that has advanced our
understanding of galaxy formation, structure, and evolution.
1.3 Morphology as a tracer of galaxy evolution
That galaxies exhibit different features is obvious, but what, if anything, do those
features tell us? Because we cannot observe the entire lifespan of a single galaxy, it is
fair to question whether or not morphology is primarily an indicator of age, with galaxies
marching starkly through the Hubble sequence, or whether dynamical processes shape
that morphology. Or both. In this section we discuss some of the major roles that
galaxy morphology has played in understanding the evolution and formation of these
systems.
91.3.1 Stellar populations and color bi-modality
At its heart, morphology simply traces an integrated 2D projection of a galaxy’s light
distribution. As such, it encodes information on the distribution of a galaxy’s stellar,
gas, and dust content. However, these components are best traced through different
wavelengths of light. In the optical, it is well known that the color-luminosity distri-
bution of galaxies is strongly bi-modal (Baldry et al., 2004a). Most galaxies fall into
either the “red sequence” or the “blue cloud.” There is a distinct gap between these
two galaxy populations but recent studies have shown that, though sparse, this “green
valley” could be a region of active galactic evolution related to a possible morphological
transition (Schawinski et al., 2007).
This bimodality has resulted in the now ubiquitous color-magnitude relation (CMR)
(Baldry et al., 2004b; Bell et al., 2004). These distinct populations are now believed to be
due to differences in stellar populations as determined by spectroscopic age indicators as
well as UV and IR photometry, with the red sequence being largely composed of passive
or quiescent galaxies characterized by old, red stellar populations and little to no star
formation, while the blue cloud is full of actively star forming galaxies with young, blue
stellar populations (Brinchmann et al., 2004; Kauffmann et al., 2003; Salim et al., 2007;
Schiminovich et al., 2007). A galaxy’s morphology is tightly correlated with its color,
with elliptical galaxies typically residing in the red sequence and disk galaxies inhabiting
the blue cloud (e.g., Strateva et al., 2001; Baldry et al., 2004a; Cirasuolo et al., 2007;
Lee et al., 2013; Taylor et al., 2015). This dichotomy is so ubiquitous that color has
been used as a proxy for morphology when acquiring the latter was impractical (e.g.,
Shen et al., 2003; Blanton et al., 2003b). The top panel of Figure 1.2 shows an example
of the color-magnitude relation for a sample of SDSS galaxies, while the bottom panel
depicts a schematic of the associated morphologies (adapted from Kormendy & Bender,
2012).
The CMR is tighter for early-type galaxies in the red sequence suggesting that this
population could be coeval, having had their last epoch of star-formation at some point
in the past and evolving passively thereafter (Bower et al., 1992). Studying the CMR
can provide insights into the last epoch of star formation for this galaxy population
(Sandage & Visvanathan, 1978; Tully et al., 1982). There exists a degeneracy between
the age and metallicity of stellar populations: older stars tend to be redder but this effect
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Figure 1.2 Color-magnitude relation adapted from Kormendy & Bender (2012). Though
the x-axis is in units of log stellar mass, mass correlates strongly with a galaxy’s lu-
minosity. The top panel shows the contours of galaxy number density (Baldry et al.,
2004a) with the rainbow bar denoting the associated u − r color. The bottom panel
depicts the dominant galaxy morphologies associated with each location.
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can also be achieved through an increase in stellar metallicity. The color dependence of
the red sequence is consistent with evolution models whereby the slope is due primarily
to metallicity effects (Bower et al., 1992; Kodama & Arimoto, 1997). This allows for an
age estimate to be placed on the last episode of significant star formation in early-type
galaxies of typically between 3-7 Gyr ago (e.g., Lo´pez-Cruz et al., 2004).
1.3.2 Mass assembly and the emergence of the Hubble sequence
Perhaps two of the most fundamental characteristics of a galaxy are its mass and its star
formation rate (SFR). Though more challenging than luminosity to measure accurately,
it is now thought that several processes such as feedback (e.g., Gabor et al., 2010)
and gas accretion (e.g., Conselice et al., 2013) are directly tied to galaxy stellar mass.
Thus, stellar mass functions (SMFs) are a key observable that can statistically trace the
formation of stars in the universe. A cottage industry for decades, constructing mass
and luminosity functions have provided insights into the build-up of baryonic mass over
cosmic time (Steidel et al., 1999; Ouchi et al., 2004; Giavalisco et al., 2004; Drory et al.,
2005; Fontana et al., 2006; Marchesini et al., 2009; Caputi et al., 2011; Gonza´lez et al.,
2011; Lee et al., 2012; Ilbert et al., 2013; Bernardi et al., 2013; Duncan et al., 2014).
It is well known that the cosmic star formation rate density of the universe increased
from the earliest epochs up until z ∼ 2 and has substantially declined since then, as
shown in the Lilly-Madau plot in Figure 1.3 (Madau & Dickinson, 2014, and references
therein). Furthermore, Madau & Dickinson (2014) estimate that half of the stellar
mass observed today was formed more than 8 Gyr ago. Understanding how this star
formation was distributed among galaxy morphological types not only provides insight
on the emergence of the Hubble sequence we see today, but also probes galaxy evolution
and formation mechanisms as we discuss below.
Recent studies have shown that star-forming and quiescent galaxy types can be
identified clearly up to z ∼ 2 (Brammer et al., 2011; Muzzin et al., 2013). Morpholog-
ically speaking, most of the stellar mass at z > 2 seems to reside in irregular galaxies
with the existence of disk galaxies being questionable (Dickinson, 2000; Papovich et al.,
2005; Cameron et al., 2011; Conselice et al., 2005, 2011; Buitrago et al., 2013). Between
1 < z < 2 the stellar mass density resides more in traditional disk systems but has
stayed roughly constant since then (Bell et al., 2004; Brammer et al., 2011; Faber et al.,
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Figure 1.3 The history of cosmic star formation as determined by FUV+IR rest-frame
measurements from several galaxy samples (credit: Madau & Dickinson, 2014, and ref-
erences therein). This shows that cosmic star formation peaked around z ∼ 2 when the
universe was approximately 3.5 Gyr old followed by a gradual decline until present day.
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2007; Muzzin et al., 2013). Instead, SMFs indicate that the comoving number and mass
density of quiescent systems has steadily increased over cosmic time with early-type sys-
tems residing as some of the most massive galaxies in the local universe (Brinchmann
& Ellis, 2000; Bell et al., 2003; Bundy et al., 2005; Mortlock et al., 2013; Kelvin et al.,
2014; Huertas-Company et al., 2016; Thanjavur et al., 2016). This is peculiar as it is
the star-forming population that is expected to gain in stellar mass through the birth
of new stars. This finding implies that more star-forming galaxies must have their star
formation quenched.
Hierarchical galaxy formation predicts the build up of smaller systems before the
creation of larger galaxies by way of violent mergers, simultaneously transforming disk
morphologies into spheroidal systems (Driver et al., 2013; Bluck et al., 2009; Man et al.,
2012). Indeed, this is likely the case in the high-redshift universe, but after z < 2,
the dominant mechanism for galaxy evolution switches to gas accretion from the in-
tergalactic medium and with it, the formation of disk galaxies from irregular systems
(Conselice et al., 2013). Both mergers and gas accretion processes are observed to be
mass-dependent with the most massive galaxies settling into the familiar Hubble se-
quence more quickly than low-mass galaxies (Buitrago et al., 2013; Conselice et al.,
2011; Mortlock et al., 2013). This so-called “downsizing” process, though seemingly
contradictory to the hierarchical theory, is nevertheless favored observationally (Cowie
et al., 1996; Brinchmann & Ellis, 2000; Bundy et al., 2005; Cimatti et al., 2006).
1.3.3 Morphology as a function of environment
Several studies have demonstrated that the probability for a galaxy to be quiescent
depends on its stellar mass and large-scale environment (Balogh et al., 2004; Hogg
et al., 2004; Peng et al., 2010; Woo et al., 2013). That a galaxy’s environment has a
direct relationship with its morphology was first quantified by Dressler (1980), and is
known as the morphology-density relation. This empirical relation finds that elliptical
galaxies tend to reside in the densest environments, i.e., rich groups and clusters, at
all stages of cosmic time, while disks reside in isolated environments. This strongly
indicates that environment plays a crucial role in galaxy evolution (e.g., Fasano et al.,
2000; Smith et al., 2005; Peng et al., 2010).
Of particular interest, Peng et al. (2010) demonstrate that the fraction of quiescent
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galaxies in dense regions relies on different physical mechanisms depending on whether
galaxies were central to the group or merely a satellite. Specifically, they find that the
fraction of quiescent centrals is dependent solely on stellar mass, while that for satellites
is dependent on both stellar mass and environment. There are several processes that
could preferentially suppress star formation in satellite galaxies including harassment
(Moore et al., 1996), tidal stripping or “strangulation” (Kawata & Mulchaey, 2008),
and ram pressure stripping (Gunn & Gott, 1972). Another curious observational result
is that of “galactic conformity,” in which halos with red central galaxies preferentially
have red satellites (Weinmann et al., 2006). There is currently little consensus on the
physics that drive this phenomena (Kauffmann et al., 2013; Hearin et al., 2015, 2016;
Pahwa & Paranjape, 2017) but it is clear that the relationship between morphology and
environment continues to advance our understanding of galaxy evolution.
1.3.4 Insights from rare morphologies
While great insight into the formation and evolution of galaxies has been gleaned
through examination of broad morphological categories, more can be learned by digging
into the details. Any theory of galaxy evolution will have to account for the dizzying
array of galactic forms including the development of bars, bulges, and rings, as well as
rare morphologies such as the “green peas,” or giant clumps of star formation in galaxies
in the nearby universe discussed below.
Identifying finer galactic structures has become easier with the advent of cameras
such as the Wide Field Camera 3 (Dressel, 2012) aboard the Hubble Space Telescope,
which has imaged the universe in unprecedented detail. However, it has only been since
the development of large scale surveys like, for example, the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(SDSS, York et al., 2000; Abazajian et al., 2003), the Cosmic Assembly and Near-
infrared Deep Extragalactic Legacy Survey (CANDELS, Grogin et al., 2011; Koekemoer
et al., 2011), and the Dark Energy Survey (DES, The Dark Energy Survey Collaboration,
2005) that astronomers have become aware of rare populations of galaxies. While small,
these populations provide a means to constrain formation and evolution theories.
First recognized as an individual class of galaxies by Galaxy Zoo volunteers in 2007,
the “green peas” are a type of luminous blue compact galaxy whose name reflects the
hue of these galaxies in the false color SDSS images presented during the Galaxy Zoo
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project (Lintott et al., 2008; Cardamone et al., 2009). These oxygen-rich objects are
observed to have some of the largest star formation rates with some of the smallest
masses (Amor´ın et al., 2010). It is surmised that these galaxies were commonplace
in the early universe and likely played a large role in the reionization of the universe
(Izotov et al., 2016). That such galaxies exist in the local universe provides a way to
probe the cosmic past.
Another class of potential local analogs of high-redshift counterparts are low redshift
“clumpy” galaxies (Elmegreen & Elmegreen, 2005; Elmegreen et al., 2013). As previ-
ously discussed, galaxies of the past were largely irregular with star formation rates
much higher than today (Madau & Dickinson, 2014). Much of the peculiar shapes of
these galaxies are due to massive knots of star formation (Guo et al., 2015). These galax-
ies underwent processes that transformed them into disk galaxies with the result being
that this particular morphology is rather rare in the local universe. These star-forming
clumps are thought to form via gravitational disk instability (Toomre, 1964). If these
features are long-lived compared to their host galaxy, it is possible they contribute to
the growth of the galactic bulge (Conselice, 2014). Chapter 5 presents a more in depth
discussion and preliminary analysis of a sample of such galaxies discovered through the
Galaxy Zoo project.
1.4 Obtaining morphologies
A galaxy’s morphology is an integral component for understanding the nature of these
systems as well as deriving a fuller comprehension of their formation and evolution.
However, obtaining such morphological information poses several challenges. This sec-
tion will discuss the methods in which galaxy morphologies are collected and quantified.
1.4.1 Visual classifications
For most of the past century, galaxy morphologies were determined by a small num-
ber of expert astronomers beginning with Hubble. Visual classification, though highly
accurate due to the human mind’s unique pattern recognition capability is, however,
incredibly time consuming. For decades, assignment of morphological type to galaxies
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resulted in small samples with varying degrees of descriptive complexity and often lack-
ing in statistical significance (Hubble, 1936; Sandage, 1961; Sandage & Tammann, 1981;
de Vaucouleurs, 1963; de Vaucouleurs et al., 1991). With surveys like the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS, Abazajian et al., 2003) and the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope
Legacy Survey (Gwyn, 2012), coupled with cartels of graduate student classifiers, sam-
ples approached the tens of thousands (Fukugita et al., 2007; Schawinski et al., 2007;
Nair & Abraham, 2010).
Unfortunately, this approach still cannot take full advantage of the depth and scope
of such large scale surveys. This necessitated the birth of the Galaxy Zoo (GZ) project
(Lintott et al., 2008, 2011; Willett et al., 2013, 2017; Simmons et al., 2017), the first effort
to crowd-source the task of galaxy morphology to the general public. With the efforts of
hundreds of thousands of citizen scientists, GZ has released visual morphologies for over
one million galaxies, providing a solution that scales visual classification for current
surveys and producing a prolific amount of scientific output (e.g., Land et al., 2008;
Bamford et al., 2009; Darg et al., 2010; Schawinski et al., 2014; Galloway et al., 2015;
Smethurst et al., 2016). A hybrid approach is the system developed by the CANDELS
(Grogin et al., 2011; Koekemoer et al., 2011) team for imaging produced by the Hubble
Space Telescope. This scheme (Kartaltepe et al., 2015) crowd-sources not to the general
public, but to dozens of expert astronomers, collecting visual classifications for over
50,000 galaxies in the CANDELS fields.
1.4.2 Automated classifications
Another approach has been the automated extraction of morphologies with the de-
velopment of parametric (Sersic, 1968; Odewahn et al., 2002; Peng et al., 2002), and
non-parametric (Abraham et al., 1994; Conselice, 2003; Abraham et al., 2003; Lotz
et al., 2004; Freeman et al., 2013) structural indicators. While these scale well to large
samples (e.g., Simard et al., 2011; Griffith et al., 2012; Casteels et al., 2014; Holwerda
et al., 2014; Meert et al., 2016), they often fail to capture detailed structure and can pro-
vide only statistical morphologies with large uncertainties (e.g., Abraham et al., 1996;
Bershady et al., 2000). We briefly highlight a few of these indicators here while a more
detailed discussion can be found in Chapter 2.
One of the first and most popular parametric approaches for modeling a galaxy’s
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light distribution is the Se´rsic profile:
I(R) = Ie exp
{
− bn
[( R
Re
)1/n − 1]} (1.1)
where Ie is the intensity at the “effective” radius Re that encloses half of the total light
from the model, n is the Se´rsic index that essentially describes the concentration of the
light profile, and bn is a term that depends on n. The de Vaucouleurs law is produced
when n = 4, which well describes the light profile of elliptical galaxies (de Vaucouleurs,
1948). On the other hand, a Se´rsic index of n = 1 reduces the equation to an exponential
which is a good description for disk galaxies. This index has been used for decades as
a broad method to classify galaxies into early- and late-type categories.
A drawback to the parametric approach is the need to assume the underlying distri-
bution and while this technique works well for galaxies that are obviously elliptical or
spiral, it produces mixed results for other morphological types, i.e., irregulars or pecu-
liars, which have low central concentration resulting in a low Se´rsic index, but which do
not have disks or spiral arms. Additionally, fitting this function to thousands or even
millions of galaxies is time consuming. Non-parametric structural indicators require
fewer assumptions and are derived empirically.
Closely related to the Se´rsic index is the non-parametric diagnostic of concentra-
tion. Originally conceived by Abraham et al. (1996), it has several definitions but each
measures the ratio of the aggregated light within two concentric apertures about the
galaxy’s center: one close to the galaxy’s center and another further out. Typically,
these apertures contain 50% and 90% of the galaxy’s total light. Measuring a galaxy’s
concentration can be much faster than fitting it with a Se´rsic profile and less prone to
fitting failures.
Once these parametric and non-parametric diagnostics have been computed for a
sample of galaxies it is then common practice to place a cut on one or more of these
parameters to separate the sample into early- and late-types (Shen et al., 2003). More
sophisticated approaches involve measuring several automated diagnostics and separat-
ing galaxies in a two dimensional plane, a technique that has been highly successful
at identifying not only distinctions between spheroidal and disk-like galaxies but also
merging and interacting systems (Lotz et al., 2004; Conselice et al., 2000; Conselice,
2003; Freeman et al., 2013).
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1.4.3 Machine learning
Machine learning techniques are becoming increasingly popular for classification and
image processing tasks. Another automated approach, these generally work by defining
a set of features that describe the morphology in anN -dimensional space. These features
can be anything: color, mass, spectral index, velocity dispersion, and of course the
parametric and non-parametric indicators discussed above. Choosing which features
are most appropriate will depend on the classification task at hand, the particular
machine learning algorithm chosen, and the strength of the correlation between a given
feature and the galaxy’s intended class.
The location in this N -dimensional morphology space defines a morphological type
for each galaxy. Learning the morphology space can be achieved through algorithms such
as Support Vector Machines (Huertas-Company et al., 2008) or Principal Component
Analysis (Watanabe et al., 1985; Conselice, 2006; Scarlata et al., 2007; Peth et al.,
2016). Another approach is through deep learning, a machine learning technique that
attempts to model high level abstractions. Algorithms like convolutional and artificial
neural networks (CNNs, ANNs) have been used for galaxy morphology classification
with impressive accuracy (Ball et al., 2004; Banerji et al., 2010; Dieleman et al., 2015;
Huertas-Company et al., 2015; Domı´nguez Sa`nchez et al., 2017).
A drawback to all machine learning classification techniques is the need for standard-
ized training data, with more complex algorithms requiring more data. Furthermore,
these data are best when consistent for each survey: differences in resolution and depth
can be implicitly learned by the algorithm making their application to disparate surveys
challenging.
1.5 Overview of Galaxy Zoo: Express
In this thesis we present a system that preserves the best features of both visual and
automatic classifications, developing for the first time a framework that brings both
human and machine intelligence to the task of galaxy morphology to handle the scale
and scope of next generation data. We demonstrate the effectiveness of such a system
through a re-analysis of visual galaxy morphology classifications collected during the
Galaxy Zoo 2 project, and combine these with a Random Forest machine learning
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Figure 1.4 Schematic of our hybrid system. Humans provide classifications of galaxy
images via a web interface. We simulate this with the Galaxy Zoo 2 classification data
described in Chapter 2. Human classifications are processed with an algorithm described
in Chapter 3. Subjects that pass a set of thresholds are considered human-retired (fully
classified) and provide the training sample for the machine classifier as described in
Chapter 4. The trained machine is applied to all subjects not yet retired. Those that
pass an analogous set of machine-specific thresholds are considered machine-retired. The
rest remain in the system to be classified by either human or machine. This procedure
is repeated nightly.
algorithm that trains on a suite of non-parametric morphology indicators widely used
for automated morphologies. We demonstrate that our method provides a factor of 11.4
increase in the rate of galaxy morphology classification while maintaining at least 93.1%
classification accuracy as compared to Galaxy Zoo 2 published data. Here we present
an overview of our framework, which also serves as a blueprint for this thesis.
The Galaxy Zoo Express (GZX) framework combines human and machine to in-
crease morphological classification efficiency, both in terms of the classification rate and
required human effort. Figure 1.4 presents a schematic of GZX including section num-
bers as a shortcut for the reader. We note that transparent portions of the schematic
represent areas of future work which we explore in Chapter 6. Any system combining
human and machine classifications will have a set of generic features: a group of human
classifiers, at least one machine classifier, and a decision engine which determines how
these classifications should be combined.
In this work we demonstrate our system through a re-analysis of Galaxy Zoo 2
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(GZ2) classifications. This allows us to create simulations of human classifiers. These
classifications are used most effectively when processed with SWAP, a Bayesian code
described in Chapter 3, first developed for the Space Warps gravitational lens discovery
project (Marshall et al., 2016). These subjects provide the machine’s training sample.
In Chapter 4, we incorporate a machine classifier. We have developed a Random
Forest algorithm that trains on measured morphology indicators (discussed in Chapter
2) such as concentration, asymmetry, Gini coefficient, and M20, well-suited for the top-
level question of the GZ2 decision tree. After a sufficient number of subjects have been
classified by humans, the machine is trained and its performance assessed through cross-
validation. This procedure is repeated nightly and the machine’s performance increases
with the size of the training sample, albeit with a performance limit. Once the machine
reaches an acceptable level of performance it is applied to the remaining galaxy sample.
Even with this simple description, one can see that the classification process will
progress in three phases. First, the machine will not yet have reached an acceptable
level of performance; only humans contribute to subject classification. Second, the
machine’s performance will improve; both humans and machine will be responsible for
classification. Finally, machine performance will slow; remaining images will likely need
to be classified by humans. This blueprint allows even modest machine learning routines
to make significant contributions alongside human classifiers and removes the need for
ever-increasing performance in machine classification.
Chapter 2
Data: visual and automated
morpholgies
This chapter presents all data used in this research. It begins with an in depth overview
of the Galaxy Zoo 2 project, including the galaxy sample and procurement of visual
galaxy morphology classifications. It then covers in considerable detail the methodology
for obtaining the morphological structural indicators measured for the Galaxy Zoo 2
sample.
2.1 Galaxy Zoo
Founded by co-creators Chris Lintott and Kevin Schawinksi, Galaxy Zoo is a crowd-
sourced initiative to visually classify large numbers of galaxies by enlisting members
of the general public. The original project (GZ1, Lintott et al., 2008) began in 2007
with the classification of 893,212 galaxy images from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(SDSS) Data Release 6 with r < 17.77 Petrosian AB magnitudes (Strauss et al., 2002;
Adelman-McCarthy et al., 2008). The first iteration of the project was simplistic, invit-
ing volunteers to determine whether a galaxy was elliptical, spiral, or a star / artifact.
The project was an immediate success both in terms of the public interest and the
resulting science: following its completion, over a dozen peer-reviewed articles were
published which utilized GZ1 classifications.1 In addition to explorations of galaxy
1 https://www.zooniverse.org/about/publications
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morphology and its dependence on color and environment (Skibba et al., 2009; Bamford
et al., 2009), significant results also included the discovery of substantial populations
of red disks (Masters et al., 2010) and blue ellipticals (Schawinski et al., 2009), as well
as discoveries of rare objects such as the “green peas” (Cardamone et al., 2009) and
Hanny’s Voorwerp (Lintott et al., 2009), the first observation of an AGN ionization
echo.
The early success of GZ1 led to several subsequent and progressively more complex
projects. To date, Galaxy Zoo has provided morphologies for over a million galaxies
from multiple imaging surveys of various wavebands and redshifts as well as simulated
galaxy images using classifications provided from over a hundred thousand volunteers.
The research presented in this thesis utilizes data from the Galaxy Zoo 2 project (GZ2,
Willett et al., 2013), the immediate successor of GZ1. The following sections provide an
overview of the GZ2 project including the galaxy sample, the decision tree structure, and
a brief description of how volunteer votes are converted into descriptive classifications.
2.1.1 Galaxy sample selection
The original GZ1 project sought classifications for nearly one million galaxies in SDSS.
Due to the staggering galaxy sample size, the morphologies collected were broad, seek-
ing to determine between early-type, late-type and mergers. However, much can be
gained by probing detailed morphologies such as the existence of bars, bulges, dust
lanes, rings, etc. Galaxy Zoo 2 thus selected the nearest and brightest 25% of galaxies
from the original GZ1 sample, galaxies for which fine morphological structure could
be resolved and classified. Pulled from the Data Release 7 Legacy catalog (Abazajian
et al., 2009) which imaged the North Galactic Cap, this galaxy sample required the
Petrosian half-light magnitude be brighter than 17.0 in the r-band, along with a size
limit such that petror90 r > 3′′, where petror90 r is the radius containing 90% of
the r-band Petrosian aperture flux. Spectroscopic redshifts were pulled from the SDSS
Main Galaxy Sample (Strauss et al., 2002) and galaxies outside of 0.0005 < z < 0.25
were removed, though objects without reported redshifts remained in the sample. This
resulted in a sample of 273,783 galaxies.
In addition to the DR7 Legacy catalog, galaxies were included from Stripe 82, a
multiply-imaged strip along the celestial equator in the Southern Galactic Cap. Galaxies
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in this region were selected to have mr ≤ 17.7. GZ2 included multiple samples from
this region: a set of 21,522 single-exposure images (though only about half conformed
to the shallower Legacy magnitude cut specified above), and two sets of ∼30K co-added
images from multiple exposures resulting in an object detection limit approximately
two magnitudes deeper than the normal depth imaging. The research presented in this
thesis utilizes the final GZ2 single-depth sample consisting of 295,305 galaxies of which
11,334 have the deeper magnitude limit.
2.1.2 GZ2 decision tree and project history
GZ2 was the first Galaxy Zoo project to utilize a decision tree wherein, with the ex-
ception of the first question, subsequent tasks depended on the response to the current
question. The full decision tree is shown in Figure 2.1. Volunteers are allowed to select
a single option for each question and are immediately taken to the next task after re-
sponding. Using GZ2 nomenclature, a classification is the total amount of information
about a subject obtained by completing all tasks in the decision tree. Each step in the
tree is a task consisting of a question and a set of responses. A volunteer’s response
is referred to as a vote and volunteers are allowed only one vote per task. The first
question in the tree is a modification of the GZ1 project, asking volunteers to identify
whether a galaxy is ‘smooth’, has ‘features or a disk’, or is a ‘star or artifact’.
For the single-depth sample, volunteers were shown color images generated from
the SDSS ImgCutout web service. Each image is a gri color composite scaled to
0.02×petror90 r. Throughout the life of GZ2 these images were randomly served
to a web interface. Towards the end of the project galaxy images with few responses
were shown more frequently in order to ensure that each galaxy had a sufficient number
of classifications to adequately characterize the classification distribution. This resulted
in a median of 44 classifications per galaxy with a wide spread, as shown in Figure 2.2.
The full project spanned just over 14 months with the final dataset consisting of over
16 million classifications from over 80 thousand volunteers.
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Figure 2.1 Galaxy Zoo 2 decision tree structure.
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Figure 2.2 Distribution of the classification counts for the various subsets of the GZ2
galaxy sample (credit: Willett et al., 2013). In this thesis we use the main sample with
a median of 44 votes per galaxy.
2.1.3 Data reduction
The GZ2 catalog provides several types of morphologies computed from volunteer clas-
sifications consisting of a vote fraction for each response to every task, denoted fresponse.
The most basic of these is computed simply as fr = nr/nt, where nr is the number of
votes of response r, and nt is the total number of votes for task t. In future chapters,
this type of vote fraction is referred to as the raw vote fraction as no post-processing
has been performed.
All GZ projects perform a weighting scheme that evaluates the consistency of indi-
vidual volunteers by assessing how their votes deviate from the majority for each task
in the decision tree. This process effectively downweights volunteers whose responses
are consistent with a random classifier. A volunteer’s consistency, κ, for a given task is
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defined as
κ =
1
Nr
Nr∑
i=1
κi (2.1)
where Nr is the total number of possible responses to a task, and κi = fr if the vol-
unteer’s vote corresponds to response i, otherwise κi = (1 − fr). Each volunteer is
then assigned a mean consistency, κ¯, which is the average consistency over all tasks. A
weighting function is then applied according to
w = min(1.0, (κ¯/0.6)8.5). (2.2)
All vote fractions are then recomputed using the volunteer weights and the process
is repeated three times to assure convergence. The resulting vote fractions are dubbed
weighted. For GZ2, w = 1 for ∼95% of volunteers and thus the majority are treated
equally. It’s important to note that there is no up-weighting of exceptionally consistent
volunteers.
Finally, vote fractions are adjusted for classification bias: a change in the observed
morphology as a function of redshift that is independent of any true galaxy evolution.
The galaxies in the GZ2 sample have 0.005 < z < 0.25, a range that is shallow enough
to justify an assumption of no significant evolution. Thus, the presumed culprit is that
more distant galaxies are, on average, smaller and dimmer making fine features more
difficult to identify. This effect is not unique to visual classifications and can also affect
automated morphologies. GZ2 corrects for this effect, briefly described below, producing
debiased vote fractions.
The general approach is such that, for a galaxy of a given size and brightness, a
sample of other galaxies with similar characteristics will statistically share the same
mix of morphologies. The GZ2 main galaxy sample is binned by Petrosian absolute
magnitude (Mr) and the Petrosian half-light radius, R50, as well as by redshift. A
baseline morphology ratio for each task in the tree is computed in the lowest redshift
bin for those galaxies with confirmed spectroscopic redshifts and with a sufficient number
of votes to yield statistically reliable classifications, i.e., at least ten votes for a given
task. This baseline is then used to correct more distant redshift bins. A more detailed
account can be found in Willett et al. (2013).
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2.2 Automatic morphology indicators
This thesis seeks to draw on the best qualities of all galaxy morphology classification
methods including using automated morphologies and machine learning algorithms,
which provide speed and brute force. Any machine classifier must have a set of features
from which to learn to differentiate between classes. These features can be anything
that correlates or distinguishes among classes. In the case of galaxy morphology possible
features could include pixel values, spectral indices, magnitude, color, etc. Choosing
which features are most appropriate for a given task is a difficult undertaking as the
field of machine learning provides little in the way of clear cut rules for feature selection.
Too few features and a machine learning algorithm will be unable to learn the parameter
space; too many features can result in the Curse of Dimensionality: as the dimensionality
of the parameter space increases linearly, the number of samples required to learn that
space increases exponentially!
In this work we draw on the Zurich Estimator of Structural Types (ZEST, Scarlata
et al., 2007). ZEST utilized five features measured from the light profile of galaxies
combined with a PCA analysis to determine morphologies for 120K COSMOS galaxies.
These features are well known to correlate strongly with the distinction between early-
and late-type galaxies. In this section we discuss how these values are measured for the
GZ2 SDSS galaxy sample.
2.2.1 Imaging data
The Galaxy Zoo 2 main galaxy sample contained 295,305 galaxies though 11,334 are
single-epoch imaging from the Stripe 82 region with mr > 17.0, fainter than the rest of
the galaxy sample. These galaxies are excluded from the main GZ2 classification catalog
though classifications for these galaxies exist in Stripe 82-exclusive catalogs. However,
because we utilize the raw volunteer classifications from the original GZ2 project, we
include all single-epoch galaxy imaging in our current sample, regardless of magnitude
limit.
We obtain i-band imaging (with central wavelength 7480A˚) from SDSS Data Release
12 for 290,059 galaxies in the GZ2 project. Image identifiers such as CAMCOL, RUN, and
FIELD are used to select over 151,987 SDSS fields. Because the original GZ2 project
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Original Bright SegMap Faint SegMap Cleaned
Figure 2.3 Example of SExtractor segmentation maps generated during the postage
stamp cleaning process. The left panel shows the original i-band postage stamp, the
middle two panels show the bright and faint segmentation maps where individual objects
detected by SExtractor are shown on an arbitrary rainbow scale, and the right panel
shows the resulting cleaned postage stamp.
obtained imaging from DR7, we surmise that the route to some galaxies in DR12 have
switched locations or identifiers thus explaining the loss of 5246 galaxies. Because this
represents only 1.8% of the total population, these galaxies were not tracked down at this
time. Postage stamps of each galaxy are cut from these fields where the dimensions of
each cutout are 4×Petrosian radius as measured by the SDSS pipeline. Galaxies located
within 4 Petrosian radii of the edge of a field were excluded as image mosaicking was
not performed. This removed 7962 galaxies resulting in a final sample of 282,350 GZ2
galaxy postage stamps or 95.6% of the original sample.
2.2.2 Image cleaning
These postage stamps undergo a cleaning process in order to remove the light from
nearby sources so as not to contaminate the light profile of the galaxy of interest. Each
stamp is processed through Source Extractor (SExtractor, ver. 2.8.6; Bertin & Arnouts,
1996), a software that automatically detects sources in CCD imaging based on a set of
input parameters that control the object detection process. Two sets of parameters
are used as it is unfeasible to find a single set of parameters that properly identifies
all 282K galaxies. The first is designed to identify bright sources, while the second is
better optimized to detect fainter objects. This software produces segmentation maps
that identify the boundaries of each detected object in an image. By design, the galaxy
of interest is located at the center of the cutout. Extraneous sources are then identified
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from both the bright and faint segmentation maps and the pixels corresponding to these
sources are replaced with a random value consistent with the background in that postage
stamp. An example of the segmentation maps created during this process is shown in
Figure 2.3. Additionally, the first two columns in Figures 2.4 to 2.6 depict random
samples of original and cleaned cutouts for a variety of “difficulties,” from easy to hard,
where the difficulty of successfully cleaning an image of all stray light from other nearby
sources is dependent upon how many other sources exist in the postage stamp and how
close those sources are to the galaxy of interest.
2.2.3 Morphology indicators
Defining the flux associated with a galaxy is a challenging task: galaxies do not have
constant radial surface brightness, hard edges, or uniform shapes. Additionally, a pre-
scription is required that measures a constant fraction of the total light while mitigating
biases due to galaxy position and distance. To combat these issues, it is common prac-
tice to use the Petrosian (1976) system which computes a radius defined by the empirical
shape of the galaxy’s light profile. Specifically, the Petrosian radius, rp, is such that the
ratio of the surface brightness at rp to the mean surface brightness within rp is equal to
a fixed value η, i.e.,
η =
µ(rp)
µ¯(r < rp)
(2.3)
where η is traditionally set to 0.2. Because this is a ratio of surface brightnesses,
cosmological factors are diminished.
We compute rp by first generating a set of elliptical annuli centered on the galaxy and
equidistant in logspace. At least 20 annuli are used for each postage stamp. Elliptical
apertures minimize the contribution from noisy background pixels. The position angle
and galaxy center are taken from the SExtractor catalogs generated earlier. For each
annulus, µ(ri) is computed as the flux within the annulus divided by the annulus area,
while µ(r < ri) is computed as the total flux integrated to the center of that annulus
divided by pir2i . This provides a crude estimate of η which is then interpolated onto a
finer set of radial values. rp is that radius for which η intersects 0.2. Examples of surface
brightness profiles are shown in Figure 2.8. In some cases the cleaning algorithm did
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C = 2.779 A = 0.085 M20 = -1.98
G = 0.49
C = 3.283 A = 0.093 M20 = -2.41
G = 0.53
C = 2.627 A = -0.047 M20 = -1.57
G = 0.46
C = 3.637 A = 0.050 M20 = -2.20
G = 0.59
C = 2.522 A = 0.043 M20 = -1.80
G = 0.46
Figure 2.4 Examples of the postage stamp cleaning and morphology diagnostic mea-
suring processes. The first and second columns show the original and cleaned i-band
postage stamps. The third column shows the apertures used to calculate the concentra-
tion index where the two solid ellipses represent the apertures enclosing 20% and 80%
of the galaxy total light which is defined as 1.5×rp and shown as a dashed ellipse. The
fourth column shows the residual asymmetry image generated according to Equation
2.5 where the red cross denotes the galaxy’s asymmetry center. The final column shows
the Gini and M20 values where the red cross denotes the galaxy’s M20 center and the
blue contours trace the brightest 20% of galaxy pixels. In the two rightmost columns,
the solid ellipse represents 1rp within which all morphology diagnostics are computed.
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C = 3.017 A = 0.081 M20 = -1.82
G = 0.46
C = 2.495 A = 0.252 M20 = -1.51
G = 0.47
C = 3.020 A = 0.077 M20 = -2.15
G = 0.54
C = 2.874 A = 0.093 M20 = -1.91
G = 0.49
C = 3.917 A = 0.038 M20 = -2.25
G = 0.61
Figure 2.5 See caption from Figure 2.4.
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C = 2.897 A = 0.048 M20 = -1.96
G = 0.50
C = 2.626 A = 0.068 M20 = -1.72
G = 0.51
C = 3.457 A = -0.180 M20 = -1.93
G = 0.49
C = 2.809 A = 0.146 M20 = -1.90
G = 0.52
C = 2.594 A = 0.128 M20 = -1.41
G = 0.44
Figure 2.6 See caption from Figure 2.4.
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not fully remove nearby contaminating light from other sources, resulting in an η that
never crosses the 0.2 threshold. To correct for this, we model the excess light in the
outer component with a linear relation and subtract a constant value from the surface
brightness profile. Even with these measures some failures persist, however, we are only
unable to obtain rp for 16 galaxies, a vanishingly small fraction of our sample. Using our
measured values of rp, we compute the following morphology diagnostics in an elliptical
aperture with semi-major axis of one Petrosian radius.
Concentration is defined in several slightly different ways with the aim being to
measure the ratio of the light within an inner aperture to that within an outer aperture.
Small values of this ratio typically indicate disky galaxies, while larger values correlate
with early-type ellipticals. We use the definition of Bershady et al. (2000):
C = 5 log
(r80
r20
)
, (2.4)
where r80 and r20 are the radii containing 80% and 20% of the total galaxy light re-
spectively. We define the total flux as that within 1.5 rp, and the galaxy center is that
determined by the asymmetry minimization (described below, Lotz et al., 2004). A
random sample of concentration measurements can be seen in the middle column of
Figures 2.4 to 2.6.
The asymmetry parameter, A, quantifies the degree of rotational symmetry in the
galaxy light distribution, though not necessarily the physical shape of the galaxy, as A is
not highly sensitive to low surface brightness features. A is measured by subtracting the
galaxy image rotated by 180◦ from the original image itself. A correction for background
noise is applied (as in e.g., Conselice et al., 2000; Lotz et al., 2004), i.e.,
A =
∑
x,y |I(i, j)− I180(i, j)|
2
∑ |I(i, j)| −B180, (2.5)
where I is the galaxy flux in each pixel (x, y), I180 is the image rotated by 180 degrees
about the galaxy’s central pixel, and B180 is the average asymmetry of the background.
A is summed over all pixels within rp of the galaxy’s center and then normalized by a
corresponding measure in the original image. The center is determined by minimizing
A as described in Conselice et al. (2000). Briefly, an initial central pixel is chosen and A
computed. Asymmetry is also calculated in a 3× 3 grid about that central pixel. If one
of these produces a lower value of A, it becomes the new center and the process repeats
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until a minimum is found. This is a crucial step as Conselice et al. (2000) find that
a small difference can change the asymmetry by up to 50%. Additionally, the effects
due to noise must also be corrected. This is accomplished by generating a “background
cutout”: an image with the same pixel area as defined for the measurement of A,
wherein each pixel is assigned a random value based on the statistics of the background
in the original image as defined by the SExtractor segmentation maps. A is computed
as before, including the minimization, and this value then constitutes B180. A random
sample of the residual A images, including the apertures and asymmetry centers, are
shown in the fourth columns of Figures 2.4 to 2.6.
The Gini coefficient, G, has long been used in econometrics as a measure of inequality
by estimating the concentration of wealth in a nation’s population. It is based on the
Lorenz curve (Lorenz, 1905) which is constructed by mapping the cumulative proportion
of the population ranked by wealth onto the corresponding cumulative proportion of the
size of their wealth. More formally, if X is a positive random variable with cumulative
distribution function F (x) then the Lorenz curve goes as
L(p) =
1
X¯
∫ p
0
F−1(u) du, (2.6)
where p is the percentile of the poorest denizens, and X¯ is the mean over all values
of Xi, a random deviate drawn from X. G is then a summary statistic of this curve
describing the mean of the absolute difference between all combinations of Xi:
G =
1
2X¯n(n− 1)
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
∣∣∣Xi −Xj∣∣∣. (2.7)
This statistic was first applied to the distribution of a galaxy’s light by Abraham et al.
(2003) and further developed by Lotz et al. (2004). In these terms, G is 0 when the
galaxy’s flux is distributed homogeneously among all assigned pixels, and 1 if the light
is concentrated within a single pixel. G can be calculated more efficiently if the Xi are
first sorted into increasing order and then computing (Glasser, 1962)
G =
1
|X¯|n(n− 1)
n∑
i
(2i− n− 1)|Xi|, (2.8)
where n is the number of pixels assigned to the galaxy. Here we follow Lotz et al. (2004)
by taking the absolute value of the flux, Xi, because in pixels with low signal-to-noise
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the flux is scattered to values below the mean sky level resulting in negative flux values
for the faintest pixels.
Assigning pixels to each galaxy must be given due consideration. As Lotz et al.
(2004) point out, including too many sky pixels will systematically increase G, while
exclusion of low surface brightness galaxy pixels will decrease G. Abraham et al. (2003)
measure G for pixels above a given surface brightness threshold but this will fall prey
to cosmological effects. In this work, we compute G from all pixels within rp. This will
exclude some low surface brightness features, especially for galaxies with faint, extended
elements. However, this definition puts every galaxy on equal footing, and as we discuss
in Chapter 4, systematics are easily handled by the machine learning algorithm we
exploit. The last column in Figures 2.4 to 2.6 shows examples of G.
M20 is the second order moment of the brightest 20% of the galaxy flux (Lotz et al.,
2004). It traces the spatial distribution of any bright galactic features such as nuclei,
bars, spiral arms, or star-forming clusters. It is computed by first calculating the total
moment as
Mtot =
n∑
i
Mi =
n∑
i
fi[(xi − xc)2 + (yi − yc)2] (2.9)
where fi is the flux in pixel (xi, yi), and (xc, yc) is the galaxy’s center which is determined
by minimizing Mtot in a similar fashion as is done for the asymmetry. The galaxy pixels
are then ranked by flux in descending order and Mi is summed over the brightest pixels
until that sum equals 20% of the total galaxy flux, normalized by Mtot:
M20 = log10
(∑
iMi
Mtot
)
, while
∑
i
fi < 0.2ftot (2.10)
where ftot is the total flux defined within rp. For centrally concentrated objects, M20
correlates with C but is also sensitive to bright off-center knots of light.
It’s worth noting that both M20 and G are correlated with C, but with key differ-
ences. Because G is a measure of concentration it correlates strongly with C, especially
for local galaxies (Abraham et al., 2003). However, G is independent of spatial distri-
bution: whereas C measures the concentration in the central region of a galaxy, G is
sensitive to any concentration of light, centralized or not. M20 takes this a step fur-
ther with its key difference being a strong r2 dependence. It is strongly weighted by
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Table 2.1
Morphology measurement summary
Number % Success Notes
Full Galaxy Zoo 2 sample 295 305
Postage stamps 282 350 95.6 % of full sample
Petrosian radius 282 334 99.99 % of postage stamps
Concentration 281 927 99.85 % of postage stamps
Asymmetry 282 334 99.99 % of postage stamps
Gini coefficient 282 323 99.99 % of postage stamps
M20 282 194 99.94 % of postage stamps
Ellipticity (1− b/a) 282 350 100.0 % of postage stamps
All morphologies successful 281 801 95.4 % of full sample
the spatial distribution of bright regions but these need not be centralized either. In-
deed, when G and M20 are taken together they are highly adept at identifying merging
galaxies (Lotz et al., 2004, 2008).
For our final morphology diagnostic, we use the ellipticity,  = 1− b/a, of the light
distribution as measured by SExtractor which computes the semi-major axis a and
semi-minor axis b from the second-order moments of the galaxy light. The ellipticity
correlates strongly with edge-on galaxies.
In total, we successfully measure all morphological indicators for 281,801 SDSS
galaxies. Some galaxies are lost at each stage of the measurement process due to various
failures which we discuss in detail below. For example, if our measurement of the Pet-
rosian radius is not successful, no morphology diagnostics are computed for that galaxy.
The number of galaxies with successful measurements at each stage is listed in Table
2.1. The relations between these diagnostics for the full sample is shown in Figure 2.10.
The code developed to clean and compute these morphology indicators is open source
and can be found at https://github.com/melaniebeck/measure_morphology.
2.2.4 Quality and consistency
We perform several checks to determine the quality and consistency of our morphol-
ogy diagnostics. Due to the wealth of information provided by the SDSS pipeline, we
can compare some of our diagnostics against SDSS values. Obviously there are some
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Figure 2.7 Comparison of our measured rp and C to SDSS values. In both panels the
black dashed line represents a 1-to-1. The left panel shows the Petrosian radius we
measure against that computed in the SDSS pipeline. Most of the discrepancy is due
to the apertures used: the SDSS pipeline defines rp in circular annuli while we use
elliptical. The right panel shows the relationship between concentration indices, where
the red dash-dotted line is a linear fit. We find that our C is systematically ∼1 point
larger than SDSS. This is remarkable considering CSDSS is computed using Petrosian
radii containing 50% and 90% of the total galaxy light while we use radii containing
20% and 80%, in addition to the disparate aperture shapes already mentioned.
instances where our measurements will outperform the SDSS pipeline and vice versa.
We first check our values of the Petrosian radius as shown in Figure 2.7. Our rp are
on average ∼35% larger than those computed by SDSS. The biggest reason for this
discrepancy is due to aperture shape: SDSS compute rp using circular annuli while
we use elliptical. In Figure 2.8 we show examples wherein our measurement of rp is
much larger than that given by the SDSS pipeline, where the first column is the original
postage stamp, the second column is the cleaned stamp, and the third column is the
surface brightness and η profiles our algorithm computes. In the middle column, the
red represents SDSS’s rp as circular apertures, while the blue represent our rp as the
semi-major axis of an elliptical aperture. The third panel is composed of two figures
wherein the top plot shows µ(ri) and µ¯(r < ri) in blue and orange dots, respectively.
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The bottom plot shows η in green dots with the horizontal black dashed line representing
0.2. The vertical dash-dotted line marks the location of rp according to our algorithm.
The top row is an example of the rare case in which our algorithm seems to slightly
overestimate rp with no indications as to the cause, whereas in the middle two rows,
the obvious culprit is poor cutout cleaning. However, in the final row, our algorithm
outperforms SDSS and is better suited to edge-on galaxies, as is expected.
Of greater importance, however, are the values of the morphology diagnostics as
these are used as features to train our machine learning algorithm in Chapter 4. Though
SDSS does not measure all of the structural indicators we tackle here, they do provide a
means to compute the concentration index via PETROR50 and PETROR90, the Petrosian
radii containing 50% and 90% of the galaxy total light, respectively. Figure 2.7 shows our
C against that computed from SDSS, CSDSS. Our values are systematically ∼1 point
larger than SDSS values but otherwise retain a strikingly tight correlation. This is
surprising considering the drastically different ways these values are computed. Besides
the obvious difference in radii (SDSS uses 50% and 90% vs our 20% and 80%), SDSS
values are measured using circular apertures, whereas we use elliptical. The latter is
preferable as it has been shown that aperture shape affects C such that the concentration
index is artificially inflated when measured within circular apertures, especially for
highly elongated galaxies, i.e., edge-on disks (Bershady et al., 2000; Andrae et al., 2011).
SDSS does not provide any other direct morphology diagnostics comparable to what
we measure here so we next assess the quality of our structural indicators by estimating
the fraction that are poorly measured. We consider the galaxy central coordinates as-
signed at various stages during the cleaning and measuring process and compare those
to the original SDSS galaxy coordinates. SExtractor assigns galaxy central coordinates
for each postage stamp based on the first order moment of light. Additionally, the A
and M20 measurements each determine their own galaxy center via the minimization of
their respective quantity and thus do not necessarily overlap. We compute the coordi-
nate difference in arcseconds for each of these three centers as compared to the SDSS
coordinates and determine that only 1.8%, 1.4%, and 0.9% of galaxies have SExtractor,
A, and M20 centers, respectively, that differ by more than 1.4
′′ (the SDSS PSF) from
the original SDSS coordinates. We thus find very good agreement between SDSS and
SExtractor galaxy centers, indicating that we correctly identify the galaxy of interest
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Figure 2.8 The original postage stamp, the cleaned stamp, and the surface brightness and
η profiles our algorithm computes. The red circles are SDSS’s rp as circular apertures,
while the blue are our rp as the semi-major axis of an elliptical aperture. In the third
column the top panels display µ(ri) and µ¯(r < ri) in blue and orange dots, respectively.
The bottom panel shows η where the horizontal black dashed line is 0.2, and the vertical
dash-dotted line marks our measurement of rp. The first three rows demonstrate various
failures by our algorithm, however we outperform SDSS with edge on galaxies.
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Figure 2.9 Here a random sample of 5000 galaxies are plotted in every possible pla-
nar combination of our morphology structural indicators where the color denotes
the galaxy’s debiased fsmooth fraction from GZ2. As expected, galaxies with higher
fsmooth are found in locations where early-types are typically seen: notably they have
larger C and G, and smaller M20.
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in each postage stamp. We also find good agreement between SDSS and both the A
and M20 centers indicating that our minimizing algorithm fails in only a handful of
instances.
Finally we consider the overall distribution of our measured structural indicators. It
is well known that different galaxy types live in different parts of morphology parameter
space (Abraham et al., 1996, 2003; Conselice et al., 2000; Lotz et al., 2004, 2008). For
example, in the G-M20 plane, early-type galaxies are typically found in the upper right
with late-type galaxies residing in the lower left, and merging systems in the upper left.
Similar relations exist in the C-G, and G-M20 planes. In Figure 2.9 we select a random
sample of, for clarity, 5000 galaxies and plot them in each possible planar combination
of our morphology diagnostics where the points are colored according to their Galaxy
Zoo 2 debiased fsmooth fraction. Because fsmooth correlates well with early-type galaxies
we see the expected trends discussed above. Automated morphologies for the full GZ2
sample is shown in Figure 2.10, where the color and contours correspond to the number
density of galaxies.
2.3 Catalog of morphology diagnostics
Below we present an excerpt of the catalog of morphology diagnostics we measured
and described in this chapter. The full catalog will be available online as soon as an
appropriate hosting site has been acquired.
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Figure 2.10 Relation between measured morphology diagnostics for more than 280K
SDSS galaxies. Correlations between several diagnostics are immediately obvious and
not all relations are likely to be linear. These points will be revisited in Chapter 4 when
we discuss machine learning algorithms.
Chapter 3
Intelligent management of visual
classifications
This chapter, albeit with some modifications, was submitted as part of a
publication to the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society and is
currently under review with authorship Melanie R. Beck, Claudia Scarlata,
Lucy F. Fortson, Chris J. Lintott, Melanie A. Galloway, Kyle W. Willett,
B. D. Simmons, Hugh Dickinson, Karen L. Masters, Philip J. Marshall,
and Darryl Wright; “Integrating human and machine intelligence in galaxy
morphology classification tasks.”
In this chapter we demonstrate that visual galaxy morphologies obtained through
crowd-sourcing can be optimized by an intelligent vote aggregation system. We demon-
strate this through a re-analysis of Galaxy Zoo 2 volunteer classifications where each
re-analysis is dubbed a “simulation.”
3.1 Galaxy Zoo 2 classification data
Our simulations utilize original classifications made by volunteers during the GZ2 project.
These data1 are described in detail in Willett et al. (2013) and the preceding Chapter,
1 data.galaxyzoo.org
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though we provide a brief overview here. The GZ2 subject sample consists of 285,962
galaxies identified as the brightest 25% (r-band magnitude < 17) residing in the SDSS
North Galactic Cap region from Data Release 7 and included subjects with both spec-
troscopic and photometric redshifts out to z < 0.25. Subjects were shown as color
composite images via a web-based interface2 wherein volunteers answered a series of
questions pertaining to the morphology of the subject. With the exception of the first
question, subsequent queries were dependent on volunteer responses from the previ-
ous task creating a complex decision tree3 . Using GZ2 nomenclature, a classification
is the total amount of information about a subject obtained by completing all tasks
in the decision tree. A subject is retired after it has achieved a sufficient number of
classifications.
For our current analysis, we choose the first task in the tree: “Is the galaxy simply
smooth and rounded, with no sign of a disk?” to which possible responses include
“smooth”, “features or disk”, or “star or artifact”. This choice serves two purposes:
1) this is one of only two questions in the GZ2 decision tree that is asked of every
subject thus maximizing the amount of data we have to work with, and 2) our analysis
assumes a binary task and this question is simple enough to cast as such. Specifically,
we combine “star or artifact” responses with “features or disk” responses.
We assign each subject a descriptive label in order to validate our classification
output with GZ2. GZ2 classifications are composed of volunteer vote fractions for each
response to every task in the decision tree, denoted as fresponse. They are derived from
the fraction of volunteers who voted for a particular response and are thus approximately
continuous. A common technique is to place a threshold on these vote fractions to select
samples with an emphasis on purity or completeness, depending on the science case. For
our current analysis we choose a threshold of 0.5, that is, if ffeatured+fartifact > fsmooth,
the galaxy is labeled ‘Featured’, otherwise it is labeled ‘Not’. We note that only 512
subjects in the GZ2 catalog have a majority fartifact, contributing less than half a percent
contamination when combining the “star or artifact” with “features or disk” responses.
The GZ2 catalog publishes three types of vote fractions for each subject: raw,
weighted, and debiased. Debiased vote fractions are calculated to correct for redshift
2 www.galaxyzoo.org
3 A visualization of this decision tree can be found at https://data.galaxyzoo.org/gz_trees/gz_
trees.html
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bias, a task that GZX does not perform. The weighted vote fractions account for in-
consistent volunteers. The SWAP algorithm (described below) also has a mechanism to
weight volunteer votes, however, the two methods are in stark contrast. For consistency,
we thus derive labels from the raw vote fractions (GZ2raw); those that have received no
post-processing whatsoever. In total, the data consist of over 14 million classifications
from 83,943 individual volunteers.
The labels we compute from GZ2 vote fractions are used solely to validate our
classification method and are thus considered “ground truth,” though this is, of course,
subjective. Furthermore, we envision our framework being applied to never-before-
classified image sets for which “ground truth” labels would not yet exist. Nevertheless,
in Section 3.3 we show how different choices of our descriptive GZ2 labels change the
perceived quality of our classification system and demonstrate that our method yields
robust galaxy classifications.
3.2 Efficiency through intelligent human-vote aggregation
Galaxy Zoo 2 had a brute-force subject retirement rule whereby each galaxy was to
receive approximately forty independent classifications. Once the project reached com-
pletion, inconsistent volunteers were down-weighted (Willett et al., 2013), a process
that does not make efficient use of those who are exceptionally skilled. To intelligently
manage subject retirement and increase classification efficiency, we adapt an algorithm
from the Zooniverse project Space Warps (Marshall et al., 2016), which searched for
and discovered several gravitational lens candidates in the CFHT Legacy Survey (More
et al., 2016). Dubbed SWAP (Space Warps Analysis Pipeline), this algorithm computed
the probability that an image contained a gravitational lens given volunteers’ classifica-
tions and experience after being shown a training sample consisting of simulated lensing
events. We provide a brief overview here.
The algorithm assigns each volunteer an agent which interprets that volunteer’s
classifications. Each agent assigns a 2×2 confusion matrix to their volunteer which
encodes that volunteer’s probability to correctly identify feature A given that the sub-
ject exhibits feature A; and the probability to correctly identify the absence of feature
A (denoted N ) given that the subject does not exhibit that feature. The agent updates
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these probabilities by estimating them as
P (“X”|X,d) ≈ N“X”NX (3.1)
where X is the true classification of the subject and “X” is the classification made by
the volunteer upon viewing the subject. Thus N“X” is the number of classifications the
volunteer labeled as type X, NX is the number of subjects the volunteer has seen that
were actually of type X, and d represents the history of the volunteer, i.e., all subjects
they have seen. Therefore the confusion matrix for a single volunteer goes as
M =
 P (“A”|N,d) P (“A”|A,d)
P (“N”|N,d) P (“N”|A,d)
 (3.2)
where probabilities are normalized such that P (“A”|A) = 1− P (“N”|A).
Each subject is assigned a prior probability that it exhibits feature A: P (A) = p0.
When a volunteer makes a classification, Bayes’ theorem is used to compute how that
subject’s prior probability should be updated into a posterior using elements of the
agent’s confusion matrix. As the project progresses, each subject’s posterior probability
is updated after every volunteer classification, nudged higher or lower depending on
volunteer input. Upper and lower probability thresholds can be set such that when a
subject’s posterior crosses the upper threshold it is highly likely to exhibit feature A;
while if it crosses the lower threshold it is highly likely that feature A is absent. Subjects
whose posteriors cross either of these thresholds are considered retired.
3.2.1 Gold standard sample
A key feature of the original Space Warps project was the training of individual volun-
teers through the use of simulated images. These were interspersed with real imaging
and were predominantly shown at the beginning of a volunteer’s association with the
project, allowing that volunteer’s agent time to update before classifying real data.
Volunteers were provided feedback in the form of a pop-up comment after classifying
a training image. GZ2 did not train volunteers in such a way, presenting a challenge
when applying SWAP to GZ2 classifications. Though we cannot retroactively train GZ2
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volunteers, we develop a gold standard sample and arrange the order of gold standard
classifications in order to mimic the Space Warps system.
We create a gold standard sample by selecting 3496 SDSS galaxies representative
of the relative abundance of T-Types, a numerical index of a galaxy’s stage along the
Hubble sequence, at z ∼ 0 by considering galaxies that overlap with the Nair & Abra-
ham (2010) catalog, a collection of ∼14K galaxies classified by eye into T-Types. We
generate expert labels for these galaxies that are consistent with the labels we defined
for GZ2 classifications. These are obtained through the Zooniverse platform4 from
15 professional astronomers, including members of the Galaxy Zoo science team. The
question posed was identical to the original top-level GZ2 question and at least five
experts classified each galaxy. Votes are aggregated and a simple majority provides an
expert label for each subject. This ensures that our expert labels are defined in exactly
the same manner as the labels we assign the rest of the GZ2 sample. Our final dataset
consists of the GZ2 classifications made by those volunteers who classify at least one
of these gold standard subjects. We thus retain for our simulation 12,686,170 classi-
fications from 30,894 unique volunteers. When running SWAP, classifications of gold
standard subjects are always processed first.
3.2.2 Volunteer bias
By comparing expert and GZ2 volunteer votes we uncover indications of volunteer bias
towards labeling galaxies as ‘Smooth’ (‘Not Featured’). For each galaxy in our gold
standard sample we identify the five most skilled volunteers who classified that galaxy,
where skill is determined by the volunteer confusion matrix in Figure 3.2 (and described
in the next section). We compute fsmooth from those five volunteers. In Figure 3.1 we
plot the volunteer fsmooth against the expert fsmooth sample, where the size of the circle
is proportional to the number of subjects wherein both volunteers and experts agreed.
Circles representing more than ten gold standard subjects are also labeled with the
corresponding number of galaxies at that location in fsmooth space. For example, there
are 1316 subjects that both experts and volunteers labeled ‘Featured’ with fsmooth = 0.0.
Though the vast majority of galaxies received five expert classifications, some received
more than that resulting in blue circles at one sixth intervals instead of the majority
4 The Project Builder template facility can be found at http://www.zooniverse.org/lab.
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Figure 3.1 Volunteer bias of labeling galaxies ‘Smooth’ (‘Not’) as compared to expert
classifications for the gold standard sample.
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at fifths. The large circles at 0.0 and 1.0 indicate that both experts and volunteers
agree for more than half of the gold standard sample. However, that the circles extend
almost solely into the upper left hand corner indicates that volunteers consistently label
galaxies as ‘Smooth’ moreso than experts. Of this small sample, 40% of galaxies are
given a larger fsmooth by volunteers than by experts.
It is well known that redshift and surface brightness affect the apparent strength of
morphological features in CCD imaging in that finer details are harder to identify. GZ2
mitigates these issues by “debiasing” volunteer vote fractions (Willett et al., 2013). We
compare both the original raw and debiased fsmooth vote fractions for the gold standard
sample and find that it cannot account for the pronounced bias seen here. The reason
for this is unsurprising as this sample was selected from the Nair & Abraham (2010)
catalog, which consists of bright, low-redshift galaxies. Effects due to cosmic distance
are thus minor.
This then suggests that the bias could be inherent to the question posed to volun-
teers: “Is the galaxy simply smooth and rounded, with no sign of a disk?” Terminology
such as “disk” could be misinterpreted by those without specific astrophysics training.
Experienced astronomers are more adept at identifying galactic disks, even those which
posses few other obvious features. On the other hand, if volunteers do not see obvious
features such as spiral arms or a bar, they could well mark galaxies as “smooth.” A sim-
ilar issue is also observed in the GZ: CANDELS project in which Simmons et al. (2017)
compares volunteer classifications to expert classifications collected by the CANDELS
team (Kartaltepe et al., 2015). This comparison is, however, not ideal as the question
posed to the CANDELS team was not identical to that given to GZ volunteers. With
the small sample presented here, it is difficult to determine how much this bias could
affect the full GZ2 galaxy sample though we touch on this issue again in Chapter 4.
3.2.3 Fiducial SWAP simulation
Before we run a simulation, a number of SWAP parameters must be chosen: the initial
confusion matrix for each volunteer’s agent, (P (“F”|F ), P (“N”|N)); the subject prior
probability, p0; and the retirement thresholds, tF and tN . For our fiducial simulation,
we initialize all confusion matrices at (0.5, 0.5), and set the subject prior probability,
p0 = 0.5. We set the ‘Featured’ threshold, tF , i.e., the minimum probability for a subject
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Figure 3.2 Confusion matrices for 1000 randomly selected GZ2 volunteers after fiducial
SWAP assessment. Circle size is proportional to the number of gold standard subjects
each volunteer classified. The histograms on top and right represent the distribution of
each component of the confusion matrix for all volunteers. A quarter of GZ2 volunteers
are “Astute”; they correctly identify both ‘Featured’ and ‘Not’ subjects more than 50%
of the time. The peaks at 0.5 in both distributions are due primarily to volunteers who
see only one training image: only half of their confusion matrix is updated.
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Figure 3.3 Posterior probabilities for GZ2 subjects. The top panel depicts the probability
trajectories of 200 randomly selected GZ2 subjects. All subjects begin with a prior
of 0.5 denoted by the arrow. Each subject’s probability is nudged back and forth
with each volunteer classification. From left to right the dotted vertical lines show
the ‘Not’ threshold, prior probability, and ‘Featured’ threshold. Different colors denote
different types of subjects. The bottom panel shows the distribution in probability for
all GZ2 subjects by the end of our simulation, where the y axis is truncated to show
detail.
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to be retired as ‘Featured’, to 0.99. Similarly, we set the ‘Not’ threshold, tN = 0.004. In
Section 3.4 we show that varying these parameters has only a small affect on the SWAP
output. To simulate a live project, we run SWAP on a time step of ∆t = 1 day, during
which SWAP processes all volunteer classifications with timestamps within that range.
This is performed for three months worth of GZ2 classification data.
Figure 3.2 (adapted from Figure 4 of Marshall et al. 2016) demonstrates the volun-
teer assessment we achieve, and shows confusion matrices for 1000 randomly selected
volunteers. The circle size is proportional to the number of gold standard subjects each
volunteer classified. The histograms represent the distribution of each component of the
confusion matrix for all volunteers. Nearly 25% of volunteers are considered “Astute”
indicating they correctly identify both ‘Featured’ and ‘Not’ subjects more than 50% of
the time. Furthermore, as long as a volunteer’s confusion matrix is different from ran-
dom, they provide useful information to the project. The spikes at 0.5 in the histograms
are due to volunteers who see only one gold standard subject (i.e., ‘Featured’), leaving
their probability in the other (‘Not’) unchanged. Additionally, 4% of volunteers have
a confusion matrix of (0.5, 0.5) indicating these volunteers classified two gold standard
subjects of the same type, one correctly and one incorrectly.
Figure 3.3 (adapted from Figure 5 of Marshall et al. 2016) demonstrates how sub-
ject posterior probabilities are updated with each classification. The arrow in the top
panel denotes the prior probability, p0 = 0.5. With each classification, that prior is
updated into a posterior probability creating a trajectory through probability space for
each subject. The blue and orange lines show the trajectories of a random sample of
‘Featured’ and ‘Not’ subjects from our gold standard sample, while the black lines show
the trajectories of a random sample of GZ2 subjects that were not part of the gold
standard sample. The similarly colored vertical dashed lines correspond to the retire-
ment thresholds, tF and tN . The lower panel shows the full distribution of GZ2 subject
posteriors at the end of our simulation, where the y-axis has been truncated to show
detail. An overwhelming majority of subjects cross one of these retirement thresholds.
Our goal is to increase the efficiency of galaxy classification. We therefore use as
a metric the cumulative number of retired subjects as a function of the original GZ2
project time. We define a subject as GZ2-retired once it achieves at least 30 volunteer
votes, encompassing 98.6% of GZ2 subjects (explored in depth in Section 3.2.4). In
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Figure 3.4 Confusion matrix for comparing GZ2 classifications to our method. True
positives (TP) and true negatives (TN) indicate that the predictions from our method
agree with GZ2 for subjects labeled ‘Featured’ and ‘Not’, respectively. When the two
classification methods disagree, the result is a sample of false negatives (FN) and false
positives (FP). This allows us to easily compute quality metrics like accuracy, complete-
ness, and purity with respect to GZ2 as shown in Equations 3.
contrast, a subject is considered SWAP-retired once its posterior probability crosses
either of the retirement thresholds defined above.
However, it is important not to prioritize efficiency at the expense of quality. Because
we have a binary classification we can construct a confusion matrix from which we
can compute the quality metrics of accuracy, completeness and purity as a function of
GZ2 project time by comparing our predicted labels to the GZ2raw labels. Figure 3.4
graphically depicts the elements of this confusion matrix. From this we compute:
accuracy =
TP + TN
TP + FP + TN + FN
completeness =
TP
TP + FN
(3)
purity =
TP
TP + FP
Thus, a complete sample recovers all subjects labeled ‘Featured’ by GZ2, whereas a
pure sample recovers only subjects labeled ‘Featured’ by GZ2. For example, by Day 20,
SWAP retires 120K subjects with 96% accuracy, 99.7% completeness, and 92% purity.
Figure 3.5 and Table 4.1 detail the results of our fiducial SWAP simulation compared
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Figure 3.5 Fiducial SWAP simulation demonstrates a factor of 4.7 increase in the rate of
subject retirement as a function of GZ2 project time (bottom panel, light blue) compared
with the original GZ2 project (dashed dark blue). After 92 days, SWAP retires over
226K subjects, while GZ2 retires ∼48K. The top panel displays the quality metrics
(greys). These are calculated by comparing labels predicted by SWAP to GZ2raw labels
(Section 3.1) for the subject sample retired by that day of the simulation. Thus, on the
final day, SWAP retires 226,124 subjects with 95.7% accuracy, and with completeness
and purity of ‘Featured’ subjects at 99% and 86.7% respectively. The decrease in purity
as a function of time is due, in part, to the fact that more difficult to classify subjects
are retired later in the simulation (see Section 3.2.4).
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to the original GZ2 project. The bottom panel shows the cumulative number of retired
subjects as a function of GZ2 project time. By the end of our simulation, GZ2 (dashed
dark blue) retires ∼50K subjects while SWAP (solid light blue) retires 226,124 subjects.
We thus classify 80% of the entire GZ2 sample in three months. Processing volunteer
classifications through SWAP presents nearly a factor of 5 increase in classification
efficiency. The top panel of Figure 3.5 demonstrates the quality of those classifications as
a function of time and establishes that our full SWAP-retired sample is 95.7% accurate,
99% complete, and 86.7% pure. We discuss these small discrepancies in Section 3.2.6.
3.2.4 Intelligent subject retirement
That SWAP achieves a classification rate nearly 5 times faster than GZ2 comes with
a caveat: we consider only the top-level question of the GZ2 decision tree. It can be
argued that GZ2 did not need ∼40 votes per subject to achieve exquisite sampling
for the top-level question but rather adequate sampling for the subqueries. It might
therefore be the case that the top-level question could be accurately resolved with far
fewer classifications. In order to put SWAP and GZ2 on equal footing we determine the
minimum number of votes, N , that the GZ2 project would need in order to replicate
the original GZ2 outcome for the top-level classification task for a canonical 95% of its
sample.
We compute the raw vote fractions (ffeatured, fsmooth, and fartifact) for every subject
in the GZ2 sample using only the first N classifications for N ∈ [10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35].
From this, we compute descriptive labels as described in Section 3.1. Our SWAP simu-
lation did not retire every subject in the GZ2 sample. We therefore select 100 random
subsamples each consisting of 226,124 subjects, and compute the accuracy and the total
number of GZ2 classifications necessary to retire each subsample. These results are
shown in Figure 3.6 for each value of N along with the accuracy and total classifications
for our SWAP simulation. We see that GZ2 needs at least 35 votes per subject in order
to achieve consistent class labels 95% of the time, a full 3.5 times more classifications
than SWAP needs to achieve the same accuracy. Furthermore, this justifies our choice
of defining a subject as GZ2-retired once it reached at least 30 classifications.
SWAP’s performance can be explained through its retirement mechanism. GZ2 did
not have a predictive retirement rule, rather the project was declared complete when
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Figure 3.6 Top panels: The left panel shows fsmooth for the entire GZ2 sample (shaded
orange), the subjects retired by SWAP (blue), and subjects that SWAP has not yet
retired by the end of our simulation (red). The latter peaks at fsmooth ∼ 0.6, which we
interpret as the most difficult to classify subjects: those with fsmooth ≤ 0.5 are easily
identified as ‘Featured’, while those with fsmooth ≥ 0.8 are more obviously ‘Not’. The
right panel shows the number of votes at retirement for both the original GZ2 project
(solid lines) and our SWAP simulation (dashed blue). The left-skew inherent in the
red SWAP-not-yet-retired sample is due to difficult-to-classify subjects that received
only 30-40 classifications during the GZ2 project. Even after processing all available
classifications, SWAP cannot retire these subjects without additional volunteer input.
Bottom panel: We compare SWAP to results of simulations of GZ2 run with a lower
retirement limit. Solid bars show the number of classifications required to retire the
same number of galaxies as SWAP (dark grey) for different fixed retirement limits in
GZ2 (light grey). The height of the bars are normalized to show the counts relative
to the highest simulated GZ2 retirement limit we test (N = 35, right vertical axis).
The accuracy of the classifications for these simulated GZ2 runs against the full GZ2
project are shown as red points (left vertical axis). If GZ2 retirement were set at a
level (N = 10) that reproduces the total number of classifications logged by SWAP, the
accuracy would be below 90% (versus SWAP’s 96%). Instead, GZ2 requires at least 3.5
times more votes to approach the same accuracy as SWAP.
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the median classification count for the ensemble reached a value that was deemed to be
sufficient for accurate characterization of the classification. In contrast, SWAP retires
“easier” subjects first while harder subjects remain in the system for longer (requiring
many more votes to nudge that subject’s posterior across a retirement threshold). Evi-
dence for this can be seen in the top two panels of Figure 3.6. The top left panel shows
the distribution of fsmooth for the entire GZ2 sample (orange), the SWAP-retired sample
(blue), and the sample of subjects which SWAP has not yet retired, of which there are
∼19K at the end of our simulation. The SWAP-retired sample generally follows the
same distribution as GZ2-full except for the noticeable dip around fsmooth= 0.6. In con-
trast, the SWAP-not-yet-retired sample peaks at fsmooth= 0.6. These subjects can be
interpreted as being the most difficult to classify which can be understood intuitively:
galaxies with fsmooth ≤ 0.5 are easily identified as having features, while galaxies with
fsmooth ≥ 0.8 are obviously elliptical.
This is further corroborated in the top right panel of Figure 3.6 which shows the
distribution of the number of classifications a subject had at the time of retirement.
The solid lines show this distribution from the original GZ2 project for the same sub-
samples as the top left panel. For comparison, the dashed line shows the number of
classifications at retirement realized during our SWAP simulation. Again, we see that
the SWAP-retired sample is representative of GZ2 as a whole. However, the distribu-
tion for the SWAP-not-yet-retired sample is skewed toward fewer total classifications.
To understand this, consider the following: GZ2 served subject images at random with
the exception that, towards the end of the project, subjects with low numbers of clas-
sifications were shown at a higher rate (Willett et al., 2013). The median number of
classifications was 44 with the full distribution shown in orange in the top right panel
of Figure 3.6. Our SWAP simulation processes these classifications in the same order
as the original project (with the exception that gold-standard subject classifications
are processed first as described in Section 3.2.1). Because our simulations cycle through
only 92 days of GZ2 data, there are three general scenarios for why a subject has not yet
been retired through SWAP: 1) SWAP has seen only a few of the many classifications
for a given subject and it is not yet enough to retire it, 2) SWAP has seen many of the
classifications for a subject but that subject is difficult; if we ran the simulation longer
to process the remaining GZ2 classifications, SWAP would eventually retire it, and 3)
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SWAP has seen most or all of the classifications for a subject but it is difficult and there
are few or no remaining GZ2 classifications; without additional volunteer input, these
subjects will never be retired by SWAP. It is this third category that skews the red
distribution towards fewer GZ2 votes. These are difficult-to-classify subjects that have
only 30 - 40 GZ2 classifications, all of which are processed by SWAP, but these subjects
remain unretired. This is an indication that such subjects should have continued to
accrue classifications in order to reach strong consensus.
We have demonstrated that SWAP retires subjects intelligently: quickly retiring
easy-to-classify subjects while allowing those that are more difficult to collect additional
classifications. SWAP thus requires only 30% of the votes that GZ2 needs and retires
nearly 5 times as many subjects during the three months of GZ2 project time that we
include in our simulation.
3.2.5 Reducing human effort
SWAP’s intelligent retirement mechanism is due, in large part, to how SWAP estimates
volunteer classification ability which, in turn, allows for a dramatic reduction in the
amount of human effort (votes) required. To see this, we consider a toy model wherein
we simulate volunteers with fixed confusion matrices. We simulate 1000 ‘Featured’ sub-
jects and 1000 ‘Not’ subjects each with prior, p0 = 0.5. We simulate 100 volunteer
agents all with the same fixed confusion matrix of (0.63, 0.65), where these values are
computed as the average P (“F”|F ) and P (“N”|N) from our assessment of real volun-
teers, excluding the spikes at 0.5. We generate volunteer classifications based on this
confusion matrix (i.e., volunteers will correctly identify ‘Featured’ subjects 63% of the
time) and update the subject’s posterior probability with each classification. We track
how many classifications are required for each subject’s posterior to cross either the
‘Featured’ or ‘Not’ retirement thresholds.
The results are presented in Figure 3.7. The filled blue and orange histograms show
the number of classifications per subject achieved from our SWAP simulation, where
volunteer agent confusion matrices are those from Figure 3.2. The dashed blue and
orange distributions are the results from our toy model. When SWAP accounts for
volunteer ability, most subjects are retired with between 6 and 15 votes, with a median
of 9 votes. In contrast, when every volunteer is given equal weighting, subjects require 16
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Figure 3.7 SWAP’s volunteer-weighting mechanism provides a factor of three reduction
in the human effort required to retire GZ2 subjects. The filled histograms show the
number of volunteer classifications per subject achieved during our SWAP simulation
broken down by class label, where the solid black line is the total. The dashed his-
tograms are results from our toy model in which we simulate volunteers with fixed con-
fusion matrices, effectively disengaging SWAP’s volunteer-weighting mechanism. These
broad distributions require ∼3 times more classifications per subject to reach the same
retirement thresholds.
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to 45 votes with a median of 30 votes before crossing one of the retirement thresholds.
Thus the volunteer weighting scheme embedded in SWAP can reduce the amount of
human effort required to retire subjects by a factor of three.
This reduction will be, in part, a function of the number of gold standard subjects
each volunteer sees. Our gold standard sample was chosen to be representative of
morphology rather than evenly distributed among GZ2 volunteers. We thus find that
half of our volunteers classify only one or two gold standard subjects. That we achieve
a factor of three reduction when only half of our volunteer pool has seen ≥ 2 gold
standard subjects suggests that an additional reduction of human effort is possible with
more extensive volunteer training.
3.2.6 Disagreements between SWAP and GZ2
Galaxy Zoo’s strength comes from the consensus of dozens of volunteers voting on
each subject. Processing votes with SWAP reduces the number of classifications to
reach consensus. Though we typically recover the GZ2raw label, SWAP disagrees about
5% of the time. We thus examine the false positives (subjects SWAP labels as ‘Fea-
tured’ but GZ2raw labels as ‘Not’) and false negatives (subjects SWAP labels as ‘Not’ but
GZ2raw labels as ‘Featured’). We explore these subjects in redshift, magnitude, physical
size, and concentration but find no correlation with any of these variables, suggesting
that, at least for this galaxy sample, the reliability of morphology depends on factors
that are not captured by these coarse measurements. This is perhaps unsurprising since
GZ2 subjects were selected from the larger GZ1 sample to be the brightest, largest and
nearest galaxies: precisely those subjects most accessible for visual classification.
Instead we consider the stochastic nature of GZ2 vote fractions, which can be es-
timated as binomial. Let success be a response of “smooth” and failure be any other
response. The 68% confidence interval on a subject with fsmooth = 0.5 is then (0.42, 0.57)
assuming 40 classifications, each with a probability of 0.5. Figure 3.8 shows the dis-
tribution of ffeatured+fartifact for the false positives (solid purple), and the false neg-
atives (dashed teal) compared to the subjects where SWAP and GZ2 agree (dotted
grey). Recall that if this value is greater than 0.5, the subject is labeled ‘Featured’.
The majority of disagreements between SWAP and GZ2 are for subjects that have
0.4 < ffeatured+fartifact < 0.6. It is thus unsurprising that SWAP and GZ2 disagree
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Figure 3.8 Distribution of GZ2 ffeatured+fartifact vote fractions for subjects correctly
identified by SWAP (dotted grey), along with those identified as false positives (solid
purple), and false negatives (dashed teal). The false positives and false negatives are
scaled by factors of 10 and 100 respectively for easier comparison. From Section 3.1,
subjects with values > 0.5 are defined as ‘Featured’, however, the teal distribution indi-
cates that SWAP labels them as ‘Not’. This is not a flaw of SWAP: 68.9% of incorrectly
identified subjects have 0.4 ≤ ffeatured+fartifact ≤ 0.6 suggesting that GZ2raw labels are
simply too uncertain. The overlap between the false positives and negatives is due to
subjects that are exactly 50-50; by default these are labeled ‘Not’.
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most within the approximate confidence interval of our selected GZ2 threshold. We
note that the distribution overlap between false positives and false negatives is due to
subjects that do not have a majority; these are labeled ‘Not’ by default.
Two other effects contribute to the disagreement between SWAP and GZ2. First, as
the number of classifications used to retire a galaxy decreases, the likelihood of misclas-
sification by random chance increases. Second, disagreement arises due to expert-level
volunteers whose confusion matrices are close to 1.0. These volunteers are essentially
more strongly weighted, allowing that subject’s posterior to cross a retirement threshold
in as few as two classifications. In rare cases, despite training, some expert-level volun-
teers get it wrong compared to the gold-standard labels. These issues can be mitigated
by requiring each subject reach a minimum number of classifications in addition to its
posterior probability crossing a retirement threshold, thus combining the best qualities
of GZ2 and SWAP.
3.2.7 Summary
We demonstrate nearly a factor of five increase in the classification rate, a reduction of
at least a factor of three in the human effort necessary to maintain that increased rate,
all while maintaining 95% accuracy, nearly perfect completeness of ‘Featured’ subjects,
and with a purity that can be controlled by careful selection of input parameters to be
better than 90% (see Section 3.4). Exploring those subjects wherein SWAP and GZ2
disagree, we conclude that the majority of this disagreement stems from the stochastic
nature of GZ2raw labels.
3.3 Exploring the quality of Galaxy Zoo: Express
In this section we consider the robustness of GZX by computing several sets of “ground
truth” labels from the GZ2 catalog. Recall in Section 3.1 we defined a subject as
‘Featured’ if ffeatured+ fartifact ≥ fsmooth, a threshold, t, of 0.5. Here we compute new
descriptive labels by allowing that threshold to vary where t ∈ [0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5]. Any
subject with ffeatured+fartifact ≥ t is labeled ‘Featured’, otherwise it is labeled ‘Not’.
We recalculate the quality metrics of accuracy, purity, and completeness on the sample
of galaxies retired during the full GZX simulation (discussed in Chapter 4) for each
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Figure 3.9 Quality metrics computed on the subjects retired during the GZX simulation
for a range of thresholds and GZ2 vote fraction types.
threshold and each type of GZ2 vote fraction: raw, weighted, and debiased. The results
are shown in Figure 3.9. GZX classifications are quite robust, with accuracy fluctuating
by only a few percent for GZ2raw and GZ2weighted labels computed using a threshold
between 0.3 and 0.5. Instead we see a trade off between purity and completeness.
Decreasing the threshold results in more subjects labeled as ‘Featured’, which in turn
increases sample purity while simultaneously decreasing completeness.
That the GZ2debiased labels perform poorly is not surprising. These vote fractions
are computed after considerable post-processing of the raw volunteer votes in order to
remove the effects of redshift and surface brightness. As with any set of visual classifi-
cations, these biases must be accounted for and this is traditionally done a posteriori.
It is also unsurprising that the GZ2raw and GZ2weighted classifications are in such tight
agreement. GZ2weighted vote fractions are computed by down-weighting inconsistent
volunteers of which there are relatively few. These two sets of vote fractions are thus
very similar.
When applying GZX to future imaging programs, there will be no “ground truth”
labels for comparison. In some sense, these thresholds can be interpreted as a prior for
the SWAP p0 value, the initial probability for a subject to be ‘Featured’. As we show in
Section 3.4, changing the prior has little affect on the retirement rate but does result in
considerable variability in the completeness and purity of the resulting classifications.
The choice of whether to optimize SWAP to recover pure or complete samples is a
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decision for a given science team.
3.4 Exploring SWAP’s parameter space
The entirety of our analysis thus far has assumed the most basic SWAP parameters.
In this section we explore how SWAP’s classification output changes as a function of
varying the initial agent confusion matrices, prior probability, and retirement thresholds.
3.4.1 Initial agent confusion matrix.
In our fiducial simulation each volunteer was assigned an agent whose confusion matrix
was initialized at (0.5, 0.5), which presumes that volunteers are no better than random
classifiers. We perform two simulations wherein we initialize agent confusion matrices
as (0.4, 0.4), slightly obtuse volunteers; and (0.6, 0.6), slightly astute volunteers, with
everything else remaining constant. Results of these simulations compared to the fiducial
run are shown in the left panel of Figure 3.10. We find that SWAP is largely insensitive to
the initial confusion matrix both in terms of the subject retirement rate and classification
quality.
We retire ∼225K±3.5% subjects as shown by the light blue shaded region in the
bottom left panel of Figure 3.10, where the dashed blue line denotes the fiducial run.
Predictably, when the confusion matrix probabilities are low, we retire fewer subjects
than when these probabilities are high for a given period of time. This is easy to
understand since it takes longer for volunteers to become astute classifiers when they
are initially given values denoting them as obtuse. Regardless, most volunteers become
astute classifiers by the end of the simulation. The top left panel demonstrates our
usual quality metrics as computed in Section 3.2.3. The dashed lines again denote the
fiducial run. We maintain ∼95% accuracy, 99% completeness, and ∼84% purity; and
no metric changes by > 2% regardless of initial confusion matrix values.
This spread is due to three effects: 1) subjects can receive an alternate SWAP label
in different simulations, 2) subjects can be retired in a different order, and 3) the set of
retired subjects is not guaranteed to be common to all runs. We find SWAP to be highly
consistent: more than 99% of retired subjects are the same among all simulations, and,
of these, 99% receive the same label. Instead we find that the order in which subjects
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Figure 3.10 SWAP performance does not dramatically change even with a range of input
parameters (shaded regions) as compared to the fiducial run of Section 3.2.3 (dashed
lines). Left. The quality (top) and retirement rate (bottom) when the confusion matrix
is initialized as (0.4, 0.4) and (0.6, 0.6), with all other input parameters remaining
constant. Right. Same as the left panel but allowing the subject prior probability,
p0= 0.2, 0.35 and 0.8. Changing the confusion matrix has little impact on the quality
of the labels but varies the total number of subjects retired. In contrast, changing
the subject prior is more likely to affect the classification quality rather than the total
number of subjects retired.
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are retired changes between runs. When the confusion matrix is low, subjects take
longer to classify compared to the fiducial run (i.e., they retire on a later date in GZ2
project time). Likewise, subjects retire sooner when the confusion matrix is high. This
can cause quality metrics to vary since they are calculated on a day to day basis. These
effects each contribute less than one per cent variation and thus we see a high level of
consistency between simulations.
Of interest, perhaps, is that the quality metrics for these simulations are not sym-
metric about the fiducial run. However, in the Bayesian framework of SWAP, an agent
with confusion matrix (0.4, 0.4) contributes as much information as an agent with con-
fusion matrix (0.6, 0.6). The quality metrics computed are thus within a per cent of
each other. In either case, we find that initializing agents at (0.5, 0.5) provides op-
timal performance for the ‘training’ we simulate with our current approach. Further
assessment would require a live project with real-time training and feedback.
3.4.2 Subject prior probability, p0.
The prior probability assigned to each subject is an educated guess of the frequency
of that characteristic in the scope of the data at hand. For galaxy morphologies, this
number should be an estimate of the probability of observing a desired feature (bar, disk,
ring, etc.). In our case, we desire simply to find galaxies that are ‘Featured’; however,
this is dependent on mass, redshift, physical size, etc. The original GZ2 sample was
selected primarily on magnitude and redshift. As there was no cut on galaxy size (with
the exception that each galaxy be larger than the SDSS PSF), the sample includes a
large range of masses and sizes. Designating a single prior is not clear-cut; we thus
explore how various p0 values effect the SWAP outcome.
We run simulations allowing p0 to take values 0.2, 0.35, and 0.8 and compare these
to the fiducial run, with everything else remaining constant. The results are shown
in the right panels of Figure 3.10. We again find that SWAP is consistent in terms
of subject retirement which varies by only 1%. However, as can be seen in the top
panel, the variation in our quality metrics is more pronounced. Firstly, though we retire
nearly the same number of subjects over the course of each simulation, they are less
consistent than our previous runs. That is, only 95% of retired subjects are common to
all simulations. Secondly, of those that are common, only 94% receive the same label
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from SWAP indicating that hanging the prior is more likely to produce a different label
for a given subject than changing the initial agent confusion matrix. Finally, there is also
a larger spread for the day on which a subject is retired as compared to the fiducial run.
These trends all contribute to a broader spread in accuracy, completeness, and purity
as a function of project time. We stress, however, that although more substantial than
the previous comparison, these variations are all within ±5%.
We can understand these variations more intuitively by considering the following.
Recall that our retirement thresholds, tF and tN , have not changed in these simulations.
When p0 is small, the subject’s probability is already closer to tN in probability space,
and thus more subjects are classified as ‘Not’ compared to the fiducial run. Similarly,
when p0 is large, some of these same subjects can instead be classified as ‘Featured’ be-
cause p0 is already closer to tF . Obviously, both outcomes cannot be correct. We
find that the simulation with p0 = 0.8 performs the worst of any run; this is a direct
reflection of the fact that this prior is not suitable for this question or this dataset.
Indeed, the best performance is achieved when p0= 0.35. This reflects the distribution
of ‘Featured’ subjects as determined by GZ2raw labels and is more characteristic of the
expected proportion of ‘Featured’ galaxies in the local universe. As a value far from the
correct value can have a significant impact on the classification quality, it is important
to choose a prior wisely.
3.4.3 Retirement thresholds, tF and tN .
Retirement thresholds are directly related to the time that a subject will spend in
SWAP before retirement. If we lower tF (and/or raise tN ), more subjects will be retired
compared to the fiducial run as each subject will have a smaller swath of probability
space in which to fluctuate before crossing one of these thresholds. On the other hand,
if we raise tF (and/or lower tN ), it will take longer for subjects to cross one of these
thresholds. This also increases the likelihood of some subjects never crossing either
threshold, instead oscillating indefinitely through probability space.
What thresholds should one choose? To answer this question, we consider Fig-
ure 3.11 which depicts the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for our fiducial
simulation, an illustration of performance as a function of a threshold for a binary clas-
sifier. ROC curves display the true positive rate against the false positive rate for a
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Figure 3.11 Identifying ‘Featured’ subjects is independent of identifying ‘Not’ subjects.
Both ROC curves use all subjects processed by SWAP where the score used to create
the ROC curve is simply each subject’s achieved posterior probability. The Featured
curve demonstrates how well we identify ‘Featured’ subjects with a threshold of 0.99,
while the Not Featured curve demonstrates how well we identify ‘Not’ subjects with a
threshold of 0.004. Typically, best performance is achieved by the score associated with
the upper-left-most part of the curve. Our ‘Featured’ threshold is nearly optimal while
our ‘Not’ threshold could be improved since the blue square is not as close to the upper
left hand corner as other possible values of the subject posterior.
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discriminatory threshold or score with a perfect classifier achieving 100% true positives
and no false positives. The value of the threshold optimal for predicting class labels
would be that which allows the ROC curve to reach the upper-left-most point in the
diagram. We have two thresholds to consider and thus we plot the curve twice: once
under the assumption that “true positives” denote correctly identified ‘Featured’ sub-
jects; and again under the assumption that “true positives” instead denote correctly
identified ‘Not’ subjects. In both cases, the color of the line corresponds to the subject
posterior probability. We mark the location of tF = 0.99 and tN = 0.004 from our
fiducial run with a red triangle and blue square respectively. We see that tF is nearly
optimal but tN could be improved upon.
Chapter 4
Incorporating machine
intelligence
This chapter, albeit with some modifications, was submitted as part of a
publication to the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society and is
currently under review with authorship Melanie R. Beck, Claudia Scarlata,
Lucy F. Fortson, Chris J. Lintott, Melanie A. Galloway, Kyle W. Willett,
B. D. Simmons, Hugh Dickinson, Karen L. Masters, Philip J. Marshall,
and Darryl Wright; “Integrating human and machine intelligence in galaxy
morphology classification tasks.”
4.1 Efficiency through incorporation of machine classifiers
We construct the full Galaxy Zoo Express by incorporating supervised learning, the
machine learning task of inference from labeled training data. The training data consist
of a set of training examples, and must include an input feature vector and a desired
output label. Generally speaking, a supervised learning algorithm analyses the training
data and produces a function that can be mapped to new examples. A properly op-
timized algorithm will correctly determine class labels for unseen data. By processing
human classifications through SWAP, we obtain a set of binary labels by which we can
train a machine classifier. We briefly outline the technical details of our machine below,
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turning towards the decision engine we develop in Section 4.1.4.
4.1.1 Random Forests
We use a Random Forest (RF) algorithm (Breiman, 2001), an ensemble classifier that
operates by bootstrapping the training data and constructing a multitude of individual
decision tree algorithms, one for each subsample. An individual decision tree works
by deciding which of the input features best separates the classes. It does this by
performing splits on the values of the input feature that minimize the classification error.
These feature splits proceed recursively. Decision trees alone are prone to over-fitting,
precluding them from generalizing well to new data. Random Forests mitigate this
effect by combining the output labels from a multitude of decision trees. Specifically, we
use the RandomForestClassifier from the Python module scikit-learn (Pedregosa
et al., 2011).
4.1.2 Grid search and cross-validation
Of fundamental importance is the task of choosing an algorithm’s hyperparameters,
values which determine how the machine learns. For a RF, key quantities include
the maximum depth of individual trees (max depth), the number of trees in the forest
(n estimators), and the number of features to consider when looking for the best split
(max features). The goal is to determine which values will optimize the machine’s
performance and thus these values cannot be chosen a priori. We perform a grid search
with k-fold cross-validation whereby the training sample is split into k subsamples. One
subsample is withheld to estimate the machine’s performance while the remaining data
are used to train the machine. This is performed k times and the average performance
value is recorded. The entire process is repeated for every combination of the hyper-
parameters in the grid space and values that optimize the output are chosen. In this
work we let k = 10, however, we leave this as an adjustable input parameter. In the
interest of computational speed, we set n estimators = 30 and perform the grid search
for max depth over the range [5, 16], and max features over the range [
√
D,D], where
D is the number of features in the feature vector, described below.
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4.1.3 Feature representation and pre-processing
The feature vector on which the machine learns is composed of D individual numeric
quantities associated with the subject that the machine uses to discern that subject
from others in the training sample. To segregate ‘Featured’ from ‘Not’, we draw on
ZEST (Scarlata et al., 2007) and compute concentration, asymmetry, Gini coefficient,
and M20, the second-order moment of light for the brightest 20% of galaxy pixels as
measured from SDSS DR12 i-band imaging (see Chapter 2). Coupled with SExtractor’s
measurement of ellipticity (Bertin & Arnouts, 1996), we provide the machine with a D =
5 dimensional morphology parameter space. These non-parametric diagnostics have long
been used to distinguish between early- and late-type galaxies in an automated fashion
(e.g., Abraham et al., 1996; Bershady et al., 2000; Conselice et al., 2000; Abraham
et al., 2003; Conselice, 2003; Lotz et al., 2004; Snyder et al., 2015). Because the RF
algorithm handles a variety of input formats, the only pre-processing step we perform
is the removal of poorly-measured morphological indicators, i.e. catastrophic failures.
4.1.4 Decision engine
A number of decisions must be addressed before GZX attempts to train the machine. In
particular, which subjects should be designated as the training sample? When should
the machine attempt its first training session? When has the machine’s performance
been optimized such that it will successfully generalize to unseen subjects? The field of
machine learning provides few hard rules for answering these questions, only guidelines
and best practices. Here we briefly discuss our approach for the development of our
decision engine which allows GZX to dynamically train a machine classifier.
As discussed in detail in Section 3.2, SWAP yields a probability that a subject
exhibits the feature of interest. While some machine algorithms can accept continuous
input labels, the RF requires distinct classes. We thus use only those subjects which have
crossed either of the retirement thresholds. Though we find that SWAP consistently
retires 35-40% ‘Featured’ subjects on any given day of the simulation, a balanced ratio
of ‘Featured’ to ‘Not’ isn’t guaranteed. Highly unbalanced training samples should be
resampled to correct the imbalance; however, as we exhibit only a mild lopsidedness,
we allow the machine to train on all SWAP-retired subjects.
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Figure 4.1 Learning curve for a Random Forest with fixed hyperparameters. These
curves show the mean accuracy computed during cross-validation and on the training
sample, where the shaded regions denote the standard deviation. When the training
sample size is small, the machine accurately identifies its own training sample but is
unable to generalize to unseen data as evidenced by a low cross-validation score. As
the training sample size increases, the cross-validation score increases. This behavior
plateaus indicating that larger training samples provide little in additional performance.
SWAP retires a few hundred subjects during the first days of the simulation. In
principle, a machine can be trained with such a small sample, but will be unable to
generalize to unseen data. We estimate a minimum number of training samples and
the machine’s ability to generalize by considering a learning curve, an illustration of a
machine’s performance with increasing sample size for fixed hyperparameters. Figure 4.1
demonstrates such a curve wherein we plot the accuracy from both the 10-fold cross-
validation, and the trained machine applied to its own training sample for a random
sample of GZ2 subjects required to be balanced between ‘Featured’ and ‘Not’. We
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fix the RF’s hyperparameters as follows: max depth = 8, n estimators = 30, and
max features = 2. When the sample size is small, the cross-validation score is low and
the training score is high, a clear sign of over-fitting. However, as the training sample
size increases, the cross-validation score increases and eventually plateaus, indicating
that larger training sets will yield little additional gain.
We estimate this plateau begins when the training sample reaches 10,000 subjects
and require SWAP retire at least this many before the machine attempts its first training.
We estimate the machine has trained sufficiently if the cross-validation score fluctuates
by less than 1% for three consecutive nights of training to ensure we have reached the
plateau. This requires that we record the machine’s training performance each night,
including how well it scores on the training sample, the cross-validation score, and the
best hyperparameters.
4.1.5 The Machine Shop
We can now describe a full GZX simulation, which begins with human classifications
processed through SWAP for several days. Once at least 10K subjects have been retired,
their feature vectors are passed to the machine for its inaugural training. A suite of
performance metrics are recorded by a machine agent, similar in construction to SWAP’s
agents. This agent determines when the machine has trained sufficiently by assessing the
variation in performance metrics for all previous nights of training. Once the machine
has been optimized, the agent introduces it to the test sample consisting of any subject
that has not yet reached retirement through SWAP and is not part of the gold standard
sample.
Analogous to SWAP, we generate a retirement rule for machine-classified subjects.
In addition to the class prediction, the RF algorithm computes the probability for each
subject to belong to each class. This probability is simply the average of the probabilities
of each individual decision tree, where the probability of a single tree is determined as
the fraction of subjects of class X on a leaf node. Only subjects that receive a class
prediction of ‘Featured’with pmachine ≥ 0.9 (pmachine ≤ 0.1 for ‘Not’) are considered
retired. The remaining subjects have the possibility of being classified by humans or
the machine on a future night of the simulation. This constitutes the core of our passive
feedback mechanism. Subjects that are not retired by the machine can instead be retired
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Table 4.1 Summary of key quantities for GZ2 and our various simulations. All quality
metrics are calculated using GZ2raw labels.
Simulation Summary
Days Subjects Human Effort Accuracy Purity Completeness
Retired (classifications) (%) (%) (%)
Galaxy Zoo 2 430 285962 16,340,298 – – –
SWAP only 92 226124 2,298,772 95.7 86.7 99.0
SWAP+RF 32 210803 936,887 93.1 83.2 94.0
by humans, thus providing the machine a more fully sampled morphology parameter
space on future training sessions.
4.2 Results
We perform a full GZX simulation incorporating our RF with the fiducial SWAP run
discussed in Section 3.2.3. The machine attempts its first training on Day 8 with an
initial training sample of ∼20K subjects. It undergoes several additional nights of
training, each time with a larger training sample. By Day 12, SWAP has provided over
40K subjects for training and the machine’s agent has deemed the machine optimized.
The machine predicts class labels for the remaining 230K GZ2 subjects. Of those, the
machine retires over 70K, dramatically increasing the subset of retired subjects. We end
the simulation after 32 days, having retired ∼210K subjects as detailed in Table 4.1.
We present these results in Figure 4.2 where subject retirement with GZX (red)
is compared to our fiducial SWAP-only run (light blue) and GZ2 (dashed dark blue).
Using the GZ2raw labels as before, we compute our usual quality metrics on the full
sample of GZX-retired subjects; reported in Table 4.1. Accuracy and purity remain
within a few percent of the SWAP-only run at 93.1% and 83.2% respectively. Instead
we see a 5% decline in the completeness. While the SWAP-only run identified 99%
of ‘Featured’ subjects, incorporation of the machine seems to miss a significant portion
thus dropping GZX completeness to 94.0%. We discuss this behavior below.
By dynamically generating a training sample through a more sophisticated analysis
of human classifications coupled with a machine classifier, we retire more than 200K
GZ2 subjects in just 27 days. Visual classification through SWAP alone retires as many
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Figure 4.2 By incorporating a machine classifier, GZX (red) increases the classification
rate by an order of magnitude compared to GZ2 (dashed dark blue) and out-performs
the SWAP-only run (light blue), retiring more than 200K subjects in just 27 days of
GZ2 project time. The dashed black line marks the first night the machine trains. After
several additional nights of training, it is deemed optimized and allowed to retire sub-
jects. Both humans and machine then contribute to retirement. We end the simulation
after 32 days having retired over 210K galaxies. See Table 4.1 for details.
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in 50 days, while GZ2 requires a full year. Though our analysis considers only the top-
level task of GZ2’s decision tree, GZX suggests a tantalizing potential to increase the
classification rate by an order of magnitude over the traditional crowd-sourced approach.
We next explore the composition of those classifications.
4.2.1 Who retires what, when?
In the top panel of Figure 4.3 we explore the individual contributions to GZX subject
retirement from the RF (dash-dotted teal) and SWAP (dashed orange). The solid black
line shows the total GZX retirement (SWAP+RF), while the dotted grey line depicts
the fiducial SWAP-only run from Section 3.2.3 for reference. Two things are immedi-
ately obvious. First, each component shoulders approximately half of the retirement
burden with the machine and SWAP responsible for ∼98K and ∼112K subjects respec-
tively. Secondly, the rate of retirement exhibited by the two components is in stark
contrast. SWAP retires at a relatively constant rate while the machine retires dramat-
ically at the beginning of its application, quickly surpassing the human contribution,
and plateaus thereafter. We thus clearly see three epochs of subject retirement. In the
first phase, humans are the only contributors to subject retirement. Once the machine
is optimized, it immediately contributes more to retirement than humans. However, the
machine’s performance plateaus quickly; the third phase is again dominated by human
classifications.
In the bottom panels of Figure 4.3, we consider the class composition of subjects
retired by SWAP and the RF. The left (right) panel shows the retired fraction of GZ2
subjects identified as ‘Featured’ (‘Not’) according to their GZ2raw labels as a function
of GZ2 project time. Overall, GZX retires 73.7% of the GZ2 subject sample and this
is almost evenly distributed between ‘Featured’ and ‘Not’ subjects as indicated by the
solid black lines in both panels. However, SWAP retires 50% of all ‘Featured’ subjects
while the machine retires only 20%. This divergence does not exist for ‘Not’ subjects
where each component contributes 33-34%.
What is the source of this discrepancy? Each night the machine trains on a sam-
ple composed consistently of 30-40% ‘Featured’ subjects but does not retire a similar
proportion, indicating that the 30% of non-retired ‘Featured’ subjects do not receive
high pmachine. In the following section we explore whether this is an artifact of our choice
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Figure 4.3 Contributions to subject retirement by both classifying agents of GZX: human
(SWAP) and machine. The top panel shows cumulative subject retirement for GZX as
a whole (solid black), along with that attributed to the RF (dash-dotted teal), and
SWAP (dashed orange). The dotted grey line shows the fiducial SWAP-only run for
comparison. Retirement totals for humans and machine are nearly equal over the course
of the simulation but display different behaviors: SWAP’s retirement rate is almost
constant while the RF contributes substantially after its initial application and then
plateaus. The bottom panels show what fraction of GZ2 subjects are retired, separated
by class label. Overall, GZX retires 73.7% of the entire GZ2 sample in 32 days, retiring
the same proportion of ‘Featured’ and ‘Not’ subjects as indicated by the black lines.
However, humans retire 30% more ‘Featured’ subjects than the machine, while both
components retire a similar proportion of ‘Not’ subjects.
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Figure 4.4 A random subsample of subjects identified as false positives: labeled by
machine as ‘Featured’ but as ‘Not’ according to GZ2raw. We display ffeatured in the
lower left corner and choose a random sample of subject with ffeatured< 0.35, indicating
that GZ2 volunteers strongly identified these as ‘smooth’ (‘Not’). Fortunately, the
machine is able to identify these subjects as ‘Featured’ due to their measured morphology
diagnostics.
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Figure 4.5 The RF is trained on a 5-dimensional morphology parameter space. We
show the distribution of each morphology indicator for machine-retired ‘Featured’ (blue)
and ‘Not’ (orange) subjects compared to the full GZ2 subject sample (black). The
difference between ‘Featured’ and ‘Not’ subjects is in stark contrast for all distributions
except, perhaps, M20.
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in machine or in the human-machine combination implemented here.
4.2.2 Machine performance
Throughout our analysis we have defined ‘Featured’ and ‘Not’ subjects by their GZ2raw la-
bels as this was the most compatible choice for comparison with SWAP output. How-
ever, the machine does not learn in the same way, nor is it presented with the same
information. Machine and human classifications each provide valuable and complemen-
tary information for identifying ‘Featured’ galaxies.
We isolate the 7,060 subjects that were deemed false positives, i.e., galaxies retired
by the machine as ‘Featured’ that have ‘Not’ GZ2raw labels, a sample that comprises
7.2% of all subjects the machine retires. We visually examine several hundred and assess
that, to the expert eye, a majority are in fact ‘Featured’. A random sample is shown in
Figure 4.4.
That the machine strongly identifies these galaxies as ‘Featured’ (pmachine ≥ 0.9)
where humans instead classify them as ‘Not’ (ffeatured < 0.5) has several contributing
factors: 1) as discussed in Section 3.2.6, the threshold we chose carries with it a con-
fidence interval such that subjects with 0.4 < ffeatured+fartifact < 0.6 are most likely
to receive disagreeing labels from other classifying agents, 2) the first task of the GZ2
decision tree asks a question that does not necessarily correlate with a split between
early- and late-type galaxies, and 3) the machine learns on morphology diagnostics that
are very different from visual inspection.
We find that 40% of these false positives have 0.4 ≤ ffeatured+fartifact< 0.5 indicat-
ing that the disagreement between humans and machine is likely due to the labels we
assign at our given threshold. However, we also find that 45% of false positives have
ffeatured+fartifact ≤ 0.35, and this discrepancy is not as easily explained. In Figure 4.4
we examine a random sample of false positives in this regime where, for clarity, we
display only the ffeatured value in the lower left corner. The majority of these subjects
are disks lacking features such as spiral arms or strong bars. Whether this is the reason
the majority of volunteers classify these objects as “smooth” is beyond the scope of this
paper, however, this behavior might be modified by providing actual training images
and live feedback as performed in Marshall et al. (2016). We suggest that, at least for
this particular question, if either human or machine identifies a subject as ‘Featured’,
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Figure 4.6 The RF’s ranked feature importance averaged over all nights of training
with black bars indicating the standard deviation. A larger value corresponds to higher
importance. The machine computes feature importance according to how much each
feature increases the purity of the resulting split averaged over all trees in the forest.
The RF places great importance in the Gini coefficient though we note that it can
under-represent the importance of highly correlated features such as concentration.
it is likely the subject is disky and worth further investigation.
Accordingly, this suggests that, in some cases, the morphology indicators we measure
are sufficient for the machine to recognize ‘Featured’ galaxies regardless of the labels
humans provide. Figure 4.5 shows the distribution of each morphology indicator for
all subjects the machine retires as ‘Featured’ (blue) and ‘Not’ (orange) compared to
the full GZ2 subject set. The difference between ‘Featured’ and ‘Not’ is stark in all
but the M20 distribution. This can be seen explicitly in Figure 4.6 in which we show
the RF’s ranked feature importances, where large values indicate higher importance.
Feature importance is computed as how much each feature decreases the impurity of a
split in a tree. The impurity decrease from each feature is then averaged over all trees
and ranked. We show the feature importance averaged over all nights of training with
black bars indicating the standard deviation. The machine finds the Gini coefficient
most important for class prediction, placing little emphasis on M20. It is well known
that the Gini coefficient is more sensitive to noise than other diagnostics, however, we
point out that when a machine is faced with two or more correlated features any of them
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can be used as the predictor. Once chosen, the importance of the others is reduced.
This explains why Concentration is ranked much lower than Gini even though they are
strongly correlated as seen in Figure 3.11. That the machine relies heavily on these two
morphology diagnostics is unsurprising as concentration has long been an automated
predictor between early- and late-type galaxies (Abraham et al., 1994, 1996; Shen et al.,
2003).
The complementary nature of human and machine classification can best be utilized
by a feedback mechanism in which a portion of machine-retired subjects are reviewed by
humans. Subjects that display excessive disagreement should be verified by an expert
(or expert-user). In the same way that humans increase the machine’s training sample
over time, subjects that the machine properly identifies can become part of the humans’
training sample.
4.3 Looking Forward
We have demonstrated the first practical framework for combining human and machine
intelligence in galaxy morphology classification tasks. While we focus below on a brief
discussion of our next steps and potential applications to large upcoming surveys, we
note that our results have implications for the future of citizen science and Galaxy Zoo
in particular.
GZX is perhaps one of the simplest ways to combine human and machine intelligence
and its impressive performance motivates a higher level of sophistication. A first step
will be an implementation of SWAP that can handle a complex decision tree. In addi-
tion, we envision multiple forms of active feedback in addition to our passive feedback
mechanism. SWAP allows us to leverage the most skilled volunteers to review galaxies
difficult for either human or machine to classify. Additionally, machine-retired subjects
should contribute to the training sample for humans in an analogous fashion to what
we have already implemented.
Secondly, our RF can be improved by providing it information equal to what hu-
mans receive: multi-band morphology diagnostics will be included in our future feature
vector. However, the Random Forest algorithm is not easily adapted to handle measure-
ment errors or class labels with continuous distributions. To fully utilize the information
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provided by SWAP, sophisticated algorithms should be considered such as deep convo-
lutional neural networks (CNN) or Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), an algorithm that
is frequently used in document processing. Furthermore, there is no reason to limit to a
single machine. As hinted at in Figure 1.4, several machines could train simultaneously,
their predictions aggregated through SWAP, creating an on-the-fly machine ensemble.
With the above upgrades implemented, we expect performance of both the classifi-
cation rate and quality to further increase. However, even our current implementation
can cope with upcoming data volumes from large surveys. By some estimates, Euclid
is expected to obtain measurable morphology with its visual instrument (VIS) for ap-
proximately 106 − 107 galaxies (Laureijs et al., 2011). Visual classification at the rate
achieved with Galaxy Zoo today would require 12–120 years to classify.1 If the Euclid
sample is on the high end, GZX as currently implemented could classify the brightest
20% during the six years of its observing mission. As currently implemented, we obtain
accuracy around 95% potentially leaving hundreds of thousands of galaxies with unre-
liable classifications. In a companion paper that seeks to identify supernovae, Wright
et al. (2017) demonstrate a dramatic increase in accuracy through an entirely different
human-machine combination whereby the scores from human and machine are averaged
together with the combined score yielding the most reliable classification. Again, a
combination of both approaches will allow us to take full advantage of legacy output
from large scale surveys.
4.3.1 Conclusions
In this paper we design and test Galaxy Zoo Express, an innovative system2 for the
efficient classification of galaxy morphology tasks that integrates the native ability of
the human mind to identify the abstract and novel with machine learning algorithms
that provide speed and brute force. We demonstrate for the first time that the SWAP
algorithm, originally developed to identify rare gravitational lenses in the Space Warps
project, is robust for use in galaxy morphology classification. We show that by imple-
menting SWAP on GZ2 classification data we can increase the rate of classification by
a factor of 4-5, requiring only 90 days of GZ2 project time to classify nearly 80% of the
1 We note that the classification rate of GZ2 was 4 times higher than GZ’s current steady rate.
2 Our code can be found at https://github.com/melaniebeck/GZExpress
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entire galaxy sample.
Furthermore, we have implemented and tested a Random Forest algorithm and de-
veloped a decision engine that delegates tasks between human and machine. We show
that even this simple machine is capable of providing significant gains in the classi-
fication rate when combined with human classifiers: GZX retires over 70% of GZ2
galaxies in just 32 days of GZ2 project time. This represents a factor of 11.4 increase
in the classification rate as well as an order of magnitude reduction in human effort
compared to the original GZ2 project. This is achieved without sacrificing the quality
of classifications as we maintain accuracy well above 90% throughout our simulations.
Additionally, we have shown that training on a 5-dimensional parameter space of tra-
ditional non-parametric morphology indicators allows the machine to identify subjects
that humans miss, providing a complementary approach to visual classification. The
gain in classification speed allows us to tackle the massive amount of data promised
from large surveys like LSST and Euclid.
Chapter 5
A population of “clumpy”
galaxies in the local Universe
Simultaneous to the development of this research was the publishing of the Galaxy
Zoo: Hubble galaxy morphology classification catalog. A portion of the original GZ2
SDSS galaxy sample was included in Galaxy Zoo: Hubble because the decision tree for
the latter was more complex than that for GZ2. This enabled a comparison between
different decision trees and led to the identification of a rare sample of low redshift
clumpy galaxies. This chapter details the identification of such a sample, preliminary
analysis of the star-forming clumps, and methods to identify more such galaxies in the
local universe as these may be analogs of high redshift galaxies with similar properties.
5.1 Introduction
Structural properties of typical galaxies today were forged over the 5 billion years be-
tween the peak of cosmic star-formation at z ∼ 1.5− 2 and now. Theoretically, galaxy
growth is predominantly governed by the baryonic physics of gas accretion and energy
feedback, rather than by mergers that induce starbursts (Somerville & Dave´, 2015). Gas
inflow modulates galaxies’ star formation histories and plays a crucial role in the dy-
namical state of the galaxy. A varying gas fraction changes the amount of fragmentation
within the gaseous disk, the star-formation rates (SFR), strengths and lifetimes of disk
structural components, and possibly the fueling rate of the AGN. As a consequence of
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the gas accretion process, the small-scale structure within disk galaxies is also predicted
to change over time, with the appearance of stable grand design spiral arms only at
later epochs (Oppenheimer et al., 2010; Bouche´ et al., 2010; Dave´ et al., 2011a,b; Lilly
et al., 2013; Hirschmann et al., 2013).
Galaxies along the so-called star-forming main sequence at z > 1.5 (Noeske et al.,
2007) tend to be thick, turbulent disks, with specific SFRs of the order of a Gyr, substan-
tially higher than what is observed in the thin, quiescent, Milky-Way-like disks typical
of the local universe (Genzel et al., 2008). The SFRs in these “clumpy” galaxies is con-
centrated in a few massive star-forming regions, usually dubbed as star-forming clumps,
with sizes of approximately 100 − 1000pc, stellar masses of 107 − 109M, and stellar
ages typically younger than the age of the host galaxy (e.g., Elmegreen & Elmegreen,
2005; Genzel et al., 2011; Guo et al., 2012, 2015)
The origin of these massive clumps is still an open debate. Two main physical
scenarios have been proposed. On the one hand, giant clumps are expected to form
inside pre-existing galaxies. In these scenarios, halos located at the center of multiple
filaments continuously accrete gas from the cosmic web, resulting in the formation of
gas-dominated disks that eventually fragment into giant clumps through gravitational
instability (Bournaud et al., 2007; Dekel et al., 2009b; Behrendt et al., 2015). Alter-
natively, clumps may have an external origin, as in the case of mergers with small
star-forming companions (Ceverino et al., 2010; Bournaud, 2016).
Observationally, the situation is still unclear. Large gas-to-baryonic fractions of 20%
to 80% recently measured with interferometric studies in clumpy galaxies lends support
to the in-situ models (Erb et al., 2006; Tacconi et al., 2008, 2010). Similarly, the
kinematics in the majority of these galaxies is characterized by large, regularly-rotating
disks, with no signs of on-going or recent mergers (Genzel et al., 2006; Fo¨rster Schreiber
et al., 2009; Epinat et al., 2012; Newman et al., 2012). These studies, however, are 1)
limited to galaxies with SFR > 10M yr−1 and M > 1010M and 2) include only a few
galaxies with high spatial resolution kinematic and interferometric data (Genzel et al.,
2014).
The lack of existing observational constraints below 1010M is of particular concern.
It is precisely in this mass range that most of the constraining power resides. In fact,
state of the art simulations that directly resolve the interstellar medium of individual
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galaxies while capturing their cosmological environment show that low mass galaxies
are mostly affected by preventive feedback (Muratov et al., 2015; Christensen, 2011;
Dave´ et al., 2016). These simulations show that in galaxies with M < 1010 supernova-
driven fast outflows can lower the gas inflow rate and consequently the rate at which
clumps are formed in-situ, compared to more massive galaxies. If clumps are the result
of minor merging, on the other hand, the dependency with stellar mass would hinge on
the specifics of the dynamics of the mergers.
In this work we utilize the high quality data accumulated by SDSS for a sample
of local clumpy galaxies discovered during the preparation of the Galaxy Zoo: Hubble
morphology catalog which collected morphological data for galaxies in Stripe 82. Taking
advantage of the increased depth of the Stripe 82 coadd imaging for over 100 galaxies,
as well as high quality SDSS spectra for more than 150 “clumps”, we explore the prop-
erties of this initial sample to assess how similar these objects are to their high redshift
counterparts. Additionally, we seek to differentiate between possible clump formation
mechanisms, especially for low mass galaxies of which our sample peaks around 9M,
precisely the range for which observations are sorely needed. In Section 5.2 we detail the
galaxy selection process and data utilized in this work, followed by a preliminary analy-
sis of various clump properties in Section 5.3. We next discuss the Clump Scout project
in Section 5.5: an initiative to discover up to 1000 more low redshift clumpy galaxies
hiding in SDSS imaging data. Finally, in Sections 5.6 and 5.7 we present our conclusions
and future work. Throughout this chapter we assume a flat Planck cosmology (Planck
Collaboration et al., 2016) with H0 = 67.8 and Ωm = 0.308 where appropriate.
5.2 Sample selection & data
We identify a sample of clumpy galaxies in the local universe by considering classifica-
tions from both the Galaxy Zoo 2 (GZ2 Willett et al., 2013) and Galaxy Zoo: Hubble
(GZH Willett et al., 2017) projects. We provide a brief overview of each of these projects
here.
The GZ2 subject sample consists of 285,962 galaxies identified as the brightest 25%
(r-band magnitude < 17) residing in the SDSS North Galactic Cap region from Data
Release 7 and included subjects with both spectroscopic and photometric redshifts out
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to z < 0.25. In addition to the DR7 Legacy catalog, galaxies were included from Stripe
82, a multiply-imaged strip along the celestial equator in the Southern Galactic Cap.
Galaxies in this region were selected to have mr ≤ 17.7 and petror90 r > 3, where
petror90 r is the radius containing 90% of the r-band Petrosian aperture flux.
The GZH project contains images drawn from several dedicated surveys and sample
selection criteria. Most samples are drawn from various Hubble fields such as AEGIS,
GOODS and COSMOS; however also included are the single-epoch and co-added images
from Stripe 82 of the SDSS Data Release 7 that were part of the GZ2 project. The
single-epoch imaging allows for local comparison to higher redshift galaxies, while the
co-added imaging allows for image depth analyses.
The most notable difference between these two projects is the decision tree presented
to volunteers. The goal of GZH was to collect detailed morphologies for galaxies in
Hubble imaging which extends to much higher redshift than those of the SDSS sample.
Galaxies at higher redshift do not necessarily follow the traditional Hubble sequence
and thus a new branch of questioning was added to the decision tree for this project,
shown in Figure 5.1. This included several questions concerning the clumpy nature of
galaxies, a morphological feature well known to exist at higher redshift. Because GZH
included galaxies from the GZ2 project, we can draw on both sets of decision trees to
identify clumpy features for galaxies in Stripe 82.
To select a sample of “clumpy” galaxies from the GZH Stripe 82 sample, we consider
only those subjects with large featured (ffeatured) and clumpy (fclumpy) vote fractions:
the fraction of volunteers who voted a subject as ‘featured or disk’ in response to the
first question “Is the galaxy simply smooth and rounded, with no sign of a disk?” and
who answered ‘yes’ to the question “Does the galaxy have a mostly clumpy appear-
ance?” Specifically, we select galaxies which satisfy ffeatured ≥ 0.5 and fclumpy ≥ 0.5
Additionally, we require Nvotes ≥ 20, where Nvotes is the number of volunteers who
answered the clumpy question. This insures that fclumpy is statistically significant and
not a product of too few votes. This yields a sample of 629 galaxies: 273 single-epoch
imaging and 356 from the co-added imaging. After visual inspection we find that this
is hardly a pure sample of clumpy galaxies in the traditional sense, instead including a
sizable sample of tight groups of elliptical galaxies, as well as galaxies in various merg-
ing states, possessing multiple nuclei. After excluding these and duplicate imaging, we
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T00: Is the galaxy simply smooth and rounded, with no sign of a disk?
T01: How rounded is it? T02: Does the galaxy have a mostly clumpy appearance?
T03: How many clumps are there?
T04: Do the clumps appear in a straight line, a
chain, a cluster, or a spiral pattern?
T05: Is there one clump which is clearly
brighter than the others?
T06: Is the brightest clump central
to the galaxy?
T07: Does the galaxy appear
symmetrical?
T08: Do the clumps appear to be
embedded within a larger object?
T09: Could this be a disk viewed edge-on?
T10: Does the galaxy have a bulge
at its center? If so, what shape?
T11: Is there a sign of a bar feature
through the center of the galaxy?
T12: Is there any sign of a spiral arm
pattern?
T13: How tightly wound do the
spiral arms appear?
T14: How many spiral arms are there?
T15: How prominent is the central bulge, compared
with the rest of the galaxy?
T16: Is there anything odd?
T17: Is the odd feature a ring, or is the galaxy disturbed or irregular?
End
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2nd Tier Question
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5th Tier Question
Figure 5.1 Galaxy Zoo: Hubble decision tree. The most notable difference between this
decision tree and that used during the Galaxy Zoo 2 project is the “clumpy” branch of
tasks.
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retain 92 coadd-depth and 105 single-depth clumpy galaxies, of which 156 are unique
systems (some objects are common to both the single-epoch and coadd-depth imaging).
Finally, we exclude galaxies with z > 0.06 in order to retain a sample wherein the phys-
ical scale as observed by SDSS is similar to Hubble’s at z ∼ 3 to allow for comparison
with high redshift samples. Our final sample contains 104 unique galaxies. SDSS gri
color-composite jpegs for all galaxies can be found at the end of this work in Section
5.8 where SDSS’s spectroscopy flag is enabled, generating a red square around each
spectroscopic target.
We obtain SDSS Data Release 12 (DR12) ugriz coadd imaging, as well as all optical
spectra associated with each galaxy. The wavelength range of the SDSS spectra is
3800− 9200A˚ with a resolution of R ∼ 1500 at ∼ 3800A˚. The 3′′ SDSS fibers cover 2.9
kpc at z = 0.05. We visually inspect all spectra to verify that they are associated with
an object in our sample as opposed to a nearby object or overlapping star. Through
this inspection we determine that one clumpy galaxy is actually a juxtaposition of three
galaxies at disparate redshifts flagged as clumpy in GZH due to the low resolution of
SDSS imaging. We exclude this subject from our sample. Our final list includes 171
spectra. Approximately half of the galaxies in our sample have more than one spectrum
with a handful having three or four spectra. Figure 5.2 shows some examples of our
clumpy galaxies where the first column is the gri color composite SDSS jpeg image
with red squares denoting the location of SDSS spectra. The middle column shows
the r-band postage stamp (described below) where the colored circles again denote the
location of SDSS spectra and reflect the size of the fiber. The third column shows the
spectra associated with each object, color-coded to the apertures in the middle column.
We create postage stamps of each galaxy from the r-band SDSS fields. The size of
the postage stamp is taken to be 3×petrorad r, the Petrosian radius as measured in the
r-band by the SDSS pipeline. We then run Source Extractor (Bertin & Arnouts, 1996)
on each postage stamp. During visual inspection of these cutouts and the associated
SExtractor segmentation maps we discover that the SDSS coordinates are occasionally
incorrectly assigned, that is, star-forming clumps are mistaken for individual galaxies
likely due to the low surface brightness of some of these systems. An example is shown
in the final row of Figure 5.2. It is clear in the first panel that the central coordinates
are not well aligned with the galactic center. The middle panel depicts our postage
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Figure 5.2 Sample of “clumpy” galaxies. The first column shows the SDSS gri color
composite image where the red squares denote locations of SDSS spectroscopy. The
middle column shows our postage stamp for the object where the colored circles show
the same spectral locations, however these circles are color coded to the third panel
which shows the spectra associated with each object.
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Figure 5.3 Stellar mass, redshift, and star-formation rate (SFR) for a subset of 89
“clumpy” galaxies as estimated by Salim et al. (2016) in the GSWLC. With a median
log M = 9.4, our sample includes dozens of low mass galaxies that will be crucial for
helping to constrain models of star-formation in low mass galaxies.
stamp in which we have corrected the galaxy’s coordinates using that determined by
SExtractor.
We also draw on the GALEX -SDSS-WISE Legacy Catalog (GSWLC, Salim et al.,
2016) which provides stellar mass, star formation rates (SFR) and dust attenuations
for 700,000 low-redshift galaxies. Specifically we obtain the GSWLC-X version which
contains measurements using the deepest imaging available for each galaxy in the sam-
ple. We provide a brief overview of their methodology here. Galaxy physical properties
were obtained from UV and optical spectral energy distribution (SED) fitting utilizing
imaging data from the Galaxy Evolution Explorer, SDSS, and Wide-field Infrared Survey
Explorer surveys for galaxies with z < 0.3, covering up to 90% of the SDSS footprint.
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Salim et al. (2016) use a Bayesian fitting methodology that includes corrections for
photometry blending and emission-lines. We match our sample against this catalog to
objects within 15′′, of which we find 95. Of these, 6 are flagged as having failed the
SED fitting and are thus excluded. Thus we retain 89 galaxies with estimates of global
galactic parameters. Figure 5.3 shows the distribution of our sample wherein we plot
the galaxy log stellar mass as a function of redshift with color denoting the log SFR.
The median galaxy log stellar mass for our sample is ∼ 9.4M.
5.3 Are these star-forming regions analogs of high-redshift
clumps?
Several studies have been conducted which examine the properties of both local HII
regions and high-redshift star-forming clumps (e.g., Monreal-Ibero et al., 2007; Swin-
bank et al., 2009; Wisnioski et al., 2012) but the debate between whether these regions
arise due to the same physical processes remains unresolved. That these regions arise
through different physical mechanisms would not be surprising given the stark changes
in the global environments of galaxies between those at Cosmic Noon and of today. In
particular, gas accretion rates which drive up turbulence and sustain disk instabilities
are expected to dissipate on cosmic timescales, at least for massive galaxies (Dekel &
Birnboim, 2006). However, Wisnioski et al. (2012) show that despite these changes, sim-
ilarities between local HII regions and clumps at z ∼ 1.3 persist in the form of several
elegant scaling relations. In this section we revisit some of these relations with the goal
of ascertaining whether the star forming regions in our sample could pose as analogs of
high redshift clumps.
Specifically, we exploit the high quality emission line measurements produced through
the SDSS spectroscopic pipeline. Most of these fibers are either centered on a bright
star-forming region which we interpret as a “clump,” or on/near the galactic center
(see Section 5.8 for reference). If clump lifetimes are longer than the dynamical time of
the galaxy it is possible that they migrate to the galactic center, contributing to bulge
formation. We thus do not remove those spectra that are close to the central regions of
their host galaxy so as not to bias ourselves against this possibility.
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5.3.1 Hα luminosity and velocity dispersion
Wisnioski et al. (2012) develop empirical scaling relations between clump size, luminos-
ity, and velocity dispersion for a sample of local HII regions along with a sample of high
redshift clumps. They demonstrate that these relations hold over three orders of mag-
nitude in clump diameter and five orders of magnitude in Hα luminosity for thousands
of local HII regions and high-redshift clumps taken from 11 different studies. We briefly
describe two of these relations here.
If a star-forming region can be idealized as a Stro¨mgren sphere of radius, r, then it is
straightforward that a scaling relation between Hα luminosity and the size of the region
should exist. A Stro¨mgren sphere describes the region of ionized HII surrounding hot,
young O-B stars and the Hα luminosity of such a region scales as r
3, where this radius
is assumed to be the clump radius. Under this assumption, (Wisnioski et al., 2012) fit
the following relation:
log(LHα [ergs
−1]) = 2.72× log(d [pc]) + 31.99 (5.1)
where d is the clump diameter in units of pc.
They derive a similar relation between velocity dispersion and size under the as-
sumption that these regions form out of a Jeans collapse in an isothermal disk. Under
this scenario, the clump radius is assumed to correspond to λJ/2, where λJ is the Jeans
length which scales with velocity dispersion as σ2. With this assumption, Wisnioski
et al. (2012) determine a velocity dispersion-size relation according to
log(σ [km s−1]) = 0.42× log(d [pc]) + 0.33 (5.2)
where again d is the clump diameter in units of pc.
We begin by estimating the Hα flux and velocity dispersion for each spectrum as
measured by a Gaussian fit to the emission line in the SDSS spectroscopic pipeline.
Additionally we correct the Hα velocity dispersion by subtracting in quadrature the
SDSS instrument resolution. In this preliminary analysis we do not correct the Hα flux
for dust attenuation. In the bottom left panel of Figure 5.4 we show the distribution
of the Hα velocity dispersion for all spectra in our sample, where the median is σHα ∼
40km/s. While this is slightly smaller than giant star-forming regions observed at z ∼2
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Figure 5.4 Distributions of several physical properties of the ∼170 star-forming regions
in our sample. These properties (with the exception of galactocentric radius, see Section
5.4) are all derived from emission-line measurements produced by the SDSS spectro-
scopic pipeline.
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(Elmegreen & Elmegreen, 2010; Sa´nchez et al., 2013), it is also significantly larger than
typical HII regions observed in local galaxies. From this, we estimate the clump diameter
according to equation 5.2. The resulting clump diameter distribution is shown in the
top left panel of Figure 5.4. The median diameter is ∼1 kpc which is larger than the
average local HII region but slightly smaller than high redshift clumps. Keep in mind
that some of these “clumps” could actually be the central bulge region of some systems
since we do not specifically separate them as discussed earlier. The central regions will
typically have much lower rates of star formation, smaller Hα velocity dispersion, and
thus significantly smaller sizes according to this relation. If these regions were excluded,
the median diameter would be more typical of high-redshift clumps. In a more detailed
analysis, clump sizes will be confirmed independently through a “core” analysis whereby
sizes are measured by fitting a Gaussian to the 1D radial surface brightness profile of
each star-forming region.
The left panel of Figure 5.5 shows the relationship between the Hα luminosity and
the clump diameters derived from the Hα velocity dispersion. The black dashed line rep-
resents the luminosity-size scaling relation of equation 5.1. The points are color-coded
according to the stellar mass of the host galaxy and the black squares are those spectra
whose corresponding galaxy does not have a match in the GSWLC. The clumps in our
sample lie reasonably well along the empirical relation of Wisnioski et al. (2012) though
much of the sample has lower Hα luminosity. The Hα luminosity distribution overlaps
with that of high redshift clumps, though the size distribution is intermediate between
local and high-redshift star-forming regions, as previously discussed. There is also a
strong galaxy stellar mass dependence along the relation. This isn’t altogether surpris-
ing since lower mass galaxies typically have smaller SFRs in our sample (as evidenced
by the global SED SFR in Figure 5.3) and, by extension, lower Hα luminosities.
Several observations have detected a relationship between luminosity and velocity
dispersion of galaxies both locally and at high redshift (Dib et al., 2006; Green et al.,
2010; Lehnert et al., 2009; Genzel et al., 2011). It has been suggested that the velocity
dispersion is driven by star formation. One possibility is through released mechanical
energy as discussed in Lehnert et al. (2009). Wisnioski et al. (2012) offer an alternative
whereby the velocity dispersion is the result of the star formation density in a marginally
stable galactic disk (i.e., Toomre parameter, Q ∼ 1), assuming the Kennicutt-Schmidt
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Figure 5.5 In the left panel we show the Hα luminosity versus clump size as estimated via
the Hα velocity dispersion utilizing equation 5.2. The black dashed line represents the
luminosity-size relation of Wisnioski et al. (2012), reproduced in equation 5.1. The right
panel shows the Hα velocity dispersion versus the clump star formation rate density.
In both panels the points are colored according to host galaxy total stellar mass as
measured by Salim et al. (2016) in the GSWLC. The black squares are those clump
spectra whose host galaxy did not match to that catalog.
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law, an empirical relation between SFR surface density (ΣSFR) and gas surface density
(Schmidt, 1959; Kennicutt, 1998b). While Wisnioski et al. (2012) find a moderate
correlation between σ − ΣSFR, Genzel et al. (2011) find a weak dependence concluding
that feedback does not appear to directly drive the velocity dispersion of the ionized gas.
Utilizing the clump sizes measured previously, we estimate the ΣSFR after computing
the Hα SFR using the well known calibration (Kennicutt, 1998a; Calzetti, 2013)
SFR(Myr−1) = 5.5× 10−42L(Hα)(ergs s−1) (5.3)
The right panel of Figure 5.5 shows the resulting σHα −ΣSFR relation, where again the
points are colored according to the host galaxy stellar mass as given by the GSWLC
with purple points denoting those spectra for which the host galaxy is not found in that
catalog. Instead, we observe a mild anti-correlation. If this finding holds, it could be an
indication that feedback mechanisms in low mass galaxies are poorly understood since
our sample probes much lower galaxy stellar mass and it is precisely this population
that skews the relation.
Finally, we compare SFRs between those derived from the Hα emission and the
global SED SFR from the GSWLC. For each galaxy, we sum the SFRHα from each
spectrum and compare that to SFRSED, for those 89 galaxies that were matched to the
GSWLC. The median ratio of these two star-formation measures is ∼10%. Because a
majority of galaxies have only one spectrum, we interpret this rough estimate as being
not dissimilar to giant star-forming regions found at high redshift where it is typical for
individual clumps to contribute 10% or more to the total star formation of the galaxy
(Genzel et al., 2011; Guo et al., 2012; Wisnioski et al., 2012).
5.4 Physical properties vs galactocentric radius
Two broad scenarios for giant clump formation make distinct predictions for the distri-
bution of clump physical properties. If most clumps have an ex-situ origin then there
should exist a random distribution of clump properties (Bournaud et al., 2008; Wuyts
et al., 2012). On the other hand, most in-situ models suggest that clumps tend to be
long-lived (few hundreds Myrs) and migrate to the galaxy center where they coalesce
to form a bulge (Bournaud, 2016). An age gradient is therefore expected with older
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Figure 5.6 Hα equivalent width, star formation rate, and Balmer decrement as a function
of clump galactocentric radius normalized by the host galaxy’s Reff . In all panels the
points are colored according to host galaxy total stellar mass as measured by Salim
et al. (2016) in the GSWLC. The dark purple points are those clump spectra whose
host galaxy did not match to that catalog.
clumps preferentially located closer to the galactic center. In this section we search for
other possible trends with galactocentric radius though in Section 5.6 we discuss the
next phase of this project which is to measure the metallicity and stellar ages of these
clumps to further constrain clump formation theories.
We compute the galactocentric distance of each SDSS fiber from the galaxy center
as measured by SExtractor, rather than the coordinates provided by SDSS since it was
found that some of these coordinates were centered improperly, as discussed in Section
5.2. We compute the galactocentric distance both in kpc and normalized by the galaxy’s
half light radius (FLUX RADIUS) as determined by SExtractor. The resulting distribution
is shown in the top right panel of Figure 5.4. That the distribution is obviously skewed
towards the small galactocentric values is likely due to the several spectra that probe
the central region. In Figure 5.6 we show several physical properties of clumps as a
function of galactocentric radius where the color scheme is the same as described in the
previous section. Though no strong trends are seen, some curious insights can still be
gleaned.
The first panel of Figure 5.6 shows the restframe Hα equivalent width versus galac-
tocentric radius (the distribution of all EW(Hα) for our sample is shown in Figure 5.4).
This is a rough stand-in for specific SFR since it is the ratio of a strong star formation
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indicator (Hα line flux) and a reasonable proxy for stellar mass, i.e., the stellar con-
tinuum at Hα (Ma´rmol-Queralto´ et al., 2016). We find that clumps with the strongest
EW are more likely to be closer to the galactic center and that clumps far from the
center are dominated by low EW. That we find few examples of high EW regions at
large radius is interesting as SDSS should be sensitive to this region of the parameter
space. In the middle panel we show the relation between the Hα SFR and galactocentric
radius wherein we find that, at large radius, clumps are slightly more likely to have high
SFRs. Similar results are found by Soto et al. (2017) where that trend was accompanied
by a trend of young clump ages preferentially located at greater galactocentric radius.
Such a scenario is consistent with clump migration theories. There also exists a mild
trend with global galaxy stellar mass but this is expected as clump SFRs correlate with
the global property as previously discussed. In the final panel, we show the Balmer
decrement (Hα/Hβ), which probes dust attenuation. We find that the highest levels of
attenuation are found in regions located closest to the galactic center but that significant
levels are found in clumps located at large radii. Furthermore there is a mild galaxy
stellar mass dependence wherein lower mass galaxies typically have regions with lower
Balmer decrement.
Finally, we compare our sample with the full SDSS Data Release 8 spectroscopic
catalog (black) on the BPT diagram in Figure 5.7. The BPT diagram utilizes a set of
nebular emission lines to distinguish between various ionization mechanisms of nebular
gas (Baldwin et al., 1981). Though several versions exist, we use the most common
[OIII]/Hβ versus [NII]/Hα. As both ratios are based on lines close in wavelength, effects
due to reddening are negligible. Here our regions are colored according to galactocentric
radius. The red and blue dashed lines represent the theoretical cutoff for star-forming
and composite galaxies as determined by (Kewley et al., 2006). As expected, the major-
ity of our clumps lie comfortably in the star-forming region of the BPT diagram though
a handful of spectra fall in the composite region (between the red and blue dashed lines),
and one spectrum lies well within the AGN range in the upper right-hand portion of
the diagram. In the future we will follow up on these few outliers to determine their
true identity. There does not appear to be a correlation of the ionization states of these
spectra with clump galactocentric radius. This is not necessarily surprising since, to
our knowledge, no trend on clump specific ionization state has been predicted.
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Figure 5.7 BPT diagram of the spectra in our sample color-coded according to clump
galactocentric radius against all SDSS spectroscopic targets (black). The red and blue
dashed lines represent the theoretical cutoff for star-forming and composite galaxies as
determined by (Kewley et al., 2006). As expected, the majority of the regions in our
sample are well situated on the star-forming branch of the diagram though there does
not appear to be any relation with galactocentric distance.
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5.5 Clump Scout
The above analysis was performed on a subsample of galaxies determined as “clumpy”
from the SDSS Stripe 82 sample included in the GZH project. However, the area covered
by Stripe 82 was only a fraction of the full SDSS sky coverage. In this section we describe
the Clump Scout project, a citizen-science initiative to discover more “clumpy” galaxies
in the remaining SDSS footprint. We begin with the remaining non-Stripe 82 SDSS
galaxies that were originally part of the GZ2 project. We exclude any galaxies with
z > 0.06 in order to satisfy the resolution requirements discussed above. We also make
a cut such that fsmooth ≤ 0.8 in order to exclude those galaxies which are obviously
elliptical and would likely not have traveled down the clumpy track of the GZH decision
tree. These criteria yield a sample of ∼ 63K galaxies as shown in Figure 5.8 where
we depict galaxy number density contours in the z-fsmooth plane. The red dashed lines
denotes the Clump Scout sample region. Based on the statistics of the clumpy galaxies
found in the sky area of Stripe 82, we expect to find approximately 1000 such systems
in the non-Stripe 82 SDSS sky coverage.
The goal of the project is to collect additional volunteer morphology information on
par with that collected for the Stripe 82 sample in GZH. We will display jpeg images to
volunteers via the Zooniverse Project Builder web platform which also hosts the Galaxy
Zoo project. However, because we have such a large galaxy sample to go through, we will
ask volunteers a slightly modified version of the top level question of the clumpy branch
of the GZH decision tree in order to increase the speed of classification. Specifically, we
ask one question, ”Does the galaxy have a mostly clumpy appearance? If so, use the
Clump Clicker tool to click the clumps you see.” This takes advantage of the Zooniverse
Point Tool which marks the location on the image with each click a volunteer makes.
This will provide an affirmation of a clumpy galaxy, a preliminary clump count, and
coarse clump localization information. We have already created a pilot version of this
project which consisted of 1000 galaxy images in two different “zoom” levels and received
favorable reviews from volunteers who participated.
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Figure 5.8 Clump Scout sample selection criteria from non-Stripe 82 GZ2 galaxy sample.
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5.6 Future work
The analysis presented thus far is unable to constrain clump formation models. In
this section we detail the next phase of this work for which we recently received an
NSF grant. The in-situ and ex-situ models for giant clump formation make distinct
predictions for the distribution of the clumps metallicities and stellar ages. If clumps
really formed within their host galaxy, statistically some newly formed ones (age < 20
Myr) should be observed within the preexisting galactic disk. Also, the metallicity
of the gas associated with the youngest clumps should be similar to the metallicity
of the gas surrounding the clumps. Conversely, if the observed giant clumps are of
external origin, they would be expected to show a broad range of stellar ages and
metallicities, and often large deviations from the host disk velocity field (Bournaud
et al., 2008; Wuyts et al., 2012). Additionally, these properties are expected to vary
with the galactocentric radius because in in-situ models, clumps tend to be long-lived
(few hundreds Myrs) and migrate to the galaxy center where they coalesce to form a
bulge (Bournaud, 2016). An age gradient is therefore expected, with older clumps being
preferentially located closer to the galaxy center. Recently, however, this paradigm has
been questioned as simulations incorporating more realistic feedback find that clumps
are not long-lived (Genel et al., 2012; Hopkins et al., 2012; Oklopcˇic´ et al., 2017).
Although some observational constraints do exist, they are mostly based on studies of
broad band images, and very limited spectroscopic data are available (Guo et al., 2012;
Zanella et al., 2015).
The quality of the SDSS spectra will allow us to derive accurate stellar ages (from
fitting of the continuum) as well as gas metallicity (Henry et al., 2015). By combining our
current sample with those discovered through the Clump Scout project, we will be able
to derive statistical trends in the clumps properties. We will group the clump properties
according to galaxy stellar mass, distance from the galaxy center, and environmental
density.
Additionally, this large statistical sample will allow us to investigate the evolution of
the fraction of clumpy galaxies as a function of cosmic time, fclumpy (not to be confused
with the GZH clumpy vote fraction). Guo et al. (2015) recently showed that the fraction
of star-forming galaxies that have at least one off-center clump (fclumpy) can be used
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Figure 5.9 Adapted from Guo et al. (2015) to emphasize how in the 0− 1 redshift range
(approximately half the age of the universe), observations of the fraction of clumpy
galaxies are still highly unconstraining.
to place constraints on theoretical models. By focusing on the redshift range between
0.5 < z < 3, they find that fclumpy changes with the stellar mass of the galaxies. Low-
mass (log M < 10 M) galaxies keep an almost constant fclumpy of ∼60% from z ∼ 3
to z ∼ 0.5, while massive galaxies drop their fclumpy from 55% at z ∼ 3 to 15%, at
z ∼ 0.5. Guo et al. (2015) argue that these observations support a model in which
the clumpy star-formation results from multiple processes. In massive galaxies, the
evolutionary trends are consistent with violent disk instability, however the apparent
lack of fclumpy evolution in low mass galaxies is more consistent with a minor merger
origin. However, this conclusion is based primarily on the lowest redshift bin probed by
the Guo et al. (2015) data. In fact, when these data are combined with fclumpy measured
from a variety of different surveys at z < 1, the result is not so convincing anymore,
as shown in Figure 5.9, adapted from Guo et al. (2015). The variation in the low-
z measurements quite large and is primarily a consequence of non-uniform selection
criteria and uncontrolled-for biases. Clump Scout promises to provide the largest sample
to date selected in a uniform fashion and with biases properly accounted for, especially
in the low-mass regime where measurements of fclumpy can provide the strongest model
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constraints.
5.7 Summary and conclusions
In this work, we have isolated a sample of galaxies with morphologies which resemble
those of star-forming clumpy galaxies of the high-redshift universe. We identify these
galaxies in the local universe through the Galaxy Zoo: Hubble project which included
imaging from Stripe 82 of the SDSS. We isolate 104 galaxies that have a traditional
clumpy morphology and acquire SDSS imaging and spectroscopic data for these galaxies,
including spectra for over 150 clumps. These galaxies have a median log stellar mass of
9.4, a sample that could provide crucial constraints on star formation models of low mass
galaxies. We obtain stellar mass and star-formation rates for these galaxies through the
GSWLC catalog. Our preliminary analysis of the spectra reveals that star-forming
regions in these galaxies are in many ways similar to high-redshift clumps: our clumps
have a median physical size of ∼ 1kpc and median Hα velocity dispersion of ∼ 40km/s,
values that are only slightly lower than high redshift clumps. We also compare several
spectroscopically derived properties with clump galactocentric radius but find no strong
correlations.
These findings motivate not only a more in depth analysis of this sample but also
justify the search for similar galaxies in the local universe. To that end we described the
Clump Scout project designed to search for additional clumpy galaxies in the local uni-
verse by presenting color-composite SDSS non-Stripe 82 imaging to the general public.
We have made preliminary tests of this project with highly favorable reviews from vol-
unteers and expect to find an additional 1000 clumpy galaxies, with upwards of ∼ 1500
associated spectra. This will provide a large statistical sample of local clumpy galaxies
which we will use to constrain the fraction of clumpy galaxies at low redshift, as well
as investigate the age and metallicity of individual clumps as a function of galaxy stel-
lar mass, galactocentric distance, and environmental density, allowing us to distinguish
between various clump formation theories.
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5.8 Visual catalog of SDSS Stripe 82 clumpy galaxies
Here we present the r-band postage stamp for each of 104 clumpy galaxies found as part
of the selection process described in Section 5.2, where objects are ordered by redshift
with the nearest objects presented first, and displayed in the upper left corner of each
postage stamp. The red circles denote all the spectra associated with each galaxy, where
the size of the circle represents the 3 arcsecond fiber in the scale of each postage stamp.
The SDSS galactic central coordinates are displayed in the lower left corner in degrees.
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Figure 5.10 SDSS r -band postage stamps of all galaxies in our sample, ordered by
redshift with the nearest objects first. The red circles represent SDSS spectroscopy,
where the size of the circle represents the 3 arcsecond fiber in the scale of the image. In
the lower left corner of each postage stamp are the SDSS galaxy coordinates in degrees.
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Figure 5.11 Same as Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.12 Same as Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.13 Same as Figure 5.10.
Chapter 6
Summary & Future Work
The goal of this thesis was to develop a framework that brings both human and machine
intelligence to the task of galaxy morphology classifications to handle the scale and
scope of next generation of astrophyical surveys. We demonstrate the effectiveness
of our solution, Galaxy Zoo: Express (GZX), through a re-analysis of visual galaxy
morphology classifications collected during the Galaxy Zoo 2 crowd-sourced project,
and combine these with a Random Forest machine learning algorithm that trains on a
suite of non-parametric morphology indicators widely used for automated morphologies.
We measure traditional automated morphologies for ∼280K SDSS galaxies to use
as features in our Random Forest algorithm. Specifically we measure the concentration
index, asymmetry, M20, Gini coefficient, and ellipticity; parameters that are well known
to correlate strongly with the distinction between early- and late-type galaxies. We
present a catalog of all such measurements and demonstrate that they are generally
robust against various possible failure mechanisms we explore.
We demonstrate that classification efficiency can be increased through intelligenit t
management of visual classifications from volunteers. We examine this through several
simulations whereby we re-process Galaxy Zoo 2 classifications with SWAP, a Bayesian
code first developed for the Space Warps gravitational lens discovery project (Marshall
et al., 2016). We demonstrate for the first time that the SWAP algorithm is robust
for use in galaxy morphology classification. We show that by implementing SWAP
on GZ2 classification data we can increase the rate of classification by a factor of 4-5,
requiring only 90 days of GZ2 project time to classify nearly 80% of the entire galaxy
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sample. Furthermore, we achieve a reduction of at least a factor of three in the human
effort necessary to maintain that increased rate, all while maintaining 95% classification
accuracy, nearly perfect completeness of Featured subjects, and with a purity that can
be controlled by careful selection of input parameters to be better than 90%. Exploring
those subjects wherein SWAP and GZ2 disagree, we conclude that the majority of this
disagreement stems from the stochastic nature of GZ2 vote fractions from which we
assign binary labels.
We implement and test a Random Forest algorithm and develop a decision engine
that delegates tasks between human and machine. After a sufficient number of subjects
have been classified by humans and processed through SWAP, the machine is trained
and its performance assessed through cross-validation. We show that even this simple
machine is capable of providing significant gains in the classification rate when combined
with human classifiers: GZX retires over 70% of GZ2 galaxies in just 32 days of GZ2
project time. This represents a factor of 11.4 increase in the classification rate as well as
an order of magnitude reduction in human effort compared to the original GZ2 project.
This is achieved without sacrificing the quality of classifications as we maintain accuracy
well above 90% throughout our simulations. Additionally, we have shown that training
on a 5-dimensional parameter space of traditional non-parametric morphology indicators
allows the machine to identify subjects that humans miss, providing a complementary
approach to visual classification. The gain in classification speed allows us to tackle the
massive amount of data promised from large surveys like LSST and Euclid.
GZX is perhaps one of the simplest ways to combine human and machine intel-
ligence and it(s impressive performance motivates a higher level of sophistication. A
first step will be an implementation of SWAP that can handle a complex decision tree.
In addition, we envision multiple forms of active feedback in addition to our passive
feedback mechanism. SWAP allows us to leverage the most skilled volunteers to review
galaxies difficult for either human or machine to classify. Additionally, machine-retired
subjects should contribute to the training sample for humans in an analogous fashion
to what we have already implemented. Secondly, our RF can be improved by providing
it information equal to what humans receive: multi-band morphology diagnostics will
be included in our future feature vector. However, the Random Forest algorithm is
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not easily adapted to handle measurement errors or class labels with continuous distri-
butions. To fully utilize the information provided by SWAP, sophisticated algorithms
should be considered. The most likely candidate are deep convolutional neural net-
works (CNNs) such as those employed in recent studies with high levels of accuracy
(Domı´nguez Sa`nchez et al., 2017; Huertas-Company et al., 2008). The drawback to
most deep CNNa is the computational cost required to train such a model. Our Ran-
dom Forest requires a fraction of the computational power as a CNN and fewer training
samples as well, thus demonstrating that it should be considered as a vaiable appropach
to morphology classification. However, there is no reason to limit to a single machine.
As hinted at in Figure 1.4, several machines could train simultaneously, their predictions
aggregated through SWAP, creating an on-the-fly machine ensemble.
Finally, we identify a sample of “clumpy”vgalaxies in the local universe through
the Galaxy Zoo: Hubble project which included imaging from Stripe 82 of the SDSS.
We isolate 104 galaxies that have a traditional clumpy morphology and acquire SDSS
imaging and spectroscopic data for these galaxies, including spectra for over 150 clumps.
These galaxies have a median log stellar mass of 9.4, a sample that could provide crucial
constraints on star formation models of low mass galaxies. We obtain stellar mass and
star-formation rates for these galaxies through the GSWLC catalog (Salim et al., 2016).
Our preliminary analysis of the spectra reveals that the star-forming regions in these
galaxies are in many ways similar to high-redshift clumps: our clumps have a median
physical size of ∼ 1kpc and median Hα velocity dispersion of ∼ 40km/s, values that are
only slightly lower than high redshift clumps. We also compare several spectroscopically
derived properties with clump galactocentric radius but find no strong correlations.
These findings motivate not only a more in depth analysis, but also justify the
search for similar galaxies in the local universe. To that end we described the Clump
Scout project designed to search for additional clumpy galaxies in the local universe by
presenting color-composite SDSS non-Stripe 82 imaging to the general public. We have
made preliminary tests of this project with highly favorable reviews from volunteers and
expect to find an additional 1000 clumpy galaxies, with upwards of ∼1500 associated
spectra. This will provide a large statistical sample of local clumpy galaxies which
we will use to conduct several additional studies for which we have recently recieved
a NSF grant. In particular we will constrain the fraction of clumpy galaxies at low
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redshift, as well as investigate the age and metallicity of individual clumps as a function
of galaxy stellar mass, galactocentric distance, and environmental density, allowing us
to distinguish between various clump formation theories.
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Appendix A
Spectro-polarimetry Confirms
Central Powering in a Lyα
Nebula at z = 3.09
A slightly modified version of this chapter has been published in The Astro-
physical Journal with the following bibliographic reference: Beck, Melanie;
Scarlata, Claudia; Hayes, Matthew; Dijkstra, Mark; and Jones, Terry J.
2016, ApJ, 818, 138.
Abstract
We present a follow-up study to the imaging polarimetry performed by Hayes
et al. (2011) on LAB1 in the SSA22 protocluster region. Arguably the most
well-known Lyman-α “blob”, this radio-quiet emission-line nebula likely
hosts a galaxy which is either undergoing significant star formation or hosts
an AGN, or both. We obtain deep, spatially resolved spectro-polarimetry
of the Lyα emission and detect integrated linear polarization of 9-13%± 2-
3% at a distance of approximately 15 kpc north and south of the peak of
the Lyα surface brightness with polarization vectors lying tangential to the
galactic central source. In these same regions, we also detect a wavelength
dependence in the polarization which is low at the center of the Lyα line
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profile and rises substantially in the wings of the profile. These polariza-
tion signatures are easily explained by a weak out-flowing shell model. The
spectral dependence of the polarization presented here provide a framework
for future observations and interpretations of the southern portion of LAB1
in that any model for this system must be able to reproduce this particular
spectral dependence. However, questions still remain for the northern-most
spur of LAB1. In this region we detect total linear polarization of between 3
and 20% at the 5% significance level. Simulations predict that polarization
should increase with radius for a symmetric geometry. That the northern
spur does not suggests either that this region is not symmetric (which is
likely) and exhibits variations in columns density, or that it is kinemati-
cally distinct from the rest of LAB1 and powered by another mechanism
altogether.
A.1 Introduction
First discovered over a decade ago during the course of deep optical narrowband imag-
ing (Francis et al., 1996; Steidel et al., 2000), Lyman-α “blobs” (LABs) are large, rare,
gaseous nebulae in the high-redshift Universe detectable by their extensive Lyα lumi-
nosity. Found predominantly in regions of galaxy overdensities (Palunas et al., 2004;
Matsuda et al., 2004; Prescott et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2009), these objects are some
of the most promising candidates for the study of ongoing galaxy formation (Mori &
Umemura, 2006). Displaying a range of sizes from tens to hundreds of kiloparsecs and
luminosities spanning ∼ 1043−44 erg s−1, LABs are reminiscent of high-redshift radio
galaxies, yet most are not associated with strong radio sources (Saito et al., 2006).
Instead, it seems that LABs are singularly associated with galaxies of one variety or
another as even the famed Nilsson’s Blob (Nilsson et al., 2006), widely cited as the
most overt example of a host-less LAB, is now believed to be associated with an AGN
(Prescott et al., 2015). Other LABs have been associated with an assortment of galaxy
populations including Lyman break galaxies (LBGs) (Matsuda et al., 2004), luminous
infrared and submillimeter galaxies (SMGs) (Geach et al., 2005, 2007; Yang et al., 2012),
unobscured and obscured quasars (QSOs) (Bunker et al., 2003; Weidinger et al., 2004;
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Basu-Zych & Scharf, 2004; Smith et al., 2009), as well as starbursting galaxies (Scarlata
et al., 2009; Colbert et al., 2011).
Though most LABs seem to have in common a host galaxy or galaxies, the debate
over the powering mechanism of the extended Lyα emission remains unresolved in part
due to the fact that many of these galaxies seem unable to produce sufficient ionizing
flux to light up the surrounding medium (Matsuda et al., 2004; Smith & Jarvis, 2007).
In addition to photoionization from luminous AGN and/or young stars as a power source
(Haiman & Rees, 2001; Jimenez & Haiman, 2006; Geach et al., 2009; Cantalupo et al.,
2012), other possible mechanisms include mechanical energy injected by supernovae
winds during powerful starbursts (Taniguchi & Shioya, 2000; Scarlata et al., 2009),
and radiative cooling (Haiman et al., 2000; Fardal et al., 2001; Dijkstra & Loeb, 2009;
Faucher-Gigue`re et al., 2010; Rosdahl & Blaizot, 2012). In reality, it is more than
likely that LABs are powered by multiple mechanisms simultaneously (Furlanetto et al.,
2005). Theoretical studies have shown that polarization of Lyα photons can be induced
by scattering thus providing a potential diagnostic to probe these various powering
mechanisms (Lee & Ahn, 1998; Rybicki & Loeb, 1999; Loeb & Rybicki, 1999; Dijkstra
& Loeb, 2008).
In particular, we focus our attention on a giant LAB (dubbed LAB1) in the SSA22
protocluster region first discovered by Steidel et al. (2000). This nebula is one of the
most well-studied with observations ranging from optical to X-ray. LAB1 is known to be
loosely associated with an LBG (C11, Steidel et al., 2000; Matsuda et al., 2004), though
the peak Lyα surface brightness (SB) is more likely associated with an 850 µm source
(Geach et al., 2014) with a weak radio counterpart (Chapman et al., 2004) as well as
associated detections in the near infrared (Geach et al., 2007), all suggestive of a dust-
obscured star-forming galaxy leaking Lyα photons which interact with the surrounding
medium. Deep integral-field spectroscopy of the Lyα emission has been presented by
Weijmans et al. (2010) supporting this conclusion for the brightest regions of LAB1
though they suggest this mechanism is less promising in regions of lower Lyα SB. Addi-
tionally, McLinden et al. (2013) perform longslit NIR spectroscopy of portions of LAB1
detecting [OIII] emission in the LBGs C15 and C11 thus determining their systemic
velocity. Hayes et al. (2011, hereafter H11) perform narrow-band imaging polarimetry
and report low polarization in the central region rising to P=11.9±2% within a radius
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of 7′′ (45 kpc physical). Coupled with tangential polarization vectors around the central
region, they conclude their observations are consistent with powering from an obscured
galaxy resulting in scattered Lyα photons by HI.
Due to the observational expense involved, polarization measurements of spatially
extended Lyα emission have so far been attempted only three times. In addition to
the work of H11, Prescott et al. (2011) present narrow-band imaging polarimetry of
a LAB associated with a radio-quiet galaxy at z=2.66 though polarization was not
detected. Humphrey et al. (2013) present the spectro-polarimetry of the gas surrounding
the z=2.34 radio galaxy TXS 0211-122 and report low polarization centrally, rising
to P=16.4±4.6% in some parts of the nebula and conclude that at least a portion
of the nebula is powered by the scattering of Lyα photons produced by the galaxy
within. In this paper we present a follow-up to H11 with the first spectro-polarimetric
measurement of a radio-quiet LAB. In §A.2 we discuss Lyα radiative transfer, scattering,
and polarization basics. In §A.3 we discuss the observations and data analysis. Our
methods and initial results are presented in §A.4, and in §A.5 we present a discussion of
our results in the context of recent observational work. Finally, in §A.6 we discuss
the future of polarization as a diagnostic tool in relation to upcoming space-based
polarimeters.
A.2 Lyα Polarization Basics
Lyα polarization requires photons be scattered imbuing them with a preferential direc-
tion or impact angle. Localized (in situ) production of Lyα photons, either from stars
or gas, is not expected to have significant polarization as these photons will either not
scatter sufficiently or have no preferential orientation. In this section we briefly review
the necessary physics behind generating a significant Lyα polarization signal.
The detection of significant polarization fraction of Lyα emission depends on two
crucial factors: wing vs resonant scattering and Doppler boosting by thermal atoms in
the surrounding medium. Lyα is the transition between the first excited and ground
states of hydrogen and is a resonant transition, a doublet consisting of two fine-structure
lines: 1S1/2 − 2P1/2 and 1S1/2 − 2P3/2. The latter transition can exhibit polarization
while the former cannot as scattering through this transition does not retain information
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on the scattering angle thus producing an isotropized photon. Scattering “near” this
doublet is called resonant or core scattering and has been shown to be a superposition
of Rayleigh and isotropic scattering producing a minimum level of polarization (Brandt
& Chamberlain, 1959; Brasken & Kyrola, 1998). In most astrophysical circumstances
Lyα undergoes this type of scattering and the Lyα photons are repeatedly absorbed
and re-emitted until they are either destroyed by dust or escape the surrounding neutral
medium. However, thermal motions within the gas cause ‘partially’ coherent scattering
where the absorbed and emitted photons are equal only in the rest-frame of the scatter-
ing atom. To the outside observer, the Lyα photons are Doppler boosted with respect
to the scattering atom and thus perform a random walk in both frequency and physical
space (Neufeld, 1990; Loeb & Rybicki, 1999). This can cause the Lyα photons to scatter
in the wing of the profile where it has been shown that the phase function and degree of
polarization are qualitatively consistent with pure Rayleigh scattering (Stenflo, 1980).
Furthermore, Stenflo (1980) has shown that wing scattering can produce three times
more polarization than resonant scattering. Thus, photons scattering in the wing of the
profile are those which are most highly polarized and which see the lowest optical depth
in the surrounding medium, enabling them to escape preferentially.
Theoretical predictions have been made by Dijkstra & Loeb (2008) for the expected
amount of polarization in the Lyα line for various astrophysical situations. They explore
both an expanding shell and a collapsing cloud. The expanding shell is a simple model
of backscattering off a galactic outflow and predicts polarization to increase with radial
distance from the central source with total Lyα polarization as high as 40%, depending
on the assumed column density and velocity of the outflow. Such large values of polar-
ization can be understood due to the kinematics of the gas. Photons scattering off the
“back” of the expanding shell are quickly shifted out of resonance with the gas and into
the wing of the line profile thus allowing many to escape after a single wing-scattering.
Similar levels of total polarization (p∼ 35%) are expected in the case of cooling radia-
tion from a collapsing, optically thick gas cloud with the polarization again increasing
as a function of radius from the central source due to photons emitted over a spatially
extended region within the cloud. .
In both cases, detecting a high level of polarization through narrow-band imaging
polarimetry would be able to rule out in situ production of Lyα photons. However,
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imaging polarimetry alone can not distinguish between outflows or inflows as both pre-
dict similar levels of polarization and increasing polarization as a function of radius
from the central source. Instead, the frequency dependence of Lyα polarization is re-
quired. For the case of an outflowing thin shell, Dijkstra & Loeb (2008) predict that
Lyα polarization will increase redwards of the line center. This is because the redder
Lyα photons appear farther from resonance in the frame of the gas and scatter less
thus achieving higher levels of polarization. In fact, Dijkstra & Loeb (2008) state that
this frequency dependence can be interpreted as a “fingerprint” for outflows and predict
that Lyα polarization could be as high as ∼ 60% in the reddest part of the line profile.
In stark contrast, polarization increases blueward of line center for a collapsing cloud.
Thus the frequency dependence of Lyα polarization can also constrain the kinematic
structure of the surrounding gas.
A.3 Observations, Reduction, and Calculations
We now turn our attention to the spectro-polarimetry of LAB1. Hayes et al. (2011)
present imaging polarimetry of this nebula in which they find significant polarization
increasing as a function of radius from the point of brightest Lyα SB as calculated in
Voronoi bins. Furthermore they find polarization vectors which lie tangentially around
this central point and conclude that LAB1 is indeed powered by a bright central galaxy
obscured from our line of sight. In this portion of the paper we present follow-up spectro-
polarimetry in order to confirm and further probe the kinematics of this enigmatic
object. In this section we discuss the observations and data reduction methods, as well
as the polarization and error calculations performed.
A.3.1 Observations
We choose as our target one of the largest known Lyα blobs located in the SSA22
protocluster region at z=3.09 (see Steidel et al. (2000)). Dubbed LAB1, this object
was observed over the course of five consecutive half nights from 5-9 October 2010, us-
ing the FOcal Reducer and low dispersion Spectrograph (FORS2) (Appenzeller et al.,
1998) instrument mounted on the Antu (UT1) node of the Very Large Telescope (VLT)
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European Southern Observatory (ESO). The first stage of the dedicated dual-beam po-
larization optics is the introduction of a strip mask designed to avoid overlapping on the
CCD of the two beams of polarized light. Six MOS slitlets, each 1′′ wide and 20′′ long
are then positioned over the objects of interest. The light is passed through a super-
achromatic half-wave plate (HWP) retarder mosaic (RETA2+5), which rotates the angle
of the polarized light. We adopt the standard four angles for unambiguous recovery of
the Q and U Stokes parameters: 0◦, 22.5◦, 45◦, and 67.5◦. The rotated beam is sub-
sequently passed through a Wollaston prism (WOLL 34+13), which splits the randomly
polarized and unpolarized light into two orthogonal, linearly polarized outgoing beams,
arbitrarily denoted the ‘ordinary’ (ord) and ‘extraordinary’ (ext) beams. Finally, the
beams are passed through a grism dispersion element (GRISM 1400V+18) with a cen-
tral wavelength of 5200 A˚ (∼1271 A˚ rest frame), spectral range of 4560-5860 A˚, and
dispersion of .63 A˚/pixel. The spectral resolution is approximately 2100 with our 1′′
slit width. This produces simultaneous ord and ext spectra which are then projected
onto the CCD. Thus each frame consisted of six spectra: three slits contained only sky,
two contained stars which were used in the alignment process (see below), and one was
positioned over LAB1. We observed LAB1 at a position angle of −3.09◦ in the standard
N=0◦– E=90◦ reference frame.
Throughout the course of each night the sequence of four HWP position angles was
observed repeatedly with two full sequences being completed each night. Integration
times were 1,800 seconds for each HWP position with the exception of the first night
where each exposure had 1,600 and 2,000 seconds of integration time per HWP position
for the first and second sequences respectively. Thus at each retarder position angle we
obtain a total integration time of 18,000 seconds.
The entirety of the observing time was classified as clear or photometric with no
clouds present on any given night. Since the ord and ext beams are obtained simul-
taneously, deviations from photometricity would anyway have no impact on the deter-
mination of the Stokes parameters. Observations were taken around the new moon in
order to minimize the sky background at bluer wavelengths with moonrise not occur-
ring until after observations were complete each night. Because we observe LAB1 with
constant position angle, atmospheric dispersion will vary with airmass over the course
of the exposure time. Airmass ranged from 1.1 to 1.53 and was thus well within the
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Figure A.1 Top. Spatial and wavelength distribution of the master total intensity
Lyα spectrum. Co-added Lyα spectrum of 77 science spectra smoothed by a Gaus-
sian with FWHM = 0.′′5. Due to light loss at the edges of the slit, we present here only
the central 18′′. Bottom. Ordinary and extraordinary beams at each HWP angle which
provide the basis for our polarization measurements. Each frame consists of several
co-added frames taken over the 5 nights of observations.
FORS instrument’s atmospheric dispersion corrector to compensate. The bulk of the
20 hours of observation time experienced astronomical seeing which varied between 0.5
and 1.0 arcsecond with median seeing at ∼ 0.′′75. There were three observations which
experienced seeing as high as 1.7′′. These were excluded from the following analysis
although their inclusion does not significantly alter our results – polarization fractions
varied only by a few per cent. We thus obtain a total of 37 individual observations for
a total of 12,600 seconds of integration.
A.3.2 Data Reduction
The initial steps of data reduction were carried out in the standard manner for spec-
troscopic observations. Individual frames were biased subtracted. Master flat frames
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Figure A.2 Slit position over LAB1 as compared with results from H11. In the left
panel we show the combined Lyα intensity frame from H11 adaptively smoothed to
show detail including emission from LAB1 and nearby LBGs C11 and C15. Overlaid in
white are boxes from Weijmans et al. (2010), regions in which they performed integral-
field spectroscopy on the Lyα emission. As before, the slit shown here spans ∼18′′.
Contours denote arbitrary flux levels. In the right panel we show fractional polarization
results from H11 for those bins which were detected at or above 2σ (See H11 Fig. 2,
panel e). Our slit passes over the region of brightest Lyα emission in the southern
portion of the slit as well as a dimmer region in the north.
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were created from several dome flats using EsoRex1 , an ESO recipe execution tool,
and applied to individual frames to correct for pixel-to-pixel variations. Each frame was
then normalized by exposure time. Cosmic rays were thoroughly removed using L.A.
Cosmic2 (van Dokkum, 2001). To account for small variations in the spatial direction
during observing, frames were aligned using the shift sub function in IDL where the
pixel shift was calculated as the average of fitted Gaussians of each stellar continua in
the slits above and below the science spectra. At this stage all the individual frames
were split into their ord and ext beams (37 observations × 2 beams = 74 spectra).
Only slits 3 (sky) and 4 (LAB1) were considered for the remainder of the analysis.
Each beam of the sky and LAB1 spectra was wavelength calibrated individually
via a He-Ar arc lamp spectrum using NOAO/IRAF3 onedspec and twodspec packages.
The identify - reidentify - fitcoords - transform sequence was used on the
2D spectra yielding a fit r.m.s. typically between 0.05 and 0.09 A˚.
Sky subtraction was performed using the sky spectra in slit 3. For each ord and
ext beam, the sky spectrum was median extracted, normalized to the spatial dimension
of the 2D LAB1 spectra, and subtracted from the corresponding LAB1 beam. The
residual sky background in the wavelength direction was modeled with a linear fit after
masking the Lyα line. This was then subtracted from the spectra. This step was
appropriate as there is no evidence of UV continuum according to our preliminary
analysis of recently acquired MUSE data which will be published in Hayes et al., in
prep. Atmospheric correction was applied using an extinction coefficient as a function
of wavelength obtained from Patat et al. (2011) and the airmass at the midpoint of each
observation. Spectra were then co-added using a mean combination with simple minmax
rejection of the highest and lowest value at each pixel using IRAF’s imcombine. As
mentioned previously, we exclude 3 observations from further analysis. These include
one 45◦ observation and two 67.5◦ observations whose delivered seeing was well above
1.0′′.
We combine eight groups of 10 spectra to produce science frames for polarimetry
1 http://www.eso.org/sci/software/cpl/esorex.html
2 http://www.astro.yale.edu/dokkum/lacosmic/
3 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories, which are operated by
the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with the
National Science Foundation
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measurements: ord and ext at each of the four angles, as shown in the bottom panel
of Figure A.1. It is immediately obvious that there are variations between the ord and
ext beams at each HWP angle which fundamentally leads to a measurement of the
polarization. Finally, a master total intensity frame is created by averaging these eight
frames together, as shown in the top panel of Figure A.1.
A.3.3 Polarization and Error Calculations
Polarization of Lyα is expected to be linear, thus the decomposition of polarized light
falls only into Q and U normalized Stokes parameters. The V parameter represents
circular polarization and is not expected for Lyα radiation. The fourth parameter I is
the total intensity which is equal to the sum of the ord and ext beams. For each HWP
position, θ, the normalized flux difference, Fθ, is defined as:
Fθ =
fordθ − fextθ
fordθ + f
ext
θ
(A.1)
where fordθ is the flux in the ordinary beam for a given θ and likewise of f
ext
θ for the
extraordinary beam.
Once the four HWP angles have been obtained, Q, U , and I relate to the observables
by
q =
Q
I
=
1
2
F0.0 − 1
2
F45.0
u =
U
I
=
1
2
F22.5 − 1
2
F67.5
(A.2)
From these, the polarization fraction, p, and the polarization angle, χ, can be calculated
by
p =
√
q2 + u2
χ =
1
2
arctan
u
q
(A.3)
However, we actually desire an estimate of the “true” polarization, p0. When it is
assumed that the Stokes parameters q and u are drawn from Gaussian distributions
centered around the true values (q0 and u0) each with variance σ, it can be shown
(e.g. Plaszczynski et al., 2014) that the distribution of the polarization follows the Rice
distribution:
fp(p) =
p
σ2
e−
p2+p20
2σ2 I0(
pp0
σ2
) (A.4)
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where p0 is the true amplitude of the polarization and I0 is the modified Bessel function
of the zeroth order. Equation A.3 is considered the naive estimator for this distribution
and is known to be strongly biased at low polarization signal-to-noise ratio (SNRp) in
part because, in this regime, the Rice distribution can be approximated as a Rayleigh
distribution which is highly skewed to larger values of polarization. Additionally, the
naive estimator cannot take experimental noise into account. Several attempts have
been made to produce an unbiased estimator for p0 (see Simmons & Stewart, 1985,
for a review) but most have other undesirable qualities such as being unphysical at
very low signal-to-noise or containing discontinuities. Plaszczynski et al. (2014) develop
a polarization estimator dubbed the Modified Asymptotic Estimator (MAS) which is
less biased in both low (Rayleigh) and high (Gaussian) SNRp regimes and is continuous
between these regions. Furthermore, this estimator also takes into account measurement
error in q and u. For these reasons we adopt this estimator for the polarization which
goes as:
pˆMAS = pi − b2i
1− exp−p2i /b2i
2pi
(A.5)
where pi is given by Equation A.3 and b
2 is the noise bias of the estimator given by
b2i =
q2i σ
2
u + u
2
iσ
2
q
q2i + u
2
i
(A.6)
where each i is an individual binned measurement of the quantity of interest.
In practice, the quantities pi, qi and ui are calculated as given in equations A.1,
A.2, and A.3 in each bin (see below for a discussion on our binning strategy). The σq
and σu are computed from Monte Carlo simulations whereby each of the eight science
frames is allowed to deviate according to a Gaussian spread wherein the deviates are
simply computed as the standard deviation of a large portion of the background of each
individual science ord and ext frame. Ten thousand realizations are performed and
for each realization q and u are computed. The resulting probability distributions of q
and u are Gaussian as expected and from these we obtain σq and σu by measuring the
spread of the distributions.
We consider the polarization SNRp by computing
SNRp =
pMAS√
1
2(σ
2
q + σ
2
u)
, (A.7)
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where again we allow for measurement error by incorporating both σq and σu. Following
the prescription of Plaszczynski et al. (2014), values of SNRp > 3.8 indicate that the Rice
distribution is sufficiently Gaussian and thus unbiased. In this regime one may compute
a point estimate along with the estimator variance. Values less than this, however, fall
in the Rayleigh regime wherein one must instead rely on confidence intervals (CIs). As
we show below, different binning techniques yield different SNRp and thus in some cases
we report point estimates of the fractional polarization while in others we provide the
95% CIs according to Eqn. 26 in Plaszczynski et al. (2014).
Finally, we consider the measurement and error estimates for the polarization angle.
It has been shown (e.g. Wardle & Kronberg, 1974; Vinokur, 1965) that the distribution
of χ is symmetric about the true value of the angle and thus the estimator presented in
Equation A.3 is already unbiased. At large SNRp this distribution also tends towards
a Gaussian with a standard deviation of σχ ≈ σp/2p. However, at low SNRp this
approximation underestimates the error. In this work we follow Wardle & Kronberg
(1974) and approximate the error by their Eqn. A6 (see also their Figure 3) which
provides the most conservative error estimate for measurements with SNRp > 0.5.
A.4 Polarization of Lyα in LAB1
A.4.1 Polarization integrated over the line profile
Because our data have low signal-to-noise per pixel (SNRp . 1), binning of the science
frames is a necessity. However, any Lyα polarization signal will result from the particular
geometry inherent in the HI gas with a unique set of Stokes parameters and polarization
angle. If these regions are not azimuthally resolved, one risks overlapping each region’s
polarization angles thus averaging the polarization signal and potentially washing it out
entirely (Dijkstra & Loeb, 2008). Thus, some binning is necessary but overbinning will
make it unmeasurable.
To aid in the determination of appropriate bins we examine the slit position over
LAB1 as shown in Figure A.2. LAB1 fills the slit and contains regions of varying
Lyα surface brightness (SB) as denoted by the set of arbitrary contours. Also shown in
this figure are white boxes corresponding to Lyα emission integral-field spectroscopy as
presented by Weijmans et al. (2010). Our slit overlaps their regions R1 and R3 and
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Figure A.3 Polarization of spectrally integrated Lyα. In the left panel we show the
spatial binning of the Lyα emission spectrum with bins ranging from 2-3′′ overlaid in red.
Lyα emission is integrated over 4965-5000 A˚. The blue lines indicate the spatial extent
of Weijmans et al. (2010) IFU boxes. Depicted in the right panel are our polarization
measurements in orange. Polarization point estimates are denoted by orange boxes with
1σ error bars; 95% CIs are shown as closed brackets; and upper limits are denoted with
orange arrows where we define our upper limits as the upper 95% confidence bound
for that spatial bin. Black squares show fractional polarization from H11 as measured
in Voronoi bins which overlap with our slit. See text for discussion on differences and
limitations between datasets.
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Table A.1 Polarization signal-to-noise and fractional polarization measurements for spatial
bins. For those bins with sufficient SNRp we report the polarization point estimate and
corresponding 1σp error. Otherwise we report 95% confidence intervals for bins in which
the lower 95% confidence bound is greater than zero.
Bin SNRp pmin pmax p σp
B 4.6 8.59 1.9
C 2.6 1.00 5.92
D 4.9 13.6 2.7
F 2.8 2.78 12.4
G 2.8 4.51 20.0
we adopt this nomenclature throughout. R3 is situated over the brightest peak of the
Lyα SB while R1 is associated with a somewhat dimmer region. Between these two
features there exists a distinct gap that can also clearly be seen in the Lyα emission
shown in Figure A.1. We determine to bin these regions separately as they can exhibit
different polarization fractions as shown in the right panel of Figure A.2. Altogether,
we bin the slit into 8 individual spatial regions, each spanning 2′′–3′′, as this is large
enough to achieve adequate SNRp in some bins yet small enough that we do not wash
out any polarization signal. These spatial elements are labeled A through H, with A
being the southern-most portion of the slit and H the northern-most. These spatial
bins are shown explicitly in Figure A.3.
With these considerations in mind we first spectrally integrate over the Lyα emis-
sion to calculate the total p for comparison with H11. Integration is carried out over
the wavelength range 4965–5000 A˚. We note that though the range of the Lyα emission
varies within each aperture, varying the integration range only changes the fractional
polarization by a few percent difference for all but bin H which has an increase in p of
10%. However, since we are unable to place reasonable constraints on the polarization
fraction in this bin we consider this to be moot. Only two of these spatial bins have
SNRp > 3.8 and for these we report the measured polarization and 1σp error. The re-
maining bins have SNRp < 3.8 and for these we report 95% CIs for those bins in which
the 95% lower confidence bound is greater than zero. Our results are summarized in
Table 1 as well as in Figure A.3 along with the spatial binning pattern and the polar-
ization measurements from H11 for those bins which our slit overlapped. The fractional
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Figure A.4 2D Stokes parameters and polarization maps. The q and u maps are com-
puted directly from the science frames shown in the bottom panel of Figure A.1 accord-
ing to the prescription of Equation A.2 after binning as described in subsection A.4.2.
The polarization map in the right panel is then computed via q and u according to
Equation A.5. In all frames, only those bins are shown in which the polarization was
deemed significant as discussed in subsection A.3.3. The variation between the q and u
maps is readily seen by eye and is directly related to the amplitude of the polarization
measured in that bin.
polarization values roughly agree when one takes into account the distinct methods used
between our two analyses. H11 utilize a Voronoi binning technique whereby the size of
each bin is determined by the achieved SNR within that bin. This allows them to have
bins of various sizes. Each of their bins only partially overlaps our slit and we include
in Figure A.3 all such bins. The largest disparity between datasets occurs in Bin F. In
this region, H11 measure the fractional polarization to be p ∼ 20% whereas we find, at
most, ∼ 12%. The reason for this discrepancy is not fully understood. In Table A.4.1 we
report the 95% confidence intervals for those spatial bins whose lower 95% confidence
bound is greater than zero. We see polarization in spatial bin C which is on the order of
a few per-cent though not quite consistent with zero. The fractional polarization then
increases to 13.6% north and 8.6% south of this region as seen in spatial bins B and D.
The distance between bin C and these bins is roughly 15 kpc in either direction.
A.4.2 Polarization across the line profile
We next explore p as a function of wavelength. Using the same spatial elements, we
further bin each into 5 A˚ increments in the wavelength direction and compute q and
u as shown in Figure A.4. In this figure we show only those bins in which we that we
detect a significant polarization signal. One can see by eye the differences in the q and
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Figure A.5 Polarization of Lyα as a function of wavelength. Figures A through H
contain the extracted 1D Lyα spectrum of the corresponding aperture from Figure A.3.
All spectra have been scaled to show their relative intensity. Overplotted in orange we
show the polarization fraction as a function of wavelength in bins of 5A˚. Polarization
point estimates are denoted by orange boxes with 1σ error bars; 95% CIs are shown
as closed brackets; and upper limits are denoted with orange arrows where we define
our upper limits as the upper 95% confidence bound for that bin. The dashed blue line
represents the average systemic velocity as measured from [OIII]of four galaxies which
are associated with LAB1. The dash-dotted lines are the minimum and maximum of
those objects. In bins B-E, we see a trend of low polarization associated with the core
of the Lyα emission and higher polarization toward the wings of the line profile. This
trend is less apparent in other bins, though the line profiles are not as well defined and
many display a double peak. In general, p is typically highest at those wavelengths in
which the Lyα intensity is relatively low.
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u frames which is directly responsible for the strength of the polarization shown in the
third panel.
In Figure A.5 we present the extracted 1D spectra for each spatial element along
with the wavelength response of p in orange. For those bins with sufficient SNRp (as
shown in the middle panel of Figure A.6), we show the polarization point estimate along
with 1σp errors. For those bins which have lower 95% confidence bounds greater than
zero, we show the CI as orange closed brackets. Otherwise, we show upper limits defined
as the upper 95% confidence bound for that bin. In general we see a trend of high (low)
polarization corresponding to lower (higher) relative Lyα intensity. In particular, bin
B displays p which is consistent with zero in near 4985A˚ but which rises substantially
in the wings of the profile, reaching up to 45% bluewards and with upper limits as high
as 65% redwards. In spatial bins C and D we see the suggestion of similar behavior
with lower polarization in the core of the line and potentially higher polarization in the
wings of the profile though the data do not allow us to further constrain the trend.
It is important to recall that these measurements inform us as to the fraction of the
total intensity which is polarized. In the case of box B, for example, the wavelength
bin at 4970A˚ is 45% polarized. The intensity in this portion of the line is quite low,
however, relative to the peak at 4990A˚. It is instructive to compare this to the integrated
polarization in Figure A.3. In that figure, box B has fractional polarization of ∼ 9%.
Thus we see that spectro-polarimetry gives us more information than what can be
gained solely through imaging or integrated polarimetry. Highly polarized individual
wavelength bins are ‘washed out’ by the relative strength of the core of the profile which
is typically not strongly polarized. The overall fraction of polarized photons decreases
when integrating over the entire line and it is impossible to reconstruct from imaging
alone which wavelength regimes are the most highly polarized.
In Figure A.6 we present 2D maps of the spectrally binned intensity, SNRp, and
polarization of LAB1. In the middle panel we show the SNRp where we stress that
the “noise” in this equation is not the equivalent of a polarization error. This figure
instead serves to give the reader a feeling for the relative quality of our measurements.
Comparing the middle and top panels we see that many areas of high intensity have very
low polarization signal-to-noise indicating that these regions most likely have very low
or no fractional polarization for us to detect with the current data. However, portions of
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Figure A.6 Top. Total intensity of the 2D Lyα spectrum in bins of 5A˚ by 2-3′′. Mid-
dle. SNRp map which demonstrates the relative quality of our polarization measure-
ments. SNRp > 2 is generally enough for us to discriminate p statistically significant
from zero with 95% confidence and we show CIs for such bins in Figure A.5. SNRp > 3.8
indicates the Rice distribution is sufficiently Gaussian and we measure polarization with
standard errors, also shown in Figure A.5. Bottom. Map of p determined to be statis-
tically significant from zero with 95% confidence (lower 95% confidence bounds greater
than zero). For those bins with sufficient SNRp, the bin color reflects the point estimate
of p, otherwise it represents the middle value of the CI associated with that bin.
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the spectrum exhibiting relatively less intensity have much more significant SNRp. The
fraction of polarized light in these bins is relatively more substantial. We also point out
that in this SNRp map we see a range of values from ∼ 2 to ∼ 5 which indicates that for
some bins we report point estimates of the fractional polarization while for others we
instead provide 95% CIs. In the bottom panel, we show p in individual bins in which
we either have sufficiently high SNRp or in which we calculate a lower 95% confidence
bound greater than zero. In general we see higher values of p in the reddest part of
the line though we also note some substantial polarization in the blue wing as well. In
most cases we see that the central emission region is characterized by low SNRp and
low fractional polarization.
Finally, in Figure A.7 we present the direction of the polarization vectors, χ, for
those spatial elements (B-D, F, G) which have SNRp > 2. Errors on the polarization
angles range from ∼6–15◦. In this figure we also plot polarization vectors from H11
for comparison, including only those which they measured at or above 2σ. We see that
both sets are generally consistent. Like H11, our angles lie tangentially around the peak
of Lyα SB.
A.5 Discussion and Conclusions
We have presented deep spectro-polarimetry of the LAB1 Lyα emission nebula. The
data allow us to probe the kinematics and distribution of the neutral gas and reinforce
the idea that LAB1 is likely composed of several smaller, more complex regions instead
of one large, kinematic structure. In particular, our observations suggest at least a weak
outflow in the southern portion of the LAB as we discuss below.
Simulations predict that polarization due to scattering should exhibit a radial depen-
dence on the sky. The region of highest Lyα SB would not be strongly polarized but the
polarization would rise with increasing radius (Dijkstra & Loeb, 2008). The observed
polarization of Lyα in the southern portion of the slit is consistent with Lyα photons
produced by a luminous galaxy (or galaxies) and scattered at large radii by the sur-
rounding neutral hydrogen. As in H11, we see this signature here, most notably in
spatial elements B-D where the peak of the Lyα SB has little observable polarization
as shown in spatial element C. North of this location (D), we find p = 13.6 ± 2.7%
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P=1
Figure A.7 Direction of Lyα polarization vectors. Smoothed total Lyα intensity from
H11 overlaid with polarization vectors from H11 (black) and from this analysis (cyan)
for those spatial bins from Figure A.3 which have SNRp > 2. Because we measure small
polarization amplitude in our bins we use a larger scaling for our vectors in order for
the reader to more easily compare the angles we measure with with those presented in
H11. Both sets of angles generally lie tangentially about the region of highest Lyα SB.
which is also consistent with the Voronoi bins from H11 lying on either side of our slit
at approximately the same radial distance (see the right side of Figure A.2). Similarly
to the south (B), we find total p = 8.59± 1.9%. Thus we have increasing polarization
away from the peak Lyα emission with a radius of ∼ 15 kpc. However, this general
trend cannot determine between inflowing or outflowing gas as both are predicted to
have this observational signature.
Dijkstra & Loeb (2008) also predict that, for an envelope of expanding gas, those
photons in the bulk of the line profile should exhibit increasing polarization redward of
the line core. The strength of this increase depends strongly on the distance from the
center of Lyα SB as well as the column density and outflow velocity. In other words, for a
given column density and outflow speed, polarization will increase weakly (up to ∼ 10%)
in the reddest part of the wing at the peak of Lyα SB, but will increase substantially
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(up to ∼ 70%) at larger radii from this region. We caution that direct comparison of
our data with these simulations comes with a caveat since we are not integrating over
the entire shell with our long-slit observations. Nevertheless, the spectrally resolved
polarization in bins C and B at least suggest this behavior.
To see this trend, we first estimate the systemic velocity of the region as the average
from four galaxies measured in [OIII] and known to be components of LAB1 (Kubo et al.,
2015; McLinden et al., 2013) (see Figure A.5). We note that these measurements are all
within ∼ 230 km/s. Given the width of the Lyα profile, this uncertainty has minimal
impact. In this context we can see that the polarization in C is well constrained in the
red wing to be at most ∼ 20% polarized. Though we are unable to tightly constrain the
red wing in bin B, large polarization values are suggested by the detection at 4995A˚,
and are not ruled out at longer wavelengths. This particular polarization pattern can be
explained easily with a weak outflowing shell model whereby Lyα photons emitted from
an embedded source interact with the expanding shell. Those photons which interact
with the receding portion of the shell (from our point of view) are Doppler shifted into
the red wing of the profile. Being in the wing of the line profile, these photons see a
lower optical depth and thus preferentially escape the medium having only scattered
a few times which preserves their polarization. Photons which remain in the core of
the profile in the frame of the gas scatter many more times, effectively erasing any
polarization signal.
The polarization data presented here provide a framework for future observations of
the southern portion of LAB1. The imaging polarimetry of H11 coupled with a recent
strong submillimeter source within 1.5′′ of the peak Lyα intensity (Geach et al., 2014)
provide the ‘smoking gun’ that there is indeed at least one powerful source embedded in
this region, the photons from which are likely scattering at large radii. If there are indeed
multiple sources within about 30 kpc of this region, observations must also provide a
mechanism by which these sources can reproduce the spectral polarization signature
presented here, namely, a configuration which is consistent with low polarization in the
core of the Lyα profile and high polarization in the wings.
However, the picture remains obscure for R1 corresponding to our spatial elements
E-F. Were R1 to be part of the same smooth, kinematic structure as R3 we would
expect its total Lyα polarization to increase relative to R3 due to its increased radius
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from the galactic center. Instead, we see the total polarization drop and flatten across
R1. It’s possible that the gas in this region is clumpier or denser than the southern
portion of the blob. An increase in the column density of the gas will decrease the
observed polarization fraction as additional scatterings tend to isotropize the photons.
Another possibility is that this region is powered by fluorescence from ionizing radiation
emanating from the central source. This would naturally explain the lower polarization
as this type of in situ production of photons is not expected to be highly polarized.
Weijmans et al. (2010) present compelling evidence that suggests this region is kine-
matically distinct from the rest of LAB1 and thus a third possibility is that this region
is instead powered by radiative cooling. Most likely is the possibility that this region
is dominated by an embedded source of its own. Though interesting to speculate, the
wavelength dependence of the polarization in these spatial bins is not sufficient for us
to further probe the kinematics and polarization properties.
A.6 The Future of Lyα Polarization
With another successful detection of the spectral dependence of Lyα polarization the
question arises: What does the future hold for Lyα polarization? Additionally, should
emphasis be placed on imaging or spectral polarimetry? The integration times for
either mode are similar in magnitude and require a substantial commitment so the
choice between methods is not a trivial one.
We have explicitly demonstrated that much information can be gleaned from the
spectral dependence of the polarization signal. In particular, features emerge which
narrowband imaging polarimetry simply cannot detect. Not only are we able to detect
the wavelength dependence for many of our spatial bins but we also find high polarization
upwards of 60% in portions of the Lyα profiles – information which is completely lost in
imaging polarimetry. While imaging polarimetry can confirm the presence of scattering
and probe the overall geometry of the scattering medium, it cannot probe the kinematics
of the system to determine potential outflows or inflows. Furthermore, the spectrally
integrated polarization can still provide spatial clues as to any existing radial dependence
with advantageous slit placement. Because the geometry of the blob is important to the
overall detection of a polarization signal, spectro-polarimetry should not be conducted
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blindly but instead by guided by spatial information obtained from the already existing
narrowband surveys of LABs as well as IFUs.
Though it remains to be seen, suggestions have arisen that the next generation of
∼30 m telescopes could extend Lyα polarization studies. This is supported in that
all projected Extremely Large Telescopes (ELT) have proposed polarimetry as a nec-
essary part of their instrument suite. On the E-ELT, the Exo-Planet Imaging Camera
and Spectrograph (EPICS, Kasper et al., 2008) includes the EPOL polarimeter (Keller
et al., 2010). The Thirty Meter Telescope has discussed plans to include the Second-
Earth Imager for TMT (Matsuo & Tamura, 2010). And the Giant Magellan Telescope
has discussed spectro-polarimetric capabilities as necessary to meeting their science
goals (GMTO Corporation, 2012). Off the ground, several probe-scale NASA space
missions have been proposed to study exoplanetary systems such as the AFTA and
“EXO” missions (Stapelfeldt et al., 2014; Seager et al., 2014), with considerable em-
phasis given to polarimeters to enrich the science output. While many of these projects
focus on imaging polarimetry, the UVMag consortium has proposed the Arago space
mission which would be devoted to unprecedented spectro-polarimetry from the FUV
through the NIR (Pertenais et al., 2014). This field is currently driven almost exclu-
sively by exo-planetary science for studying the scattering off planetary atmospheres
and circumstellar disks but it is the development of such instrumentation which is of
greatest importance. At this stage, we cannot say whether we will be able to point
one of these instruments directly towards a Lyα blob without slight modification of the
initial design or incorporation of additional settings but it is optically plausible (Hayes
& Scarlata, 2011).
In the meantime, much can still be accomplished from the ground with 8 m class
telescopes. To date, only three Lyα emitting sources have been studied in depth: LAB1
(Hayes et al., 2011, and this work), LABd05 (Prescott et al., 2011) and radio galaxy TXS
0211–122, known to be associated with a 100 kpc scale Lyα nebula (Humphrey et al.,
2013). Radio-quiet LABs were first targeted due to their apparently controversial nature
unlike high redshift radio galaxies (HzRGs) which did not pose an energy problem.
With the discovery that a HzRG is at least partially polarized due to Lyα scattering,
it behooves us to test further what relationship, if any, exists between radio-loud and
-quiet nebulae. Compact Lyα sources also remain unexplored with the polarimeter.
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Though targeting resolved objects ensures that the Stokes parameters do not all cancel,
symmetry is likely broken in most systems. Thus we may expect a measurable signal
from LAEs (Lee & Ahn, 1998).
Additionally, the interpretation of Lyα polarization is still a challenging prospect
of its own. Most state-of-the-art simulations assume density and kinematic structures
that are still unrealistic in that variations proceed smoothly. What is urgently needed is
the implementation of Lyα polarization in all Lyα radiative transport codes to generate
predictions for various applications including clumpy and filamentary media as well as
non-spherically symmetric geometries. While some work has already been done in this
area (Dijkstra & Kramer, 2012), there is still much to be explored in terms of predicting
observable polarized Lyα line profiles. With the current limitation on instrumentation
coupled with exacting observations, we need dedicated theoretical and observational
developments that proceed in tandem.
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